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Abstract
As humanity is plagued with diseases and aging, a comprehensive analysis of the human
body is of crucial importance, for which reason “omics” technologies aim to identify and
analyze all compounds present in a given biological sample. Since the metabolic state of
an organism represents its overall physiological status, metabolic signatures are important
indicators for common diseases disrupting the metabolism. Moreover, the exploration of
samples from as many bodyfluids as possible is of great interest, because each fluid contains different types of compounds dependent on its function in the human body and
therefore, can provide different types of information.
The first aspect of this work is the comparison of multiple bodyfluids by using metabolic
network inference. Univariate analyses on this dataset have been performed in previous projects, but to the best of our knowledge, a multiple bodyfluid analysis based on
metabolic networks has never been done before. For 2174 metabolites in plasma, urine
and saliva samples of the Qatar Metabolomics Study of Diabetes, which were quantified on three different platforms, from 188 type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) patients and
181 controls of Arab and Asian ethnicity, metabolic networks were inferred based on
Gaussian Graphical Models. The analysis of inferred networks for these bodyfluids
revealed great differences between the metabolite compositions and statistical correlations
of plasma, urine and saliva. Urine contains the highest number of detected metabolites,
while plasma has the biggest fraction of metabolite correlations, which in turn, is lowest for
saliva. By overlapping the single networks for plasma, urine and saliva to create one single
network containing all bodyfluids, many known pathways and chemical reactions could
be reconstructed, in particular, for plasma and urine metabolites. Conspicuous fluid- specific clusters were observed, including but not limited to acylcarnitines, free fatty acids
and amino acids as well as their derivatives. To analyze statistical correlations between
metabolites detected in different bodyfluids, another network was inferred. It contains
partial correlations of metabolite pairs from the same and from different bodyfluids. As
expected, the investigation of this network showed that associations between the same interfluid metabolites appear at much higher probability than associations between different
interfluid metabolites. Moreover, urinary and salivary metabolites tend to correlate with
plasma compounds rather than with each other. Significant interfluid partial correlations
could be observed for various metabolites, including 1,5-anhydroglucitol, cortisone and
inositol.
The second part of this thesis is the identification and investigation of metabolites associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Multivariate linear regression was performed and the
results were integrated into a fluid-dependent metabolic network, yielding the final network, which consists of metabolites from all platforms, their intrafluid correlations in all
three bodyfluids, and their association with type 2 diabetes. Besides already known T2D
associated compounds, such as metformin and monosaccharides, also metabolites were
identified, which, to the best of our knowledge, have never been observed to correlate
with diabetes before. Examples include urinary 3-hydroxyproline and plasma butenylcarnitine. Furthermore, we could also confirm previous findings, such as the remarkable
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diabetes association of both plasma and salivary 1,5-anhydroglucitol, for which a significant statistical partial correlation could be denoted as well.
The exploration of multiple bodyfluids is of great scientific and economical importance.
More bodyfluids does not only mean more information, but, in particular saliva, has
immense clinical advantages. The collection of saliva samples is very easy, enabling systematic screenings for certain diseases with less effort and expense. Notably, type 2
diabetes patients often have no symptoms in the early stage and the disease is diagnosed
while other medical care is needed. This work shows that many suggested biomarkers are
fluid-specific, but there are also a bunch of metabolites, whose effects can be transferred
to other bodyfluids. The analysis of interfluid metabolite correlations indicates whether
the features based on the concentration level in a certain bodyfluid can be applied to the
metabolite of a second bodyfluid.
In this project, we also provide a novel visualization method by combining metabolic
network inference of multiple bodyfluids with the exploration of disease associations with
linear regression, enabling a substantially improved overview of possible associations between metabolism and disease phenotype. As such, this visualization offers an enhanced
interpretation basis for future research.
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Kurzzusammenfassung
Weit verbreitete Krankheiten und der Alterungsprozess sind zwei Faktoren, die die Menscheit im 21. Jahrhundert plagen. Um ihnen entgegenwirken zu können, is ein umfangreiches Verstehen und Analysieren des menschlichen Körpers von großer Bedeutung. Aus
diesem Bedürfnis sind die sogenannten „omics“ Technologien entstanden, die es ermöglichen, Gene oder Genprodukte einer biologischen Probe zu identifizieren und zu untersuchen. Da die metabolische Beschaffenheit eines Organismus dessen allgemeinen physiologischen Zustand repräsentiert, sind metabolische Signaturen wichtige Indikatoren für
Krankheiten, die den normalen Metabolismus stören. Weiterhin ist auch das Untersuchen
verschiedener Körperflüssigkeiten und Gewebestrukturen sinnvoll, da diese aufgrund ihrer
unterschiedlichen Funktionen und damit unterschiedlichen Zusammensetzungen verschiedene Informationen beinhalten.
Der erste Aspekt dieser Arbeit besteht in dem Vergleich von Metabolitenkompositionen
und -associationen in unterschiedlichen menschlichen Körperflüssigkeiten, unter Verwendung von auf Netzwerkinferenz. Für 2174 Metaboliten, die auf unterschiedlichen Platformen in Plasma-, Urin- und Speichelproben von 188 Typ 2 Diabetes Patienten und
181 gesunden Vergleichspersonen arabischer und asiatischer Herkunft gemessen wurden,
wurden Netzwerke basierend auf Gaussian Graphical Models inferriert. Die Analyse
der körperflüssigkeitenspezifischen Netzwerke zeigt, dass sowohl Inhalt als auch partielle
Korrelation von Metaboliten je nach Körperflüssigkeit stark variiert. In Urin wurde die
höchste Anzahl an verschiedenen Metaboliten detektiert, während Plasma den größten
Anteil an signifikanten Metabolitenkorrelationen aufzeigt. Im Speichel wiederum sind die
Korrelationen zwischen den einzelnen Metaboliten erwartungsgemäß niedrig. Beim Übereinanderlegen dieser Netzwerke konnten viele bekannte Stoffwechselwege und chemische
Interaktionen rekonstruiert werden, insbesondere für Metaboliten aus Plasma und Urin.
Auffällige körperflüssigkeitenspezifische Cluster wurden beobachtet, wie beispielsweise von
Acylcarnitinen, freien Fettsäuren oder Aminosäuren und deren Derivaten. Um auch die
statistische Korrelation zwischen Metaboliten aus unterschiedlichen Körperflüssigkeiten
zu untersuchen, wurde ein weiteres Netzwerk berechnet. Dessen Analyse zeigt, dass signifikante Korrelationen zwischen den selben Metaboliten aus verschiedenen Flüssigkeiten
sehr viel häufiger zu beobachten sind, als Korrelationen zwischen unterschiedlichen Metaboliten aus verschiedenen Körperflüssigkeiten. Zudem tendieren Urin- und Speichelmetaboliten eher dazu, mit solchen aus Plasma zu korrelieren, als miteinander. Signifikante
partielle Korrelationen wurden beispielsweise für 1,5-Anhydroglucitol (1,5-AG), Cortisone
oder Inositol gefunden.
Der zweiter Teil der Arbeit befasst sich mit der Identifikation und der Untersuchung von
Metaboliten, die mit Typ 2 Diabetes assoziiert sind. Dazu wurde die Lineare Regression
durchgeführt und deren Ergebnisse in ein Netzwerk integriert, das alle Metaboliten aus
allen Flüssigkeiten und deren intrafluidale Korrelationen enthält. Dieses vierte Netzwerk
weist nicht nur bekannte Diabetesmarker auf, sondern beinhaltet auch Metaboliten, die
unseres Wissens erstmalig eine signifikante Assoziation mit Diabetes aufweisen, wie zum
Beispiel 3-Hydroxyprolin in Urin oder Butenylcarnitine in Plasma. Außerdem konnten
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bereits verschiedene, bereits bekannte Forschungsergebnisse bestätigt werden. Insbesondere die Diabetesassoziation von 1,5-Anhydroglucitol in Speichel, die zusätzlich durch die
statistische Korrelation zu 1,5-AG in Plasma hervorgehoben wird, bestätigte sich.
Die Untersuchung von unterschiedlichen Körperflüssigkeiten ist sowohl in wissenschaftlicher, als auch wirtschaftlicher Hinsicht von großer Bedeutung. Die Verfügbarkeit von
Körperflüssigkeits- oder Gewebeproben bedeutet nicht nur einen Zuwachs an Informationsmaterial, sondern kann auch immense klinische und diagnostische Vorteile mit sich
bringen. Dies ist vor allem für Speichel zutreffend, da sich die Probenentnahme mit minimalem Aufwand und Kosten durchführen lässt. Die vorliegende Arbeit zeigt, dass es nicht
nur Metaboliten gibt, die ausschließlich in einer einzigen Körperflüssigkeit BiomarkerEigenschaften aufweisen, sondern auch solche, bei denen diese Eigenschaften Rückschlüsse auf die Markercharakteristiken des selben Metaboliten in anderen Flüssigkeiten ziehen
lässt.
Wir stellen mit diesem Projekt auch eine neue Visualisierungsmethode vor, mit der wir
die Integration des Phänotypen einer Krankheit in ein inferriertes Netzwerk aus Metabolitenkorrelationen darstellen. Diese Visualisierung ermöglicht einen wesentlich besseren
Überblick über mögliche Zusammenhänge zwischen Metabolismus und Krankheit, und
damit eine erweiterte Interpretationsgrundlage für zukünftige Forschungen.
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1 Introduction
At the current state of affairs in the biological and biochemical fields the challenge is
not to obtain data from experiments but rather to handle the vast amount of already
given data gained from new technologies and to extract useful information, resulting in
a need of computational methods addressing biological problems. The aim of these so
called "omics" technologies is to identify all compounds present in a specific biological
sample. One of the recent research fields is metabolomics, the study of the metabolome at
global level, which has been used to discover metabolic patterns associated with human
diseases, such as type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D). The complex relationships of chemical
compounds are mainly visualized as networks by inferring directed or undirected interactions using methods such as Gaussian Graphical Models (GGMs) or Bayesian
networks. But the vast majority of the metabolomics analyses have been performed on
only one bodyfluid, typically blood or urine, governed by the problem of exploring only
a small window in an interconnected real world, as human bodies contain many different
types of fluids that play an important role in their function. The perfect solution addressing a certain biological problem would be to analyze and compare all bodyfluids, but the
difficulty lies in the measurement of small chemical compounds that is due to technical
limitations still not possible for all human fluids.
In particular, for widespread diseases affecting many metabolic pathways such as type
2 diabetes mellitus1 an exploration of multiple bodyfluids is in need, aggravated by the
rapid increase of diabetes patients worldwide. In the 21st century, the health of an individual is mainly affected by his lifestyle, including diet, alcohol consumption or physical
activity.
"Bartender, I’d like a margarita, a long island, two beers,
and a double shot of insulin." [3]
B
And as a large proportion of the world population tends to refuse a healthy balanced diet
and displays an increased alcohol consumption as well as insufficient physical activity,
the number of people suffering from adipositas or diabetes grows quickly. Today, type
2 diabetes mellitus with its high prevalence is a heavy burden on modern society. The
International Diabetes Federation (IDF) termed diabetes as "the global burden" referring
to the immense number of diabetes patients (371 million in 2012), with 80% living in lowand middle-income countries. The IDF estimates the number to rise to 552 million people
by 2030. Enormous effort has been put into the identification of susceptible genes associated with T2D, and many loci were found. However, the problem of missing heritability
is still present, asking for further analyses, particularly in the metabolomics field as the
metabolome is supposed to contain sufficient information.
The aim of this thesis is, on the one hand, a comprehensive comparison of human plasma,
urine and saliva specimens, collected from 374 subjects in the Qatar Metabolomics Study
1

Information on type 2 diabetes mellitus can be found in [1] and [2]
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of Diabetes. Univariate analyses on this dataset have been performed by Suhre and MookKanamori [4], but to the best of our knowledge, a multiple bodyfluid analysis based on
metabolic networks has never been done before. Network inference is a powerful approach
for the investigation of complex relationships among small molecules, which do not act on
their own, but can be considered as a component of an interdependent machinery. For this
reason, the exploration of single metabolites may yield less information than the analysis
of the unit they are embedded in. It is a known fact that there are differences in metabolite
concentrations between different bodyfluids, therefore, the question is rather how these
differences look like and which metabolites are affected. We inferred metabolite correlations within and between bodyfluids using Gaussian Graphical Models based on
partial correlations. These partial correlations were visualized as complex, multi-featured
metabolic networks, for which the topology and network statistics were explored. Finally,
chosen examples were investigated in detail.
On the other hand, we aim to study the association of fluid-specific metabolites with type
2 diabetes mellitus by combining multivariate linear regression results upon diabetes with
metabolic network inference. Along the way, common drawbacks concerning missing values and double measurements of metabolites were examined and initial steps were taken
in order to solve these problems.

2 Background
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2 Background
In the following section, background information required for a comprehensive understanding of this thesis is provided. As all analyses are based on metabolites, understanding
metabolomics is crucial, for which reason this “omics” field is shortly described below2 .
Furthermore, a principal aim was the exploration of the human bodyfluids plasma, urine
and saliva, which are roughly outlined as well. Finally, as metabolites from all bodyfluids were examined with respect their type 2 diabetes mellitus association, this disease is
described in the third subsection.

2.1 Metabolomics
“Omic” technologies aim to identify and
quantify genes or gene products, such
as transcripts, proteins or metabolites
present in a biological sample in a targeted
or non-targeted manner using analytical
technologies with application of statistical
and multi-variant methods for information
extraction and data interpretation. One of
the recent research fields is metabolomics,
the study of the metabolome at global level. B
The term was first introduced in 1998 by
Tweeddale et al. [6] and gained importance
with the Human Metabolome Project [7] in
2007, when more than 3.000 metabolites
were identified. Today, scientists consider
metabolomics as the endpoint of complex
genomic, proteomic and environmental
events (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1:
Metabolomics as the endpoint of
complex “omic” and environmental events. DNA
is transcribed to RNA, which is further translated to
proteins, which consist of various metabolites, including
sugars, nucleotides, amino acids and lipids.
Figure
produced using [8] as model.

The central dogma of biology states that the flow of genetic information begins with the
transcription of DNA to RNA, that is the reflection of the genome at the transcriptome,
which is further reflected at the proteome by translation of RNA to proteins. Subsequently, the proteome can be fragmented into the metabolome, which contains all small
molecules in the bodyfluid of an organism. Metabolites are defined as intermediates and
products of metabolism, including but not limited to carbohydrates, fatty acids and amino
acids. The metabolome is the total repertoire of all small molecules present in cells, tissues, organs or biological fluids. It is dynamic as it is continuously changing and size
estimations range from few thousands to tens of thousands. Scientists are still debating
about the final definition of the metabolome, because this depends on the definition of
exactly what type of compounds should be included. As metabolites can be considered
2

Information about “omics” technologies and in particular, metabolomics were extracted from [5]
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to "act as spoken language, broadcasting signals from the genetic architecture and the
environment" [9], the metabolic state of an organism represents its overall physiological
status. Therefore, metabolic signatures are important indicators for common diseases
disrupting the metabolism, including motor neuron dieases, depression, schizophrenia,
Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes mellitus.
In the past decade, improvements in instrumentation, data analysis software and the development of metabolite databases have accelerated the identification and measurement of
metabolites. Instruments that can simultaneously identify thousands of small molecules
in a sample are joined with sophisticated mathematical and statistical tools. The measurement and analysis of metabolomics data proceeds according to the following scheme:
(i) sample collection, (ii) sample analysis, (iii) database curation and (iv) bioinformatics
tools application. For the detection of metabolites the choice of the platform depends
on the sample availability, quality and the results one might want to get. Dependent on
the metabolite identification, metabolomics methodologies can be divided into two groups:
targeted and non-targeted. The latter is the comprehensive analysis of all small molecules
that can be measured in a biological sample, followed by an in silico or experimental annotation process for a compressed set of signals. Conversely, targeted metabolomics makes
use of predefined signals to determine a limited number of already known, structurally
characterized and biochemically annotated metabolites. The non-targeted strategy offers
the discovery of de novo targets as the exploration is not limited to predefined signals.
However, drawbacks include challenges in the clear identification of potential targets and
the ambitious interpretation of measured relative concentrations since a linear quantification can not be guaranteed. Moreover, as a consequence of platform dependency the
identification and quantification is hardly replicable. In contrast, the targeted strategy
provides absolute quantification providing quantitative information and therefore, ensuring replicability and comparability of measurements by different platforms. Nevertheless,
only a limited number of metabolites can be identified by what further metabolomics
analyses are truly biased.
Besides in the identification and quantification strategy, platforms also differ in their
specificity, sensitivity, throughput capacity and other operating parameters. The identities, concentrations and fluxes of the chemical compounds are the result of a complex
interplay among genes, gene products and the environment. Therefore, researchers aim for
a single detection chip for all metabolites, but "the lack of such a technology is the Achilles
heel of metabolomics" as denoted by Wishart et al. [10]. There is an unknown number of
metabolites in the human body ranging from few thousands to many thousands. With the
Human Metabolome Project in 2007, about 3.000 metabolites were found, but organisms
also take in small molecules from the environment such as metabolites in food or drugs
and chemicals in the air. Therefore, the metabolites are in a state of flux. Besides not
knowing the number of existing compounds, another bottleneck of metabolomics is the
variety of chemical forms the small molecules can display. Trent Northen hits the nail on
the head by saying that "each metabolite is its own unique puzzle" [10]. Moreover, like
many other high throughput approaches, the number of parameters exceeds the number
of samples by far. With these problems in mind, it is clear that there is no perfect separa-
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tion method that works well for all metabolites and each method has its own advantages
and drawbacks. The best approach seems to be the combination of different techniques.
Technical advances have motivated the application of metabolomics in a variety of diverse
research areas. Recently, metabolomics is an necessary aspect of epidemiology, diabetes
research or nutrition and food sciences. Analyzing the metabolome can be useful to reach
an enhanced understanding of disease mechanisms, possibly resulting in the discovery of
new diagnostic markers or drugs, which contribute to one of the greatest aim in science,
the individualized drug therapy.

2.2 Multiple bodyfluids in the human body

As already mentioned, the vast majority of metabolomics analyses have been performed on
only one bodyfluid, typically blood or urine. However, the human body contains many different types of fluids, each having an important function in metabolism. Therefore, we are
only looking at a small window of a large interconnected network. In this project the human bodyfluids plasma, urine and saliva were analyzed3 . [13],[14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25]
Blood is a fluid in the body of animals
flowing through the circulating system
and delivering essential substances that
are critical for the organism’s survival. A
human adult body typically has four to six
litres of blood regulated by the kidneys.
The double circulation system consists of
the pulmonary and the systemic system,
working independently in order to perform
their function. While in the first, blood
is transported between the heart and the
lungs, the latter can be further divided into
three different subsystems: coronary (blood
flow within the heart), renal (heart-kidney
blood movement) and hepatic portal (blood
flow through liver, stomach and intestines)
circulation. The main blood movement can
be seen in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Figure reprinted from [13].

B
Blood is also referred to as the “fluid of life”, as it is essential for an organism’s survival by
carrying the nutrients, in particular, oxygen, to all cells of the body. During the course
of evolution, organisms became more and more complex, for which reason cells lost direct
contact points with the body surface. The only remaining way for nutrient supply is diffu3

Information about the human bodyfluids were extracted from the reference sources [11] - [12]
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sion, which is a very slow process failing to guarantee an adequate amount of oxygen and
nutrients for all cells. As a matter of necessity, the blood system evolved, transporting
the essential molecules to the target tissues. Human blood types are classified in the ABO
blood group system (K. Landsteier, 1900), which is determined by alleles at a single locus
at chromosome 9 [14].
There are four different blood components, namely red (erythrocytes) and white (leukocytes) blood cells as well as platelets and plasma, each having its own important function
such as the transport of oxygen and nutrients to other cells of the body along with the
removal of their metabolic waste. In addition, some components play an important role
in the immune defense or wound healing and in maintaining the body temperature. Most
important to this work is the non-cellular plasma since it is the only component that is
used for metabolic analyses. This fluid makes up 55% of the blood volume and consists of
more than 90% of water, while the remaining 10% are solute substances, including sugar,
fat and proteins. Plasma serves primarily as a transport medium for the cellular components as well as proteins and metabolites and is pumped by the heart throughout the
body. It is most likely that blood contains a small fraction of every cell types, tissues and
organs of the body and therefore, can be considered as a rough overview of the protein
and metabolic content of the organism. Nevertheless, it is indispensable to place the focus also on other bodyfluids for a more comprehensive insight into the human metabolism.
Urine is a transparent, amber fluid product of the kidneys composing of water, electrolytes and waste substances from the blood. The process of urine production is complex,
but in general, the blood filtration and the major part of biochemical processes takes place
in the kidneys, more precisely in the nephrons, which receive blood from the renal vein
and forms urine in four steps: filtration, reabsorption, secretion and water conservation.
The blood first enters the glomerulus, where it is under high pressure. Thus, plasma is
BBBB

Figure 2.3: Urinary system and urine formation. The
left panel shows the urinary system: the kidneys perform the
blood filtration and various biochemical processes, resulting
in urine formation. Urine is forwarded to the bladder via
ureters, where it is stored and its output is regulated. Finally,
the waste products are excreted via urethra. The right panel
depicts the urine formation: in the kidneys, the glomerular
filtration takes place to form the fluid termed filtrate, which
moves along the tubules, where it is reabsorped. The remaining molecules are then collected in urine. Figures reprinted
from [17] and [18].
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moved into the glomerular capsule, forming a plasmalike filtrate of blood. Subsequently,
this fluid moves along the tubules, where useful solutes are reabsorped into the blood
again, preventing substances that are needed by the body from being lost. Furthermore,
additional waste such as ions and drugs are removed from the blood by secreting them
into the tubular fluid. The final step is water conservation to concentrate the wastes in
the urine. The ureters are small tubes that connect the two kidneys to the bladder, where
urine is stored and its output is regulated. Finally, the urethra connects the bladder with
the external environment, enabling the excretion of the body’s waste products.
As urine also consists of protein and metabolic waste products from all parts of the human body, it can grant us a glimpse into the cell and tissue content and therefore into
the physiological status of an organism as well.
Urinary analyses have been already performed since 1506, when Ulrich Pinder
created and published his popular urine
wheel (Figure 2.4) in his book Epiphanie
Medicorum, describing the possible urine
colors, tastes and smells of various medical
conditions in order to use them to diagnose
diseases [19]. These differences arise from
metabolic changes, that can provide information on a broad range of malfunctions,
B
including dehydration or kidney failure.
Today, urine analyses are of immense importance, since it is very useful in diagnosing,
screening and treating various diseased
conditions. Like in the Middle Ages, the
analysis can be performed by naked eye
testing and smell, but today, more modern testing methods such as protein, pH
or glucose tests are parts of urinary analyses.

Figure 2.4: Urine Wheel by Ulrich Pinder.
The urine wheel, published in 1506 by Ulrich Pinder describes the colors, smells and tastes of urine,
which belong to people in various disease states,
pinpointing that already in the Middle Ages people knew about the importance of urine samples.
Figure reprinted from [19].

B
Saliva is a thick, colorless fluid present in the mouth of vertebrates consisting of water,
electrolytes (sodium, potassium, chloride, etc.), enzymes, antimicrobial compounds and
mucosal glycoproteins. Moreover, there are traces of albumin, glucose, nitrogenous products and several polypeptides [21]. Saliva is produced by the three major pairs as well as
numerous small salivary glands, which can be found at the bottom of the mouth, tongue,
palate and lips and consist of a network of ducts. Small neutral molecules from the blood
passively diffuse into the salivary glands, while electrolytes enter via osmotic gradients.
The remaining serum molecules originate from vasculature emanating from the carotid
artery, for which reason it is assumed that saliva consists most of the molecules found in
systemic circulation [23] (see Fig. 2.5).
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A small amount of saliva is steadily secreted into the mouth, but in the presence of food
the secretion is increased rapidly and the mouth is moistens whereupon the food is lubricated making tasting and swallowing easier. A healthy human adult produces about 1 1.5 liters saliva in a day [21]. The initially formed saliva is isotonic, but gets hypotonic as
it runs through a network of ducts located in the saliva glands. The hypotonicity, which is
characterized by low levels of glucose, sodium, chloride and urea, enables the dissolution
of substances and furthermore, the perception of different flavours [21]. The digestive
function is carried out by the enzyme amylase, which breaks down carbohydrates into
smaller compounds. Other functions of saliva include but are not limited to the maintenance of the body’s water balance via regulation of the saliva flow by the nervous system
and the reduction of tooth decay and infection by preventing colonization of potentially
pathogenic microorganisms through peroxidases, mucins and cystatins [25].
The main factor that distinguishes saliva from
plasma and urine, is its easy accessibility, which
comprises both advantages and drawbacks.
On the one hand, individuals can influence
the metabolic composition of saliva directly
by dietary intake or oral hygiene, changing
the metabolite levels drastically.
Therefore,
whether a metabolite is absorbed from the blood
or simply from diet can not be distinguished,
making metabolomics analyses more difficult.
On the other hand, if sufficient indicators for
certain diseases could be found in saliva, the
clinical advantages would be immense since the B
collection of samples is in many ways far easier
than urine or blood sample collection. Scientists
have referred to saliva as a mirror of blood, but
at much lower concentration. Moreover, the US
National Institutes of Health (NIH) states that
various compounds present in blood is filtered
into the mouth, in particular in abnormal health
condition, such as HIV infection or cancer, making saliva a potential diagnostic fluid. Therefore,
NIH supports research in diagnostic technologies
[12] using saliva to look for markers of certain
health conditions or diseases.

Figure 2.5: Saliva production. Molecules from
the blood enter the salivary glands by passive diffusion, via osmotic gradient or from the carotid
artery. Figure reprinted from [23].

In contrast to tissue samples, specimens of plasma, urine and saliva are relatively easy to
collect. Moreover, the metabolic composition in plasma and urine can be considered as a
rough overview of the overall metabolite content of the human body, while the composition
is very specific in the tissues. Though saliva is not as representative as plasma and urine,
it is of immense clinical importance as discussed in the previous section.
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2.3 Type 2 diabetes mellitus
Today, type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) is regarded as a global burden affecting more than
366 million people worldwide [1]. In this thesis, not only correlations between metabolites
within and between bodyfluids were compared, but we also aimed to study the association of fluid-specific metabolites with type 2 diabetes mellitus. The following subsection
outlines shortly the causes and consequences of T2D4 .
Diabetes mellitus is a heterogeneous set of metabolic disruptions characterized by a higher
level of fasting blood glucose (hyperglycemia) due to defects in insulin secretion or action,
resulting in glucosuria. In most cases diabetes can be divided into type 1 (T1D) and type
2 diabetes mellitus (T2D), dependent on the extent of insulin deficiency. T1D occurs
in case of an autoimmune attack on the pancreatic β cells caused by a combination of
a stimulus from the environment, life style and genetic predisposition, resulting in the
dysfunctionality of β cells. Consequently, insulin can not be produced, causing absolute
insulin deficiency and therefore, results in hyperglycemia, ketoacidosis as well as hypertriacylglycerolemia in diabetes patients.
In contrast to type 1, type 2 is the most common form (10% vs. 90% prevalence) of
diabetes . Extrinsic factors such as unbalanced diet or reduced physical activity as well as

Figure 2.6: Typical progression of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Extrinsic and intrinsic factors cause insulin resistance,
resulting in hyperinsulinemia and an impaired glucose tolerance. In combination with β cells dysfunctionality, the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus is inevitable, causing longterm micro- and macrovascular complications. Figure reprinted
from [27].

intrinsic effects including genetic determinants or aging can lead to insulin resistance, the
reduced ability of peripheral tissues to respond to normal insulin concentrations. This
results in hyperinsulinemia, a condition in which the insulin level in blood is elevated.
Impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) arises due to the inability of insulin to enable the glucose uptake into the cells and represents the pre-diabetic state of hyperglycemia. Most
likely caused by fat accumulation, insulin resistance on its own will not cause diabetes
as it can be compensated with a higher insulin synthesis. If the function of β cells decline continuously with time and they fail to secrete enough insulin, an adequate insulin
concentration can not be provided, giving rise to type 2 diabetes development (Figure
2.8). As a result, T2D patients show hyperglycemia and dislipidemia, whereas is blunted
by the high insulin concentration that decreases hepatic ketogenesis. Though insulin is
4

General information about diabetes mellitus were extracted from [1], [27], [28]
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not essential to sustain life in T2D cases, it is nevertheless required to control hyperglycemia and keep the glycated hemoglobin level (HbA1c ) below 7% as recommended by
the American Diabetes Association [28]. However, a complete cure for diabetes has not
been found so far and longterm complications include premature cardiovascular diseases,
stroke, diabetic retinopathy, diabetic nephropathy and neuropathy.
Today, this disease is one of the most widely spread metabolic disorders of humanity, showing about 371 million estimated cases worldwide in 2012, half of those not yet diagnosed
[1]. With such a high number of diabetes cases, which is even expected to continuously
rise, the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) referred to this metabolic disorder as a
“global burden” [1] on first world societies. In 2010, Qatar was ranked sixth and could
be found in the top twelve of the world list [29], as it is also the case for its neighboring
countries. In 2011, the Middle East and North Africa still claimed for the top positions.

(A) Diabetes prevalence worldwide

(B) Prevalence ranking of IDF regions

Figure 2.7: Diabetes prevalence worldwide. Diabetes mellitus is referred to as “the global burden” as nearly every
country is affected. The IDF assumes that there are nearly 400 million cases worldwide with rising tendency. The countries
around the Persian Gulf can be found in the top twelve of the world rank list, as also shown by the dark green coloring
of the Middle East countries in (A). (B) illustrates the prevalence ranking of the IDF regions, with the Middle East and
North Africa showing the highest prevalence. Figure reprinted from [1].

Insulin is a key factor in energy metabolism since it controls the blood glucose level by
regulating the transport of glucose into the cells where the latter enters the glycolysis.
The peptide hormone is synthesized by β cells clustered as Langerhans islets located in
the pancreas near the abdomen (Fig. 2.6A). Insulin secretion regulation is antagonistic
to glucagon release by pancreatic α cells, which increases the fasting blood glucose level
by stimulating the gluconeogenesis and glucose secretion from the liver into the blood
[30, 31]. Type 2 glucose transporters (GLUT2), a tunnel protein located in the membrane, is responsible for the entry of glucose into β cells, where it is phosphorylated
by the rate-limiting enzyme glucokinase. Glucose-6-phosphate is further metabolized to
create ATP, resulting in an increased ATP-ADP ratio, which stimulates the ATP-gated
potassium channels to close up. As a consequence, potassium ions are kept inside the
cell leading to a rise in positive charge and therefore, to a depolarization of the β cell.
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Thereupon, the voltage-gated calcium channels are activated, whereupon calcium ions
can enter the cell. Elevated levels of calcium ions trigger the exocytosis of granules in
which the insulin molecules are stored (Fig. 2.6). The exported insulin diffuses to nearby
blood vessels and is transported to the target tissue. Obviously, the glucose concentration
is a stimulus for insulin secretion, but research has also found certain amino acids and
gastrointestinal hormones to have a great impact [27]. These compounds are referred to
as insulin secretagogues, which act in several independent signaling pathways influencing insulin secretion, though glucose remains the only secretagogue capable of promoting
alone insulin release [32].

(A) Langerhans islets

(B) Insulin secretion

(C) How insulin works

Figure 2.8: Insulin production, secretion and effects. (A)Langerhans islets are located in the human endocrine
pancreas and are clusters of β cells, which are responsible for the insulin production and secretion. (B) Upon glucose
uptake, the β cells depolarize due to elevated levels of potassium ions, triggering the calcium channels to open. Calcium
ions accumulate within the cell, activating the exocytosis of granules containing insulin. (C) The released insulin diffuses
to nearby blood vessels and is transported to tissues containing insulin receptors. Active receptors activate a signal cascade,
which ends in the uptake of glucose into the cell, where it is used for energy production (skeletal muscle) or triglyceride
storage (fat tissue). Figures reprinted from [33] and [34].

In the first place, insulin controls the glucose uptake of the cells to regulate the blood glucose level by binding to its receptor. Consequently, signals are transduced to the GLUT4
membrane proteins, which enable the glucose entry into the cell and lowering the blood
glucose level. The regulation of insulin level by breaking down circulating insulin is ensured by the enzyme insulinase, which can be found in the liver and kidneys. Moreover,
the metabolic effects of insulin include alterations of the carbohydrate metabolism in the
three tissues liver, muscle and adipose as well as effects on the lipid metabolism in terms of
decreased triaglycerol degradation and increased triaglycerol synthesis. Moreover, insulin
stimulates the entry of amino acids into the cells and the subsequent protein synthesis [27].

2.4 Metabolic network inference
For the comparison of metabolite associations within and between bodyfluids, network inference was performed. The following section gives an introduction into network inference
based on Gaussian Graphical Models (GGMs) and GeneNet.
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New “omics” technologies have produced a vast amount of data, which contain an enormous mass of information on biological systems that need to be explored by computational
methodologies. The inference of biological or biochemical networks is one of several approaches to extract this hidden information, and as networks have been proven to be
useful to portray complex relationships [35], the reconstruction of biochemical networks
from high-throughput data is becoming increasingly important. Network inference is now
widely used in biological applications to describe relationships between molecular components. In particular, metabolic networks can provide valuable information about chemical
interactions of small molecules and pathway formations.
In general, network inference is the reconstruction of networks from high-throughput data.
A network inference algorithm is typically a
procedure that assigns weights to putative links
from any node i to any other node j from a
learning sample, aiming to assign large values
to weights that correspond to real interactions.
The resulting network is usually represented by
a graph G = (V, E) with V as the set of nodes
(metabolites) and E as the set of interactions
between two nodes [35].
Methods for network reconstruction often participate in the DREAM contest [36] that has become
the most important test suite nowadays. These
tools can utilize several approaches with varying
B
strengths and weaknesses, such as Gaussian
Graphical Models [37] or Bayesian networks
[38].
Implementations including GeneNet
[39], DPC [40] or Genie3 [41] were originally
developed for gene regulatory data, however,
GeneNet has been proven to be also applicable
to metabolomics data [37].

Figure 2.9: Direct vs. Indirect and CN vs.
GGM. Indirect interactions appear if, for instance, two nodes (A, C) are both associated with
a third node (B). Correlation networks can not
distinguish between direct and indirect, whereas
GGMs display this ability by using partial correlations.

BB
partial correlation

Graphical models are a class of probability
distributions in which a graph captures the
interactions among the random variables. A
Gaussian Graphical Model (GGM) is a
graphical model in which the joint distribution
of the random variables is Gaussian [37].

The partial correlation represents the
association of two random variables while
removing the effect of other variables on this
relationship. If the partial correlation
approaches zero, the link between the
variables is either not of direct nature or not
existent.

BB
BB
BB
Until now, a popular network inference procedure has been the calculation of all pairwise
correlations of a set of variables to infer their dependencies (Correlation Networks). How-
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ever, these networks can not distinguish between direct and indirect interactions [37] (see
Figure 2.9). Now the focus has shifted to GGMs for which the key idea is to use partial
correlations instead of Pearson correlations to estimate the conditional dependencies in
multivariate Gaussian distributions [37]. The partial correlation is the association of two
variables while controlling for a third (or more). Therefore, a GGM is a partial correlation
matrix representing an undirected graph that displays only direct linear associations since
the indirect interaction between each variable pair is removed by ignoring the effects of all
other variables on these currently examined variable pair [37]. If the partial correlation
approaches zero, the association between two variables is either not of direct nature or
not existent.
However, during our calculations a special case needed additional consideration, which
was already described by Krumsiek et al. [37]. Partial correlations can be negative due
to two reasons: (i) the two variables (A and B) are negatively associated, that is, as a
result of a concentration elevation of variable A, the level of variable B decreases and vice
versa. (ii) Variables A and B are in fact not correlated, but both are strongly positively
associated with a third variable C. This can be simply explained by the fact that the
partial correlation is calculated by the inverse of the Pearson correlation, as the following
example shows: consider three variables A, B and C, where A and B are strongly positively correlated to C, but not correlated to each other. The first order partial correlation
between A and B controlling for C can be calculated as follows [42]
B

rAB − rAC rBC
rAB.C = p
2
2
(1 − rAC
)(1 − rBC
)

(1)

B
where rAB.C denotes the partial correlation between A and B controlling for C, and rAC
represents the Pearson correlation of variable A and C. The described scenario will lead
to very high rAC and rBC , whereas rAB should approach zero with the consequence that
the numerator is negative, giving rise to a negative partial correlation. This “problem”
can be solved by only including metabolite interactions for which both the partial and
the Pearson correlation are significant.
GeneNet is a method originally developed for analyzing gene expression data by implementing the heuristic for learning large-scale gene association networks [39] including the
possibility of directionality prediction. For a given dataset, GeneNet calculates the correlation network by looking at each pairwise associations. These Pearson correlations are
then transformed into partial correlations (partial correlations are related to the inverse
of the Pearson correlation matrix) forming a GGM displaying linear direct associations.
The second step of the GeneNet methodology is to convert the GGM into a partially
directed graph by estimating the pairwise ordering of the nodes using multiple testing of
the log-ratios of the standardized partial variances. Finally the partial ordering is projected back on the GGM with elimination of links under certain conditions [39]. For this
study, only the first part of the GeneNet implementation to calculate a GGM for a given
dataset is used, since directionality is not part of this project.
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3 Study population and preprocessing
For an in-depth understanding of the presented results, it is essential to consider the
principle of “garbage in, garbage out” (GIGO). In the field of computational science,
GIGO refers to the inevitable fact that the results of an analysis are only as reliable as
the input data. To avoid “garbage” input, the data needed to be preprocessed.

3.1 Qatar Metabolomics Study on Diabetes (QMDiab)
The basis for the multiple bodyfluid analyses was provided by the Qatar Metabolomics
Study on Diabetes (QMDiab), which was conducted in 2012 at the Dermatology Department of Hamad Medical Corporation in Doha - Qatar. In terms of diabetes prevalence in
2010, Qatar was ranked sixth and, like its cooperation partners, can be found in the top
twelve of the world rank list [29].
The QMDiab comprises of 374 male and female participants of Arab and Asian ethnicities at the age of 17 to 81 years, who were included in (i) the absence of major systemic
disorders as controls and (ii) the presence of a primary form of T2D as cases. After five
individuals were excluded due to missing data, the collection yields 188 cases and 181
controls, each comprising of specimen from non-fasting plasma, urine and saliva, finally
giving rise to 1107 samples in total. From all participants, who were enrolled between
February and June 2012, general information such as age, gender and ethnicity, as well as
a history of type 2 diabetes mellitus was obtained through questionnaires. Moreover, further measurements including weight, height, Body Mass Index (BMI) were performed [43].
The available samples were sent to Metabolon Inc. [44], a company providing biochemical profiling for metabolite identification and quantification. The Metabolon platform
follows a non-targeted approach for relative quantification of small molecules in various
sample classes. The analysis comprises of two liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry injections and one gas chromatography/mass spectrometry injection, followed
by the Metabolyzer Data Processor which performs the signal interpretation and final
quantification of chemical compounds [44].
Additionally, urine samples were also sent to Chenomx Inc. [45] who developed a platform
pursuing the strategy of targeted profiling by making use of NMR for metabolite classification. A major advantage of NMR lies in its non-invasive nature since the samples must
not be destroyed [45].
Finally, plasma samples were also analyzed using the Biocrates Kit at the Helmholtz Research Center in Munich. Biocrates Life Sciences AG makes use of the targeted methodology and offers absolute quantification of metabolites through multiple reaction monitoring
(MRM) [46].
In total, the Metabolon dataset includes 2251 measured metabolites, 1022 of which could
be detected in only one, 394 in two and 147 in all three bodyfluids, resulting in 1563
unique metabolites (see Figure 3.1A) of different classes including amino acids, peptides,
carbohydrates and lipids. Overall, urine is the largest dataset containing 891 metabo-
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lites, followed by plasma with 758 metabolites and finally, 602 metabolites were detected
in saliva. As Biocrates focuses on lipids in their analysis it came as no surprise that
the total of 163 metabolites involves a high fraction of (lyso-)phosphocholines and sphingomyelins. The urine samples that were sent to Chenomx contain only 60 detected
metabolites due to the lower sensitivity of NMR.
The number of plasma metabolites detected on the Metabolon and Biocrates platform are
shown in Figure 3.1B. As a result of platform-dependent differences in identification and
quantification techniques as well as specializations in differing directions, only 42 metabolites were identified by both platforms, whereas the amount of metabolites detected by
only one platform varies greatly with 716 (Metabolon) and 121 (Biocrates). Finally, a
comparison of Metabolon and Chenomx shows that 41 urine metabolites were detected
by both platforms (see Figure 3.1C).

Plasma

Urine

306

41

Metabolon-Plasma

237
418

19

147
68

89

716

42

121

850

Chenomx
Biocrates

298
Metabolon-Urine

Saliva

(A) Multiple fluid

(B) Metabolon vs. Biocrates

(C) Metabolon vs. Chenomx

Figure 3.1: Venn Diagram illustrating the number of metabolites (A) common to multiple bodyfluids, and (B),
(C) common to different platforms. Venn diagram (A) shows the comparison of bodyfluids within the Metabolon
measurement, including 758 from plasma, 891 from urine and 602 metabolites from saliva, resulting in a total of 2251
metabolites, of which 1022 were detected in only one, 394 in two and 147 in all three bodyfluids. In contrast, (B) and (C)
show platform comparisons within one bodyfluid, respectively. 163 plasma metabolites were measured by Biocrates with 42
being also detected by Metabolon, whereas only 60 metabolites were found in urine by Chenomx with 41 being also present
in the Metabolon urine dataset. The QMDiab dataset was analyzed by Suhre and Mook-Kanamori et al. [4, 43], but in
this thesis, the exploration was extended to the analyses of metabolic networks.

Overall, the information content of the QMDiab does not only compose of multiple
bodyfluids, but also of multiple platforms. The final dataset that forms the basis for
the analysis consists of a 369×2474 matrix containing concentrations of the set union
of metabolites measured by the three different platforms in all three bodyfluids for all
probands. Furthermore, besides certain comorbidities that are often associated with diabetes such as Heart disease, Kidney disease or Neuropathy, also information about weight,
ethnicity or smoking were included as variables, forming a 369×163 phenotype matrix.
Additionally, the dataset contains pathway annotations provided by Metabolon which
were used for the enrichment analysis (see section 5.2).
The preprocessing steps (see next subsection) and univariate analysis of the QMDiab
dataset were already performed by Mook-Kanamori and Suhre et al. [4]. In this thesis,
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we further exploratory analyzed the data by using network inference to portray the complex relationship of metabolites and to compare the bodyfluids in terms of their inter- and
intrafluid associations. Mook-Kanamori and Suhre et al. [43] also investigated the association of metabolites of the QMDiab dataset with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Moreover,
comorbidities of type 2 diabetes, such as Heart Disease or Kidney Failure, were analyzed
by Neumaier [47]. In our project, we extended the exploration of T2D by embedding the
type 2 diabetes phenotype into a metabolic correlation network.

3.2 Preprocessing
The following preprocessing steps were performed by applying existing implementations
of Suhre et al. [48], embedded in the scripts named Preprocessor and MVO-Handler,
which were implemented mainly in R and Matlab (see description in section 3.3).
3.2.1 Data normalization
In contrast to plasma solute concentrations that are strictly controlled, osmolality - a
measure of moles of solute per kilogram of solvent [49] - can vary widely in saliva and
urine due to physiological factors such as water consumption resulting in different dilution grades. Thus, metabolite concentrations in these biological fluids can differ greatly,
making a normalization of the dataset necessary to remove systematic variation and make
metabolite levels in different bodyfluids comparable. Each concentration of a metabolite
in urine and saliva was divided by the fluid’s osmolality to replace the absolute metabolite
concentration by the ratio of the abundance of a metabolite relative to the total number
of solute particles in a certain bodyfluid. In order to guarantee variance stabilization
preserving the biological meaning of the measured metabolite levels, the values were logtransformed and standardized by calculating the z-score, which is the number of standard
deviations a value is above the mean.

3.2.2 Missing value handling
An inevitable feature of high-throughput data is the existence of missing values due to
either random or selective loss of data, which can be dealt with in various ways. Different
methods include the deletion of variables with too much missingness, the substitution of
missing values by mean or median and the application of linear regression to predict the
missing data.
Unlike many other studies, our initial strategy implemented in the Preprocessor was
not the imputation of missing values to zero or the mean, but to the lowest concentration
observed for a given metabolite considering that there might be still a small amount of
the metabolite concentration being under the detection threshold. However, after further
investigations concerning the effect of missing values on the GGM calculation, the decision
was made to include a further step of missing value handling by excluding all metabolites with more than 80% missing values (empirical value), since they affect the networks
strongly by artificially increase in fact low partial correlations as minimum imputed values
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can produce wrong correlation signals. A small simulated example can be seen in Figure
3.2, where the original network (Figure 3.2A) consists of six nodes A-F calculated by
GeneNet based on partial correlations. Steady state levels for each node were estimated
using existing implementations of Krumsiek et al. [37] for computer-simulated reaction
systems.
Artificially introducing missingness to node D by replacing 80% of the values by nas (not
available) and subsequent imputation of these artificial missing values to the minimum
found for D, results in network 3.2B after recalculating the partial correlations. Since the
major part of the steady state levels for node D is now constant due to the imputation to
minimum, the calculation of the partial correlation is affected strongly leading to wrong
interactions (in Figure 3.2B highlighted in red). After removal of D from the simulated
dataset, the edges between D and other nodes naturally disappear, but all other interactions were identified correctly and no wrong correlations were calculated, as can be seen
in Figure 3.2C.

(A) Original network

(B) Node D: >80% missingness

(C) Node D deleted

Figure 3.2: Effects of missing values on a simulated network. The first network (A) consisting of six nodes was
generated by applying existing implementations for computer-based simulation of steady state levels [37], followed by
partial correlation calculation (GGM) with GeneNet. (B) Subsequently, missingness was introduced artificially to one of
the nodes - D - by replacing 80% of the steady states with na and imputing the newly created “missing values” to minimum.
Since the major part of D was constant (minimum) from this moment on, the recalculation of the partial correlation was
impaired, resulting in wrong correlations, as highlighted in red. Solid, green edges were still identified correctly, whereas
correlations marked as dashed green lines could not be recalculated. (C) By removing node D from the simulated dataset,
naturally all interactions with D also disappear. However, all other edges were identified correctly and no wrong correlations
were calculated.

However, this aspect needs further exploration, which will certainly include more comprehensive simulations, and an optimal missingness threshold for metabolite deletion has
to be found. But this would go beyond the scope of this project and therefore, is left
to future studies. For the major analyses of this project, the missingness threshold was
set to 80% based on past experiences. Metabolites having more than 80% missing values
were deleted, otherwise they were imputed to minimum.
Nevertheless, a novel approach for missing values handling was tested here (section 6.1),
but has no connection to network inference or to the main part of this study. The idea was
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to estimate the correlation between metabolites and the T2D phenotype by performing
censored regression instead of linear regression, since there is a possibility that censored
regression can also deal with missing data as it can deal with censored data.
3.2.3 Outlier handling
In general, an outlier is defined as an element of a dataset that is “far away” from the rest
of the data and for instance, can be caused by errors in measurement [50]. To prevent
distortion of the GGM calculation by erroneous high or low metabolite concentrations,
these outliers were replaced by the mean concentration for a given metabolite. In this
project, metabolite levels were defined as outliers if
j−1
P

n
P

i=1

i=j+1

[m]i +

|[m]j | >

n−1

[m]i
+ 4 × σm1,...,n \mj

(2)

where [m]j is the measured level of metabolite m in the jth sample and n is the number
of total samples. The fraction is the mean concentration over all samples for m except
for the currently examined sample j. σm1,...,n \mj is the standard deviation of all measured
m levels without considering mj . Intuitively speaking, a metabolite concentration is defined as an outlier, if it differs more than four standard deviations from the mean of the
remaining levels.
In this study, a script named MVO-handler identified these outliers and replaced the
corresponding metabolite levels by the mean (first term of formula 2).

3.3 General workflow
This study can be roughly divided into (i) the general metabolic network inference and
analysis of multiple bodyfluids (section 4), (ii) the bodyfluid-dependent network exploration of type 2 diabetes mellitus (section 5) and (iii) further analyses focusing on missing
values and metabolite duplicates originating from metabolite quantification and identification of the same samples on multiple platforms (section 6). The general workflow for
these three main analyses is shown in Figure 3.3.
The bodyfluid metabolic network analysis can be further partitioned into two sub-analyses,
namely the intra- and inter fluid analyses (Fig. 3.3A and B), corresponding to the exploration of metabolic associations within and between bodyfluids, respectively, which
are calculated as Gaussian Graphical Models (GGMs) based on partial correlations
and visualized as complex multi-featured networks using Cytoscape [51], an open-source
platform for complex network analysis and visualization. The second main analysis, the
investigation of type 2 diabetes mellitus starts with the estimation of the diabetes association for each metabolite, followed by the calculation and exploration of a fluid-dependent
network containing the T2D phenotype (Fig. 3.3C) and an enrichment analysis (Fig.
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3.3D). Finally, the third analysis consists of rough investigations of censored regression
performance and metabolite duplicate effects on GGMs (Fig. ??E).
The analyses were performed by 14 scripts, which were implemented in Matlab, Perl or
R and can be found in the appendix.
A short summary of the task of each script is given below:
• Preprocessor: performs normalization on osmolality, log-transformation, z-scoring
• DataExtractor: extracts bodyfluid- and platform-specific data
• MVO-Handler: handles missing values and outliers
• DUPeliminator: compares metabolites measured on different platforms and eliminates
DUPeliminator: one of the metabolite duplicates
• GGMcalculator: calculates metabolic correlations as GGMs based on partial correlations
GGMcalculator: by applying GeneNet
• Significator: determines and removes non-significant metabolic associations
• Concatenator: merges intra- and interfluid metabolite correlations
• GGMoverlapper: overlaps bodyfluid-specific GGMs to create one single GGM
• NWvisualizator: writes Cytoscape attribute files for visualization
• T2Danalysor: explores and visualizes diabetes correlation of metabolites
• ERanalysor: performs enrichment analysis
• T2Dpie: integrates diabetes phenotype into fluid-dependent network
• CensRegor: performs and explores censored regression
• Duplicator: explores metabolite duplicates effects on GGM calculation

B
Each calculated network is first explored roughly in terms of simple network statistics such
as the number of nodes, the number and fraction of (intra-/interfluid) edges, followed by a
deeper investigation of particular metabolite correlations chosen upon partial correlation
strength and significance. Finally, specific examples in form of subclusters extracted from
the large network are discussed in detail.
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Figure 3.3: Study workflow. The study can be divided into three main parts: bodyfluid metabolic network analysis
(left, light grey), bodyfluid-dependent analysis of type 2 diabetes mellitus (center, darker gray) and further analyses (right,
black). The first consists of the intrafluid (A) and interfluid (B) network calculation and exploration, while the second part
covers the estimation of T2D association of single metabolites (C) and pathways (D). Additionally, the T2D phenotype was
integrated into a bodyfluid-united network (E). Effects of duplicates on network inference and the missing values handling
by censored regression were roughly explored in (F). Blue hexagons represent scripts that were implemented (Matlab,
Perl and R) for this study, while rectangles illustrate datasets, GGMs or networks. The rectangle color correspond to the
“level” of the respective data, that is, rectangles of the same color, but in different sub-analyses contain the same type of
information, are similarly constructed and in most cases output of the same script. Orange rectangles are the end points
of the calculations and need biological interpretation. While solid edges show the essential dataflow between the scripts,
dashed edges illustrate additional inputs used by a given implementation.
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4 Bodyfluid metabolic network analysis
The following section describes the procedures needed for the estimation of metabolite
correlations and the inference of metabolic networks. Subsequently, network statistics are
investigated and the biological exploration is conducted for selected interesting examples.

4.1 Intrafluid network analysis
The bodyfluid metabolic network analysis begins
with the exploration of metabolite correlations
within a bodyfluid and the comparison of fluidspecific network features. The final aim is to overlap the plasma, urine and saliva GGMs to create
a network that is termed intersection network.
4.1.1 Single-bodyfluid networks
Fluid-specific
M-GGMsf
calculation.
The data of the QMDiab is prepared by
Preprocessor as described before, resulting
partly in a 311×2474 metabolomics dataset
containing normalized, log-transformed and
z-scored metabolite levels. For the input parameter intrafluid, DataExtractor extracted
three different subsets from the corrected data of
QMDiab, each containing only metabolites measured in one bodyfluid, respectively. Moreover,
only Metabolon measurements were taken into B
account to exclude platform-dependent effects
affecting the network inference, for which reason
the dataset is termed “Metabolon Interfluid
data” (see Fig. 3.3 (A)). Preprocessor also
excluded participants, whose samples were not
available for all three bodyfluids, resulting in
only 311 individuals that were used for this
analysis.
Each subset, consisting of concentration levels
from 311 samples for 758 (plasma), 891 (urine)
and 602 (saliva) metabolites, was further processed by the MVO-Handler, which eliminated
metabolites with more than 80% missingness
and furthermore, identified outliers and replaced
the corresponding metabolite levels by the mean,
diminishing the number of metabolites to 626
for plasma, 819 for urine and 447 for saliva
(“M-Intrafluid datasets”).

Figure 4.1: Calculating bodyfluid-specific
M-GGMsf . After preprocessing, the corrected
QMDiab data was further processed by the
DataExtractor, which only selected metabolites
measured by Metabolon for each bodyfluid, creating three subsets containing metabolite levels
for 311 samples. Subsequently, the MVO-Handler
eliminated metabolites with more than 80% missing values and handled outliers as described in
section 3.2.3.
For the resulting M-Intrafluid
datasets, GGMcalculator estimated all pairwise partial correlations and thereby calculated
the three M-GGMs, which were filtered by
Significator by deleting all non-significant
metabolite interactions.
The remaining MGGMsf consists of intrafluid significant metabolic
associations for each bodyfluid, respectively.
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For each three M-Intrafluid dataset, GGMcalculator estimated the partial correlation matrix and thereby created three single-fluid GGMs, referred to as M-GGMf (with
f ∈ {p, u, s}), which served as input for Significator. This implementation deleted
non-significant metabolite associations from the M-GGMf generating the M-GGMsf ,
which contains only significant partial correlations.
Intuitively speaking, a link between two
metabolites is significant if this interaction
is highly unlikely to be observed by chance.
The Bonferroni corrected common p-value
of 0.05 is chosen as significance cutoff for all
following analyses. To avoid the problem of
B
negative partial correlations as described in
section 2.4, Significator also calculated
the pairwise Pearson correlations and the
corresponding p-values for determining the
significance of interactions.

significant metabolite correlation
An interaction between two metabolites is significant, if both the p-value of their partial correlation
and the p-value of their Pearson correlation are below a given threshold.
M-GGMsf
For each fluid f ∈ {p, u, s}, M-GGMsf is a GGM of
metabolites measured on the Metabolon platform,
containing only significant metabolite interactions.
M-GGMsf are represented as a n×n matrix of partial
correlations, where n = |Vf |.

B

Each M-GGMsf can be seen as a graph Gf = (Vf , Ef ) with Vf as the set of metabolites
and Ef as the set of significant correlations. Significator calculated the set Ef as
follows:
∀i, j ∈ Vf :

f pi,j

≤ sf ∧

0
f pi,j

≤ sf ⇔

s
f ri,j

= f ri,j , sf ri,j ∈ Ef

(3)

where f pi,j is the p-value of the partial correlation f ri,j and f p0i,j is the p-value of the
Pearson correlation between metabolites i and j in bodyfluid f . Furthermore, sf is the
Bonferroni corrected significance cutoff counteracting the problem of multiple testing,
, and nf = |Vf | is the number of metabolites remained after performdefined as sf := 0.05
(n2f )
ing Preprocessor and MVO-Handler. Interactions were only considered significant,
if the partial correlation and the Pearson correlation were significant, that is, their pvalues were below the significance threshold s. Finally, the M-GGMsf matrix consists of
all sf r ∈ Ef and remaining non-significant pairwise metabolic interactions were set to zero.
Simple graph statistics. Since M-GGMsf can be seen as graphs with metabolites as
nodes and significant metabolic interactions as edges, they can be compared upon simple
graph statistics. The node degree for each metabolite mi in the corresponding M-GGMsf
is calculated by running through column i and determining the number of cells with
s
f ri,j 6= 0 for i, j ∈ {1, ..., nf }. The resulting fluid-specific node degree distribution can
be seen in Figure 4.2. Moreover, for each bodyfluid the number of pairwise partial correlations in M-GGMf (Fig. 4.2, left-below) and M-GGMsf , for which f ri,j 6= 0 holds true,
are counted to estimate the fraction of significant metabolic interactions (Fig. 4.2, below).
In general, M-GGMsp and M-GGMsu have higher node degrees than M-GGMss , as the red
and green curves are more shifted to the right. The saliva graph has the highest number
of metabolites that are not connected to any other node, closely followed by urine. The
node degree in the urine and plasma graph are similarly distributed, however, the number
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of urine nodes for a respective node degree is slightly higher due to the simple fact that
M-GGMsu is bigger than M-GGMsp (see Figure 4.2, in the upper-right subplot). This causation also holds true for saliva, but in addition, comparably more partial correlations
between pairwise saliva metabolites are below the previously defined significance threshold sf than there are for plasma and urine.
Naturally, the number of nodes has also effects on the absolute number of edges by means
of more possible metabolite pairings. Therefore, the fraction of significant edges for sf
were estimated. Though urine has the highest number of metabolites and
and s0f = 0.005
(n2f )
therefore, the highest number of total possible interactions, the fraction of significant associations is clearly lower than for plasma for both s and s0 , indicating that there is more
metabolic interplay in blood than in urine and saliva. One of the primary aims of the
bodyfluid-dependent metabolic network analysis is to compare the bodyfluids in terms of
their network structures upon the superimposition of the M-GGMsf .
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For all subplots of this figure, the colors red, green and blue
Figure 4.2: Simple graph statistics for
correspond to calculations in plasma, urine and saliva, respectively. The node degree distribution can be seen in the upperleft: the highest node degrees (six and seven) are observed in urine and plasma, whereas saliva node degrees only range
from zero to three. The saliva graph is less connected for the significance cutoff sf , while the distributions of plasma and
urine are similar. However, the green curve is slightly higher than the blue curve, indicating that more urine nodes have a
respective degree than plasma nodes due to the simple fact that urine has more metabolites than plasma. To prevent this
from also affecting the number of edges, the fraction of significant interactions is calculated, which is considerably lower in
urine than in plasma for the cutoffs s and s0 .
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4.1.2 Intersection network inference
For an appropriate comparison, the three
bodyfluids were overlapped to infer a
network containing all three fluid-specific
metabolite correlations. This network is
referred to as the intersection network,
since only metabolites detected in at least
two bodyfluids were included. First, the
three subsets containing normalized and
corrected concentration levels, which were
processed by the MVO-Handler (see previous section) were handed back to the
DataExtractor.
With the input argument intersect, it searched for the set
M of metabolites that are present in at
least two bodyfluids, creating a new concentration matrix of size 311 × |M | for
each fluid (termed M-Intersect datasets), respectively. For each M-Intersect dataset,
GGMcalculator again estimated the corresponding M-GGMM
f of size |M | × |M |, which
are further processed by Significator to
calculate M-GGMM,s
comprising of only sigf
nificant partial correlations. Though having three bodyfluids and therefore, three
GGMs, only one significance threshold sM
is needed for this analysis, because the MGGMM
f are of the same dimensions. Subsequently, by superimposing the M-GGMM,s
f
GGMoverlapper created the new matrices
M-GGMIf , which were filled with partial correlations (denoted as f Ri,j for metabolites
mi and mj of bodyfluid f ) in the following manner: if metabolites mi and mj with
i, j ∈ {1, ..., |M |} have a significant partial
correlation in at least one bodyfluid, that is,
in at least one M-GGMM,s
f1 their partial correlation sf1 ri,j is not zero, then f1 Ri,j is assigned
with
f1 Ri,j

= sf1 ri,j ,

s
f1 ri,j

∈ M-GGMM,s
f

(cf. Equ. 3) in the respective M-GGMIf1 .
BBBBB

Figure 4.3: Intersection network calculation. The
three corrected subsets containing fluid-specific concentration levels previously processed by MVO-Handler were
handed back to the DataExtracter, which removed all
metabolites that were detected in only one bodyfluid.
The shrunken new datasets were used as input for the
GGMcalculator and Significator to calculate the corresponding fluid-specific M-GGMM,s
containing only sigf
nificant partial correlations. Subsequently, these GGMs
were superimposed by GGMoverlapper, which stored (i)
all significant interactions into the M-GGMIf and also (ii)
all non-significant correlations between metabolites having
a significant partial correlation in at least one bodyfluid.
Finally, the matrices were overlapped and visualized as
intersection network.
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For the remaining bodyfluids f2 and f3 (for which the partial correlation between mi and
mj may or may not be significant), GGMoverlapper assigns R as
f2 Ri,j

=

f2 ri,j

?

=

s
f2 ri,j

and

f3 Ri,j

=

?

f3 ri,j

=

s
f3 ri,j

B
However, if for all bodyfluids sf ri,j = 0, then f Ri,j is assigned with 0. The summarized
formula can be seen below.
P s
∀mi , mj ∈ M : Bti,j =
|f ri,j |
f ∈{p,u,s}

(
∀f ∈ {p, u, s} : B f Ri,j =

f ri,j BBifBti,j

(4)

>0

0BBBBelse

An example for a metabolite pair mi , mj can be seen in Figure 4.3. The red matrix cell
in M-GGMIp indicates that the partial correlation of the corresponding metabolites in
plasma is significant, whereas it is not in urine and saliva as denoted by the light yellow
cells. According to formula 4, f Ri,j is assigned with the partial correlations (significant
in plasma, non-significant in urine and saliva), because ti,j > 0 .
We also considered non-significant partial correlations due to the well-known problem of
significance cutoff choice which will be discussed in section 7. In short, consider this situation: in plasma and urine, the p-values of the partial correlations of two metabolites are
slightly below the significance threshold s, thus, they are considered as significantly associated in these bodyfluids. However, in the case of saliva, the p-value is slightly above s,
therefore, the interaction is determined as non-significant. If non-significant edges would
be excluded, the interpreter would assume an essential difference between plasma, urine
and saliva, which is in fact not true, because the difference of these partial correlations
is rather small. Therefore, the inclusion of non-signifcant partial correlations between
metabolites, which have a significant correlation in at least one bodyfluid avoids these
scenarios and enable an appropriate comparison of fluid-specific associations.
intersection network

M-GGMIf

The generated
are overlapped and
visualized as the intersection network by
NWvisualizator by writing the required
input files for Cytoscape defining the net- B
work topology and features such as edge line
style, color or node properties.

The intersection network is an overlap of the
three bodyfluid-specific M-GGMIf , containing
only metabolites, that were measured in at
least two bodyfluids. Moreover, all significant
edges were included, and only non-significant
links between metabolites having a significant
association in at least one bodyfluid were considered.

B
The intersection network is characterized by a novel type of representation in the sense
that one node can portray multiple metabolites by being displayed as pie charts. In this
study, the pie charts consists of three different colors corresponding to the bodyfluids
plasma (red), urine (green) and saliva (blue). A node with three colors indicates that
the respective metabolite was detected in all three bodyfluids, thus, it represents three
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metabolite
metabolite measurements. Likewise, a node
comprising of two colors implies a detection
in two bodyfluids, representing two metabolites. The same colors were used for edges
to show the fluid-specific partial correlations
between two metabolites. Moreover, the
correlation significance is indicated by the
line type: solid lines represent significant,
while dotted lines illustrate non-significant
correlations.
A partial correlation was
determined as significant, if its p-value lies
below the Bonferroni-corrected significance B
threshold 0.05.. The edge line width displays the strength of association, that is, the
absolute value of the partial correlation (see
Figure 4.3).
For the following network analysis and interpretation, it is important to keep in mind
that the edges between metabolites in all networks do not automatically imply biological
or chemical interaction, but are statistically
calculated correlations.

measured in
3 bodyﬂuids

mi

measured in
2 bodyﬂuids

mj

B

Figure 4.4: Intersection network legend. The
intersection network consists of different types of
edges depicting the statistically calculated correlation of metabolites. Solid edges represent partial correlations, which were determined as significant (p-value below Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold), while dotted lines typify not
significant correlations. The edge line width illustrates the strength of the partial correlation by
showing the absolute correlation value. Moreover,
the three colors red, green and blue correspond
the the bodyfluids plasma, urine and saliva. The
network also consists of node pie charts, which
reveal in which fluid the respective metabolite
was measured (colors are the same as for edges).
For instance, nodes with two pie chart areas indicate that the corresponding metabolites were
measured in only two bodyfluids. The node size
is of no importance, as all nodes are equally large.

4.1.3 Intersection network in the overview
After calculation and visualization, the intersection network was analyzed by NWanalysor. The significant partial correlations in the network can be displayed in seven different
scenarios: two metabolites can be statistically correlated in exactly one, in two and in all
three bodyfluids. Table 1 calculated by NWanalysor shows the number as well as the
fraction of significant correlations for each scenario. The total number of metabolite pairs
for each case was calculated as
i,j∈{1,...,M },f ∈{p,u,s}:

B

e(f )
e(f1 ,f2 )
e(p,u,s)

=
=
=

1
×|f Ri,j >0|
2
1
×|f1 Ri,j >0
2
1
×|p Ri,j >0
2

(5)
∧

f2 Ri,j >0|

∧ u Ri,j >0 ∧ s Ri,j >0|

B
where f Ri,j is the partial correlation for metabolites mi and mj in M-GGMIf . e is the
number of metabolite pairs having a significant correlation in at least one bodyfluid f
(that is, ti , j > 0, see Equation 4), in both fluids f1 and f2 and in all three bodyfluids,
respectively. Intuitively speaking, the sum of e(p), e(u) and e(s) is the total number of
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edges in the entire network, that is, the set union of non-zero values in all three M-GGMIf .
In contrast, e(p, u, s) is their intersection and, e(p, u) is the intersection of M-GGMIp and
M-GGMIu . The second measure ns is the number of metabolite pairs having a significant
interaction in a given number of bodyfluids. For instance, ns (p, u) is the number of pairs,
which show a significant partial correlation in both plasma and urine, but not in saliva.
For f Ri,j ∈ M-GGMIf and sf ri,j ∈ M-GGMM,s
f , ns is defined as
|sf ri,j >0|

ns (f1 ,f2 )

=
=

ns (p,u,s)

=

|sp ri,j >0 ∧ su ri,j >0 ∧ ss ri,j >0|

ns (f )

B

|sf ri,j >0 ∧
1

s r >0|
f2 i,j

(6)

B
Finally, fs = nes is the fraction of significant correlations in the intersection network. All
values are listed in Table 1. fs (f ) is referred to as the proportion of partial correlations
with single-fluid significance, since the metabolite pairs display a significant correlation in
only one bodyfluid. Likewise, fs (f1 , f2 ) and fs (p, u, s) are the proportions of correlations
with two- and all-fluid significance.
In terms of single-fluid significance, plasma has the highest fraction (37.3%) of metabolite
pairs, closely followed by urine with 35.1%. Moreover, both bodyfluids have similar numbers of e. In contrast, only 20 out of 125 salivary partial correlations are single-saliva significant, implying an overall low salivary connectivity in the intersection network. When
comparing two-fluid significance, metabolite associations in both plasma and urine are
very common (40.6%), while metabolites having significant saliva and plasma or urine
correlations are relatively rare. Only 2 out of 74 pairs are saliva-urine significant. The
number of metabolite pairs measured in all three bodyfluids and having at least one significant association is 51, but only 3.9% of them have a p-value below the significance
threshold in all bodyfluids. Overall, these results indicate that metabolite compositions
of plasma and urine are much more similar to each other than to salivary contents. However, there are great differences concerning the partial correlation of metabolites between
all three bodyfluids. The calculation of GGMs enables us to analyze these differences by
not only looking at single metabolites, but at the metabolic cluster, they are embedded in.

Only Plasma
Only Urine
Only Saliva
Plasma & Urine
Plasma & Saliva
Urine & Saliva
All bodyfluids

e
276
251
125
217
100
74
51

ns
103
88
20
88
9
2
2

fs
0.373
0.351
0.160
0.406
0.090
0.027
0.039

Table 1: Bodyfluid-specific significant partial correlations in the intersection network. This table shows the
total number of metabolite pairs in given bodyfluids (e) that
have at least one significant partial correlation. Moreover,
the number (ns ) and fraction (fs ) of significant correlations
in exactly these fluids are displayed. The highest total number e =276 is observed for plasma, of which only 37,3% are
also single-plasma significant. Saliva has a fraction of 16%,
which is the lowest percentage of single-fluid significant partial correlations. For pairs with two-fluid significance, urineplasma has the highest value of 40.6%, whereas plasma-saliva
as well as urine-saliva show lower fractions. Finally, there are
only 3.9% metabolite pairs having significant correlations in
all three bodyfluids.

The two metabolite pairs having significant partial correlations in all three bodyfluids are
carnitine - acylcarnitine and catechol sulfate - hippurate (Fig. 4.5). Carnitine is an am-
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monium compound that can be either synthesized from lysine and methionine in the liver
and kidneys or obtained from food [52]. Subsequently, it is transported to various tissues,
where it functions as a shuttle for the transport of fatty acids into the mitochondrial
matrix. Acylcarnitine is an acetylated form of carnitine and occurs naturally in plants
and animals [53] as well.
Hippurate is the salt of hippuric acid, which is the glycine conjugate of benzoic acid (catalyzed by hippurate hydrolase in the phenylalanine metabolism [54]). Hippuric acid can
be obtained from several fruits such as cherry, melon or blackberry [55] and therefore,
can be used as a biomarker for fruit and vegetable consumption [56]. Catechol sulfate
is the sulfated form of the naturally occurring catechol (1,2-hydroxybenzene), which was
first identified in catechin, but can be also found in various fruits and vegetables. Both
hippurate and catechol sulfate are obtained from food and can be formed from benzoate.
Subsequently, they are partly transported via blood flow to the kidneys and are secreted
in urine.
The all-fluid significance of both pairs implies not only a stable statistical correlation
of these metabolites in all bodyfluids, but also stable concentration ratios of respective
compounds. Interestingly, these four compounds are only significantly correlated to other
metabolites in plasma and urine, but not in saliva. While the interaction between carnitine
and acetylcarnitine is biochemically not surprising, the strong and stable correlation of
hippurate and catechol sulfate needs further investigations.
catechol
sulfate

3-phenylpropionate
(hydrocinnamate)

Legend
mi
benzoate

hippurate
3-dehydrocarnitine*

pRi,j

s Ri,j

uRi,j

cinnamoylglycine

mj
signif.

¬signif.

carnitine

propionylcarnitine

acetylcarnitine

Figure 4.5: All-fluid significant associations. Carnitine and acylcarnitine as well as catechol sulfate and hippurate are
the only pairs with significant partial correlations in all three bodyfliuds.
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4.1.4 Intersection subnetworks
Amino acid subnetwork. One of the
subnetworks that can be found in the
intersection graph consists of the three
branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs)
valine, leucine and isoleucine, as well
as alanine, glycine, serine, asparagine,
threonine and methionine (Figure 4.6).
While methionine and asparagine were not
measured in saliva, the remaining amino
acids were detected in all three bodyfluids.
The major flux of amino acids with the
blood flow is produced by the protein and
polypeptide synthesis [57]. However, the
carbon skeletons from amino acids also enter
the gluconeogenesis and fatty acid synthesis
for energy production. Interestingly, amino
acid concentrations are mainly controlled
by the glucose synthesis pathways since the
rate of protein and polypeptide synthesis is
relatively constant [57].
The metabolites in this subnetwork play an B
important role in the formation of intermediates of the TCA cycle (tricarboxylic acid
cycle) for the synthesis of glucose or lipids
[27]. The catabolism of these amino acids
are connected in the energy metabolism as
can be seen Figure 4.7. At a glance at Figure 4.6, the metabolites are mainly correlated in plasma as indicated by the red solid
edges. This is due to the transport function of blood, which is used for the interorgan transport of amino acids, particularly to
the glucogenic organs [58] as their catabolism
yields glucogenic compounds. Because of the
extremely efficient reabsorption mechanisms
in the kidneys, the amino acid levels in urine
are considerably low and the concentration
ratios are slightly distorted. Hence, some interactions calculated for plasma could not be
reproduced for urine. Furthermore, saliva associations are either not present or very insignificant.

alanine

Legend
glycine

serine

mi

pRi,j

threonine

s Ri,j

uRi,j

mj

asparagine
methionine

signif.

¬signif.

valine

isoleucine

leucine

Figure 4.6: Amino acid intersection subnetwork.
This cluster of the intersection network consists of the
three branched-chain amino acids valine, leucine and
isoleucine as well as six other amino acids interacting
mainly in blood and urine. In contrast, metabolic associations in saliva are present, but not significant. As
the metabolism of these metabolites are all part of the
central pathways of energy metabolism [27], they are all
correlated. Therefore, correlations between amino acids
can be found throughout different “omics” studies.

B

Figure 4.7: Amino acid metabolism as a part
of the central pathways of energy metabolism.
Amino acids that play an important role in the energy
metabolism can also be found in the amino acid intersection subnetwork. The correlated alanine, glycine, serine
and threonine form pyruvate, while the latter is also a
precursor metabolite of succinyl CoA, which is additionally formed by methionine, valine and isoleucine. Another TCA cycle intermediate, oxaloacetate, is formed
by aspartate, which is liberated upon the hydrolazytion
of asparagine. Figure reprinted from [27].
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Alanine, glycine, serine and threonine are glucogenic amino acids forming pyruvate, which
is a substrate for the gluconeogenesis. The concentration levels of the first three amino
acids are mainly correlated in plasma, whereas serine and threonine are primarily associated in urine with only a weak, non-significant interaction in plasma. The p-value of the
glycine-serine interaction (p pgly,ser = 1.4e-12) is extremely small indicating a very significant correlation of their concentrations. This significance is explained by the fact that
glycine and serine can be easily converted to each other by the serine-hydroxymethyltransferase. In this subnetwork threonine is also linked to methionine, possibly caused
by their common formation of succinyl CoA. The remaining amino acids forming succinyl
CoA are the glucogenic valine and the glucogenic and ketogenic isoleucine. In contrast, the
degradation of the third branched-chain amino acid leucine (ketogenic) leads to formation
of acetoacetate and acetyl CoA. However, the interaction of valine, leucine and isoleucine
could be found throughout many “omics” studies. The BCAAs are non-polar, aliphatic
and three of nine essential amino acids, making up one third of the skeletal muscle in
the human body. Their effects on skeletal muscle glucose uptake and their role in insulin
resistance is discussed in section 5.1.5 in more details. In contrast to many other amino
acids, BCAAs are not metabolized in the liver, but are sent to the muscle via blood flow
[27], for which reason valine, leucine and isoleucine are interconnected within the plasma
dataset. Though p rval,ile is not significant, its p-value of 3e-06 is only slightly above sp =
7e-07 (see previous discussion regarding consideration of non-significant edges). However,
in urine the p-value falls below the fluid-specific cutoff su = 6.5-07 resulting in a solid
green edge between these two metabolites, while the remaining urine links (u rval,leu and
u rile,leu )
are thinly dotted and therefore, indicate that the correlations between corresponding
metabolites are very weak or not existent. Moreover, all three BCAAs were detected
in saliva, however, no pairwise correlation falls below the significance threshold. Note,
that all associations are results of statistical calculations and do not automatically imply
biochemical interactions.
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Figure 4.8: Branched-chain amino acids and their derivatives. Valine, leucine, and isoleucine, as well as their
respective derivatives 3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate, 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate, and 3-methyl-2-oxovalerate.
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Besides the BCAA cluster, also a subnetwork of their analogues can be found in the intersection network (see Figure 4.9). Valine, leucine and isoleucine are degraded by the cytosolic branched chain aminotransferase to 3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate, 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate
and 3-methyl-2-oxovalerate, which become their branched-chain α-ketoacids (BCKAs).
Today, the BCKA level in urine serves as a clinical marker for the Maple Syrup Urine
Disease (MSUD or branched-chain ketoaciduria), an autosomal recessive disorder caused
by defects in the branched-chain α-ketoacid dehydrogenase complex, which fails at the
oxidative decarboxylation of the branched-chain amino acid metabolism, resulting in the
accumulation of BCAAs and BCKAs in multiple bodyfluids [59]. Since there are no
(reported) MSUD cases in the QMDiab dataset, the ketoacids were mainly detected in
plasma and saliva. Accordingly, only plasma and saliva interactions can be observed in
the subnetwork shown in Figure 4.9. All interactions were determined as significant except for the correlation of 3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate and 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate, which
are the analogues of valine and leucine.
Figure 4.9: BCKA subnetwork.
Valine, leucine and
isoleucine are degraded to 3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate, 4-methyl2-oxopentanoate and 3-methyl-oxovalerate by the branchedchain aminotransferase. If the branched-chain α-ketoacid dehydrogenase complex fails in the oxidative decarboxylation of
the BCAA metabolism, humans suffer from the Maple Syrup
Urine Disease, indicated by an elevated level of BCKAs in
urine. Green edges can not be observed in this small subnetwork, as there are no MSUD cases in the QMDiab dataset. All
three α-ketoacids are associated in plasma and saliva, except
for the valine and leucine analogues, for which the p-value of
the partial correlation exceeds ss .

3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate

3-methyl2-oxovalerate

4-methyl2-oxopentanoate

B
Purine metabolism subnetwork. Another cluster that was extracted from the large intersection network consists of five intermediates found in the purine metabolism. Purines
are heterocyclic aromatic organic nitrogen-containing compounds and can be found in a
number of important biomolecules such as ATP, GTP, coenzyme A or DNA and RNA.
The subnetwork in Figure 4.10 partly displays the degradation of purine nucleotides to
uric acid by 6 different enzymes mainly in the liver. First, inosine is formed by removal of
an amino group from AMP by the AMP deaminase to form IMP, which is subsequently
further converted into its nucleoside form inosine by the 5’nucleotidase. This enzyme also
converts GMP into guanosine. Another possibility of inosine formation is the transformation of AMP into its nucleoside adenosine, whose reaction to inosine is then catalyzed
by adenosine deaminase. Purine nucleoside phosphorylase converts inosine and guanosine
into their respective purine bases hypoxanthine and guanine. While the first is oxidized by
the xanthine oxidase, the latter is deaminated by the guanase in order to form xanthine.
Finally, another oxidation by the xanthine oxidase leads to formation of uric acid.
Since IMP and GMP were not measured by Metabolon and guanosine was excluded due
to exceeding missingness, the purine subnetwork displayed in Figure 4.11 only consists
of the remaining seven metabolites. All molecules were measured in saliva, possibly because purines are richly present in foods such as meat, seafood or beer. Except for AMP,
all molecules were also measured in urine, while only AMP, xanthine, hypoxanthine and
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urate were detected in plasma as well. Solid edges are exclusively green, indicating a
significant association of these purine intermediates solely in urine. The pathway from
adenosine to xanthine was inferred perfectly, while only interactions between AMP and
adenosine as well as xanthine and urate could not be replicated (indicated by grey arrows).
The missing of certain edges in this pathway was expectable since the respective metabolites are not present in the dataset. [37]. The purine subnetwork also demonstrates the
strength of GGMs with respect to metabolic network inference as all direct and indirect
interactions were distinguished correctly. For instance, upon its inability to discriminate
between direct and indirect associations a Pearson correlation network would also display
strong associations between adenosine and hypoxanthine or inosine and xanthine.
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Figure 4.10: Purine intersection subnetwork. The
purine subnetwork consists of seven metabolites, which
were all detected in saliva and urine (except for AMP),
but are mainly missing in the plasma measurement.
This network consists of exclusively green solid edges,
while interactions in saliva did not fall below the significance cutoff. Plasma edges are not existent, because the molecules were not measured in this bodyfluid.
All interactions were calculated correctly (compare Figure4.11), while the associations between AMP and
adenosine as well as xanthine and urate could not be
replicated as indicated by the gray dotted lines.
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Figure 4.11: Formation of uric acid. The formation of
uric acid is the final part of the purine metabolism and
takes place in the liver, where first, inosine is formed by
5’ nucleotidase from IMP (inosine monophosphate) or
by adenosine deaminase from adenosine. This purine is
further converted to hypoxanthine by purine nucleotidase phosphorylase and subsequently oxidized to xanthine. Xanthine is also formed by guanase from guanine
after its production from guanosine. Finally, xanthine is
again oxidized in order to form uric acid, the end product of purine metabolism, which is then mainly secreted
in urine.

Acylcarnitines and their free fatty acids. Carnitine (3-hydroxy-4-trimethylaminobutyrate) is a compound that is either biosynthesized from lysine and methionine or obtained
from food [52] (mainly from red meat). This metabolite is synthesized in the liver and
kidneys, but is transported to the skeletal muscles, heart, brain and sperm, where it is
stored [60]. Though being considered as an amino acid, carnitine has different functions
such as the detoxification by transesterfications of coenzyme A-esters in the liver to remove toxic metabolites. Furthermore, it helps protecting the organism of disproportional
mitochondrial ratio of acyl-coA and free coA [53] and stabilizing of cell membranes. Most
important, it plays a key role in the specialized transport of long-chain fatty acids from
the cytosol into the mitochondrial matrix (carnitine shuttle), where fatty acids enter the
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β-oxidation in order to produce energy (mitochondrial Fatty textbfAcid Oxidation). Activated long-chain fatty acids are combined with carnitine by transferring the acyl group
at the sulphur atom of coenzyme A to carnitine by an ester binding on the hydroxyl
group, yielding long-chain acylcarnitine and free coenzyme A, catalyzed by the carnitine palmitoyl-transferase I (see Figure 4.12). This process can generate various types of
acylcarnitines with different chain lengths that can be transferred into the inner mitochondrial matrix by the carnitine palmitoyl-transferase II. Although most acylcarnitines
are products of the fatty acid oxidation, they can be formed from almost any coA ester [61].
Some of these acylcarnitines can be seen in the subnetwork displayed in Figure 4.13, together with their free fatty acids. The metabolites show parts of the fatty acid metabolism
where fatty acids are shortened by two methyl groups every fourth step [54]. However,
interactions between fatty acids differing in only one methyl group can also be caused by
overall correlating levels instead of chemical interactions. Both fatty acids and their corresponding acylcarnitines were measured in plasma, illustrating that they are transported
across cell membranes.
Typically, fatty acids are not secreted into urine due to their lipid solubility and water
insolubility (only water soluble substances can be processed into urine), for which reason
it was expectable that they were only measured in plasma and saliva. However, their
respective acylcarnitines were detected in urine ([62]). This could be the consequence
of the buffering function of carnitine, which is not only used by the cells to regulate
their ratio of acyl-coA and free coA but also plays an important role in the removal of
poorly metabolized and potentially toxic acyl groups resulting from xenobiotics or other
metabolic pathways. Toxic acyl groups are first converted into derivatives of acyl-coA
and subsequently, transesterificated to respective acylcarnitines that are finally excreted
in urine [63, 64]. Moreover, acylcarnitines are polar, thus, soluble in water and therefore,
can be processed into urine.

Figure 4.12: Acylcarnitine formation. The acyl group at the sulphur atom of coenzyme A is transesterificated to
the hyroxyl group of carnitine, catalyzed by carnitine palmitoyl transferase I. This reaction results in the formation of
acylcarnitines with different chain lengths (dependent on the R group) and free coA. The acyl group and hydroxyl group
are shown in green and red, respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Acylcarnitines and fatty acids intersection subnetwork. Nodes representing free fatty acids are located
on the left, indicating that fatty acids were only measured in plasma and saliva, but not in urine. This was expectable,
since fatty acids are not excreted in urine due to their insolubility in water. In contrast, their corresponding acylcarnitines
were detected in plasma and urine, but not in saliva. This can be explained by carnitines detoxification function by removal
of toxic acyl groups.

Dehydroisoandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS) subnetwork. The third subnetwork
comprising of nine metabolites captures partly the steroid hormone biosynthesis. The
focus here is primarily on dehydroisoandrosterone sulfate - short DHEAS, a sulfated form
of DHEA, which is the most important endogeneous steroid hormone in the human body
produced from cholesterol mainly in the adrenal glands, gonads and brain. In contrast
to the DHEA concentration, the level of DHEAS is markedly higher and more stable.
This metabolite serves as a precursor for testosterone, androstenedione, estradiol as well
as estrone and is regarded as a reliable marker for aging since the DHEAS concentration
declines clearly with increasing age [65]. Moreover, as DHEAS is mainly produced by the
adrenal cortex, it can also be used as a marker for adrenal function, providing information about adrenal hyperplasia (cancer) [66]. In other diseases such as Cushing’s disease
or microalbuminuria an elevated level of DHEAS was found as well [67], indicating its
potential as a clinical marker.
The DHEAS subnetwork consists of nodes that were only detected in plasma and urine,
for which reason only green and red edges can be observed. Remarkably, dehydroisoandrosterone sulfate could be measured in saliva as well, offering the great advantage of
an easier accessibility in terms of clinical sample taking, if the DHEAS level in saliva
is correlated to and as stable as the concentrations in plasma and urine. However, the
significance of the DHEAS interfluid correlations ( see section 4.2) is slightly above the
significance threshold. Therefore, before transferring the biomarker features of plasma or
urinary DHEAS to salivary DHEAS, further investigations would be needed.
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Figure 4.14: Dehydroisoandrosterone sulfate intersection subnetwork. All nodes were only detected in plasma and
urine, except for DHEAS, which was measured in all three bodyfluids. This cluster is interconnected in both plasma and
urine, implying stable correlations in both bodyfluids.
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4.1.5 Comparison of partial correlation differences
Having three different partial correlation matrices in form of M-GGMIf , the possibility of
comparing partial correlations directly (that is, not in form of edges in an inferred network) arose. For each pairwise bodyfluid, the absolute partial correlation differences of
each metabolite pair was calculated and displayed as scatterplots, depicted in the Figures
4.15A - 4.15C, where the x-axis shows the partial correlation of the first, and the y-axis
of the second fluid. Thus, each point in the scatterplot represents an interaction between
two metabolites, which were measured in both bodyfluids. The overall distribution of all
fluid comparisons can be seen in Figure 4.15D, which depicts the relative frequency of
partial correlation differences.
The relative frequency was calculated for an appropriate comparison of the partial correlation differences between pairwise bodyfluids, since the number of metabolites is taken
into account. In contrast, the absolute frequency is biased due to the different number of
shared metabolites by two bodyfluids. 314 metabolites were detected in both plasma and
urine, while only 168 were measured in plasma and saliva and 187 in urine and saliva.
In general, there are less differences between plasma and urine than between plasma and
saliva or urine and saliva, as the differences in Fig. 4.15A are accumulated more closely
to the abline (gray dotted), while the values of Fig. 4.15B and 4.15C display a greater
variation. Moreover, this can be also seen in Fig. 4.15D, where the dark blue curve
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(P vs. U) is smoother and has a lower standard deviation of 0.043 than the remaining two light blue lines (0.069 and 0.074), indicating less variation between plasma and
urine. The mean of the partial correlation differences of all comparisons approaches zero.
The highest partial correlation differences were labelled by the names of the correlating
metabolites, with exception of metabolite pairs, which were both unknown. In this thesis,
only some of the significant differences can be discussed due to time constraints, but there
are many other interesting metabolite pairs, which show substantially varying statistical
correlations between plasma, urine and saliva and require further attention in later studies.
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Figure 4.15: Absolute partial correlation differences. The three scatterplots depict the absolute partial correlation
differences of each metabolite association between each pairwise bodyfluids. (A) shows the comparison of plasma and urine,
(B) displays plasma vs. saliva and (C) compares the partial correlations of urinary and salivary pairs. Each point in a
scatterplot corresponds to the partial correlation of a metabolite pair, that was measured in both respective bodyfluids.
Significant differences with considerably high partial correlations are labeled by the names of the corresponding metabolites.
Finally (D) shows the distribution of differences of (A)-(C).
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Carnitine and acylcarnitines. The greatest difference in plasma vs. urine can be observed for the interaction between decanoylcarnitine and octanoylcarnitine with a partial
correlation of 0.322 in plasma and -0.035 in urine. Though carnitine and acylcarnitines
were detected in both plasma and urine, the correlation of acylcarnitines with medium
lipid numbers (see Figure 4.13: C6:0, C8:0 and C10:0) seems to be much stronger in blood
than in urine. However, this is not the case for free carnitine and its acylcarnitines with
shorter acyl chain lengths (acetylcarnitines C2:0 and propionylcarnitine C3:0), for which
the interaction can be seen in Fig. 4.16A. Previous studies found higher concentrations of
short-chain acylcarnitine than free carnitine, and an elevated level of branched-chain acylcarnitines isobutyryl- and isovalerylcarnitine [68] in urine. In addition to those findings,
this project shows that the medium-/ long-chain hexanoyl-, octanoyl- and decanoylcarnitines tend to have a higher correlation in plasma than urine, but free carnitine and
short-chain acetylcarnitines as well as propionylcarnitines display strong associations in
both bodyfluids, while only carnitine and acetylcarnitine have a significant partial correlation in saliva.
Creatine and pyroglutamine*. Plasma also disagrees significantly with urine and
saliva in terms of the creatine - pyroglutamine* correlation, which is not significant in
urine and saliva. The partial correlation in plasma is -0.23, which is the highest negative
correlation observed for this bodyfluid (Fig. 4.15A and B). Creatine is an nitrogenic amino
acid mainly synthesized in the liver, and functions as a part of the cell’s energy shuttle. It
is transported via blood flow to tissues with high energy demands such as skeletal muscle
and the brain. Pyroglutamine*, also known as 5-oxoproline, is built by cyclization of the
free amino group of glutamic acid forming a cyclic amid (lactam). Though this metabolite
could be found in all domains of life, its functions are still poorly understood. Scientists
believe that pyroglutamine plays an important role in osmoprotection and serves as an
alternative for glutamate [69]. In humans pyroglutamine is present in substantial amounts
in the brain, cerebrospinal fluid and blood, however, elevated levels in urine (oxoprolinuria) indicate several metabolic disorders induced by acetaminophen [69]. The asterisk
in pyroglutamine* is an internal label of Metabolon marking metabolites, for which the
identity was not absolutely sure.
unknown metabolites
Unknown metabolites. Looking at the comUnknown metabolites quantified by unparison of plasma and saliva (Fig. 4.15B), a retargeted approaches are defined as small
markable difference can be seen for the two unmolecules that can be reproducibly deB
tected, but for which the chemical identities
known metabolites X-12734 and X-16940. While
are still unknown [70].
their partial correlation in plasma is 0.25 with a
p-value below the significance threshold, the value
B
calculated for salivary metabolites is 0.79, which is the highest partial correlation observed
in all three bodyfluids. X-16940 was measured in all three bodyfluids, while X-12734 could
not be detected in urine. Both metabolites are located within a cluster of nodes that are
interconnected in plasma and urine, for which reason the exceedingly high saliva correlation of the mentioned unknowns is particularly interesting (see Fig. 4.16C). Since the
cluster only consists of unknowns, the identities can not be derived by known interactions.
Many scientists encounter the problem of reproducibly quantified but yet chemically un-
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known molecules, which therefore, can not be used as markers in metabolic processes.
Hence, previous studies aim to identify unknowns by incorporating statistical approaches
and pathway information [70].
In this project many unknowns were observed, which were interesting in terms of very
strong correlations or intriguing differences between bodyfluids, such as X-12734 and X16940. However, the chemical identity of these molecules have not been discovered yet,
for which reason further analyses and interpretation must be left to future studies.
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Figure 4.16: Intersection subnetworks with significant correlation differences between bodyfluids. (A) Acetylcarnitine (C2:0) has the shortest chain length, followed by propionylcarnitine (C3:0). All four metabolites were measured
in all bodyfluids in contrast to medium-/long-chain acylcarnitines, which were not detected in saliva. The molecules are
mainly correlated in urine, while only two significant edges can be observed for plasma and saliva. (B) Creatine and
pyroglutamine* were detected in all three bodyfluids, however, they only correlate in plasma. (C) This cluster consists of
unknown metabolites, which were mainly measured in blood and urine and therefore, have only red and green edges. A
remarkable exception is the association between salivary X-12734 and X-16940, which have a partial correlation of 0.79 the highest observed partial correlation in all bodyfluids. (D) The γ-glutamyl derivatives displayed in this subnetwork are
formed by transpeptidation between glutathione and the corresponding amino acid (E) The metabolites in this network
display parts of the caffeine metabolism (Fig. 4.18). Although many red and green edges can be observed, caffeine and
paraxanthine are very highly correlated in saliva.
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γ-Glutamyl amino acids. The γ-glutamyl amino acid pair seen in Figure 4.15A display one of the top five greatest partial correlation differences between plasma and urine.
γ-glutamylleucine and -phenylalanine are amino acid derivatives formed by transfer of an
γ-glutamyl moiety of glutathione to the corresponding amino acid [71], catalyzed by the
γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (see Figure 4.17). This enzyme can be mainly found in the
kidneys and liver, where it plays an important function in the transfer of amino acids
across the cellular membrane. Their statistical correlation in plasma is p rγgleu,γgphe =
0.06, while the value of su rγgleu,γgphe = 0.37 is far higher in urine with a p-value below the
significance threshold. In the cluster depicted in Figure 4.16D all γ glutamyl amino acids
were not measured in saliva except for γ-glutamylleucine. Interestingly, these metabolites
only statistically correlate in urine. In contrast, γ-glutamyltyrosine and its free amino
acid tyrosine only correlate in plasma.
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Figure 4.17: Formation of γ-glutamylvaline. γ-glutamyl amino acids are formed by the transfer of a γ-glutamyl moiety
to an amino acid. A simple example is depicted in this figure, where the moiety is transferred to the acceptor valine.
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Caffeine metabolism. Great differences can be also observed for caffeine and paraxanthine, which are again highly correlated in saliva (ss rcf,px = 0.51), but have a relatively low
partial correlation in urine (u rcf,px = 0.15) and plasma (p rcf,px = 0.16) (Fig. 4.15B,C).
Looking at other nodes connected to these two metabolites (see Fig. 4.16D), it is clearly
to see, that this subnetwork displays parts of the caffeine metabolism, as depicted in
Figure 4.18. Caffeine in its pure form is a white and bitter crystalline xanthine naturally occurring in certain plants. After consumption, it can easily pass the membranes,
is absorbed in the small intestines and further metabolized in the liver to paraxanthine
(84%), threobromine (12%), theophylline (4%) [72] Caffeine acts as a psychoactive central
nervous system stimulant and diuretic. Today, this metabolite can be found in coffee, tea,
soft drinks, sweets and certain drugs. The advice on the amount of daily intake is 200 to
300 milligrams corresponding to two to four cups of brewed coffee [73]. Elevated levels
of paraxanthine can result in an increase of glycerol and free fatty acid levels in plasma,
because paraxanthine stimulates lypolysis, whereas sufficient levels of theobromine lead
to dilation of blood vessels and therefore, to elevation of urine volume. Caffeine itself is
structurally very similar to adenosine, for which reason it can increase the cyclic AMP
level by inhibiting phosphodiesterase, the enzyme catalyzing the degradation of cAMP.
Therefore it can indirectly affect the regulation of glycogen, sugars and lipid metabolism.
Moreover, caffeine can stimulate the release of hormones, particularly adrenaline [72].
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The nodes and edges in Fig. 4.16E reflect the breakdown of caffeine into its compounds
and the further metabolization to n-methylxanthines. All metabolites in this subnetwork
(except for the unknown) are part of the caffeine metabolism as indicated by red colored
circles in Fig. 4.18. Though the pathway could not be perfectly replicated, many interactions can be found in the statistically calculated network (red labeled interactions in Fig.
4.18). The metabolites are mainly correlated in plasma and urine, while only two significant associations in saliva could be found. Past studies have also found strong salivary
correlations between caffeine and paraxanthine, for instance, while aiming to evaluate
CYP1A2 metrics and liver function [74, 75, 76]. 1-, 3- and 7-methylxanthine as well as
1-methylurate, 3,7-dimethylurate and 1,3,7-trimethylurate were only detected in plasma
and urine and thus, can only have correlations in these bodyfluids.

Figure 4.18: Kegg caffeine metabolism. This figure shows the caffeine metabolism extracted from KEGG. Red circles label
metabolites, which can be found in the caffeine subnetwork depicted in Fig. 4.16E. Caffeine is broken down to paraxanthine
by the cytochrome P450 1A2 (CYP1A2) enzyme, which subsequently, forms 1,7-dimethyluric acid with the help of xanthine
dehydrogenase. A second product of caffeine is 1,3,7-trimethyluric acid formed by caffeine:ubiquinone oxidoreductase.
Finally, caffeine can also be the precursor of threobromine, which is metabolized to 1- and 7-methylxanthine. Figure
reprinted from [54].
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4.2 Interfluid network analysis
The second part of the bodyfluid metabolic
network analysis focuses on interfluid metabolite
correlations as they provide information about
metabolites acting in different bodyfluids. The
points of contact between human bodyfluids have
rarely been explored, therefore, the interplay
of plasma, urine, saliva and other fluids is not
fully understood. In this project, the interfluid
metabolic correlations were calculated and visualized as the interfluid network to investigate
interactions beyond one bodyfluid.
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interfluid interaction
An interaction between two metabolites is
called interfluid if the metabolic partners were
measured in different bodyfluids.
intrafluid interaction
An interaction between two metabolites is
called intrafluid if the metabolic partners were
measured in the same bodyfluid.

B

4.2.1 Interfluid network inference
The interfluid network is calculated using the
fluid-specific subsets extracted from the corrected QMDiab data, which was processed
by Preprocessor, Dataextractor and
MVO-Handler as described in section 4.1.
Each subset consists of normalized, z-scored B
and log-transformed concentration levels from
311 samples for 626, 819 and 447 metabolites
measured in plasma, urine and saliva, respectively. Moreover, metabolite levels determined
as outliers were replaced by the concentration
mean calculated over all samples excluding the
outlier specimen. Metabolites with more than
80% missingness were removed from the datasets
as well.
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x-12405
[urine]

1,7-dimethylurate
[urine]
1,3-dimethylurate
1,3,7-trimethylurate
[urine]
[urine]

x-17340
[urine]

taurocholate
[plasma]

x-16654
[urine]

glycocholate
[plasma]

x-11529
x-11529
[plasma]
[urine]

glycodeoxycholate
[plasma]

glycochenodeoxycholate
[plasma]

7-ketodeoxycholate
[urine]

glycolithocholate
sulfate*
[plasma]

x-13429
x-13429
[plasma]
[urine]

glycolithocholate
sulfate* taurolithocholate
3-sulfate
[urine]
[plasma]

x-14626
[plasma]

taurolithocholate
3-sulfate
[urine]

x-14626
[urine]

x-17360
[urine]
x-14662
[urine]

cholate
[urine]

x-12850
[urine]

x-17612
[urine]

x-14658
[urine]

glycocholate
[urine]

x-14658
[plasma]

x-12850
[plasma]

7-methylxanthine
[urine]

x-11315
[saliva]

x-16654
[plasma]

taurochenodeoxycholate
[plasma]

glycoursodeoxycholate
[plasma]

cholate
[plasma]
x-19434
[plasma]

12-dehydrocholate
[urine]
7-methylxanthine
[plasma]

paraxanthine
[saliva]
caffeine
[saliva]

taurocholenate
sulfate*
taurocholenate
sulfate*[plasma]
[urine]

theobromine
[saliva]

x-17445
[plasma]

theobromine
3,7-dimethylurate
[plasma] [urine]
x-13728
[plasma]
theobromine
3,7-dimethylurate
[urine]
3-methylxanthine
[urine] x-12823[plasma]

glycocholenate
sulfate*
glycocholenate
sulfate* [plasma]
[urine]

[urine]

tryptophan
tryptophan
betaine
betaine
[plasma]
[urine]tryptophan

x-12681
[urine]

x-12844
[plasma]

x-11491
[urine]
deoxycholate
[urine]

paraxanthine
paraxanthine
[plasma]
[urine]

indoleacrylate
[plasma]

x-11668
[urine]

x-17341
[urine]

x-17336
[plasma]
x-12844
[urine]

x-11491
[plasma]
x-19141
[plasma]

3-methylxanthine
[plasma]

caffeine
[plasma]

x-12335
[urine]

x-11668
[plasma]

x-15492
[urine]

x-17706
[urine]

x-11444
x-17706
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-11444 x-11470
x-11470
[urine] [urine]
[plasma]

x-11247
[urine]

x-12411
[plasma]

1-methylurate
1-methylxanthine
[plasma]
[urine]
1-methylurate
[urine] 1-methylxanthine
[plasma]

1,7-dimethylurate
caffeine
[plasma]
[urine]
theophylline
1,3,7-trimethylurate
[plasma] [plasma]

phenol
phenol
sulfate
sulfate
[urine]
[plasma] x-12257
[urine]

x-09789
[plasma]
phenol
sulfate
[saliva]

3-hydroxyindolin-2-one
3-indoxyl
sulfate [saliva]
[saliva]

x-12846
[plasma]
x-12846
[urine]

x-17703
[urine]
x-12812
[urine]

x-12411
[urine]

5-acetylamino-6-formylamino-3-methyluracil
5-acetylamino-6-amino-3-methyluracil
[urine]
[urine]
x-13728
[urine]

x-12258x-12253
[urine] [urine]

x-12258 hydroquinone
x-09789
[plasma]
sulfate
[urine]
[urine]

x-12465
metformin x-12855[plasma]
[plasma] [plasma]

n-methyl
proline
[urine]

x-12744
[urine]

x-13696
[urine]

n-acetylputrescine
[urine]
4-acetamidobutanoate
[urine]

x-12818
[urine]

disulfate
[plasma]

[plasma]

arginine
[plasma]

chiro-inositol
[plasma]
stachydrine
[plasma]

stachydrine
[urine]

x-17148 disulfate
[urine]
[plasma]
epiandrosterone
sulfate
5alpha-androstan-3beta,17beta-diol
[plasma]
disulfate
androsterone
5alpha-androstan-3alpha,17beta-diol
sulfate [plasma]

dehydroisoandrosterone
sulfate
(dhea-s)
[plasma]
x-18601
[plasma]

x-17358
[urine]
x-16947
[plasma]
chiro-inositol
[saliva]
stachydrine
n-methylglutamate
[saliva]

x-12111 [urine]
[urine]

ectoine
[urine]

betaine
[saliva]

x-12339
[urine]

x-17336
[urine]

x-11247
[plasma]

x-17357
[urine]

x-17357
[plasma]

x-12229
[urine]
4-methylcatechol
sulfate
[urine]
4-methylcatechol
sulfate
[plasma]
x-13726
[urine]

x-12303x-12410
[urine] [urine]

x-14665 x-13727
[urine] [plasma]

4-vinylphenol
sulfate
[urine]

methionine
[plasma]

p-cresol
sulfate
[saliva]

x-17185
[plasma]

x-12293
[urine]

x-11837
[plasma] phenylacetate
[plasma]

glutarate
glutarylcarnitine
3-hydroxyglutarate
2-isopropylmalate
(pentanedioate)
(c5)
[urine]
[urine]
5-hydroxyindoleacetate
[urine] [urine]
[urine]

hippurate
[saliva]

catechol
sulfate
[plasma]

catechol
sulfate
[saliva]

hippurate
[urine]

3-methyl
catechol
sulfate 2
[urine]

3-methyl
catechol
sulfate 1
[plasma]

3-methyl
catechol
sulfate 1
[urine]

x-12189
[plasma]

x-12701
[urine]

n-acetyl-beta-alanine
[plasma]

n-acetyl-beta-alanine
x-12113
[urine]
[urine]

x-12189
[urine]

x-11390
[urine]

x-13723
[urine]

x-12263
[urine]
x-12113
[plasma]

dihydroferulic
acid
[urine]
3-(3-hydroxyphenyl)propionate
3-hydroxyhippurate
[urine]
[plasma]
x-12236
[plasma]3-hydroxyhippurate
x-12543
[urine]
[urine]
x-12704
x-13724
[plasma]
[urine]

x-11561
x-12244 [urine]
[urine]

x-12007
[urine]

x-12126
x-11849
x-12170
x-11849[urine]
[urine]
x-12216 [urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
x-11847
[urine]
x-12705x-11847
[urine][plasma]x-11858
xanthurenate
x-11845
x-12216
[urine]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-11858
[urine]
x-17656
[plasma]kynurenate
[urine]

x-11561
[plasma]

x-12007
[plasma]

beta-alanine
[plasma]

x-12407
[plasma]

x-13729
[plasma]

anserine
[urine]

x-16933
[urine]

x-13729
[urine]

x-12706
[urine]
carnosine
[urine]

x-12687
[urine]

x-12407
[urine]

x-17655
[plasma]

x-16933
[plasma]

x-11904
[plasma]

neopterin
3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate
[urine]
[saliva]
x-17653
[plasma]
x-11308
[plasma]

x-11372
[plasma]

guanine 7-methylguanine
[urine]
[urine]

x-16935 x-11880
[plasma] [plasma]

x-03056
[plasma]

x-15461 valine x-16580x-15472
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]

x-12026
[urine]

mannose
[urine]
fructose
[urine]

alpha-hydroxyisovalerate
[urine]

10-undecenoate
(11:1n1)
[plasma]

x-11360
[urine] pro-hydroxy-pro

4-hydroxyphenylacetate
[saliva]
x-17337
x-17324
[plasma]
[urine] x-17337 alpha-hydroxyisocaproate
phenylacetate
[plasma]
[urine]
[saliva]

(n'-methylnicotinate)
[urine]

(bhba)
[urine]

cortisone cyclo(leu-pro)
hexanoylcarnitine
gamma-cehc x-12283
tryptophylleucine

leucine

maltotriose
[plasma]

x-18887
[urine]

x-13431
decanoylcarnitine [urine]
[urine]

x-17138
[urine]

x-11400
[plasma]
nonadecanoate
serotonin
17-methylstearate
(19:0)
15-methylpalmitate
(5ht)
[plasma]
[plasma]
(isobar
[plasma] adenosine
with
x-12459
5'-monophosphatelactate
2-methylpalmitate)
[plasma]
[plasma]
(amp)
[plasma]
[plasma]

x-16934
[plasma]

tiglyl

x-11483

x-11423

x-12822 homovanillate
n-acetyltryptophanx-15737

x-13431
[plasma]

x-13850
[urine]

x-19380
[urine]

x-12173
[urine]

x-17717
[urine]

x-18342
[urine]

x-12117
[urine]
x-12097
[urine]

x-14318
[urine]
x-12234x-14352
[urine][plasma]
x-18345
x-14352
[urine] [urine]
x-18368
[urine]

homocitrulline
[plasma]
x-11357

x-16394x-12732
[urine] [urine]

[urine]
phenylacetylglycine
x-12565
[urine]
x-15486
homocitrulline[urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
x-11261
x-12254
x-11521
[plasma]
[urine]
[plasma]
x-15486
[urine]
x-14939
[plasma]

x-16570
[urine]

x-17299
[plasma]
2-methylbutyrylcarnitine
(c5)
x-11835 [plasma]
[urine]

x-12027isovalerylcarnitine
[plasma]
[urine]

x-13703
[urine]

x-12740
[plasma]

x-13842
[urine]

x-12740
[urine]

x-15754
[urine]

x-13706
[urine]

x-12815
[urine]

trimethylamine
x-12707
cystathionine
x-17682
gamma-glutamylisoleucine*
x-12707
homocysteine [urine]
n-oxide
[plasma]
[urine]
cystine
[urine] [urine]
[urine]
[urine]
x-11979 gamma-glutamylvaline
1-methylnicotinamide [urine]
n1-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide
[urine]
[urine]
x-13553
gamma-glutamyltyrosine
[urine]
x-13553
lysine
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
x-12095
gamma-glutamylleucine
[urine]
[urine]
glutamine
x-12095
gamma-glutamylphenylalanine x-12713
n1-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma] [plasma]

x-11530
creatine
gluconate
stearoyl
isovalerylcarnitine
x-13838
x-16649
carnitine
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
sphingomyelin
[urine]
[urine]
x-12174
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma] propionylcarnitine
[urine]
[urine]
cholesterol palmitoyl
creatine
mannose
sphingomyelin
4-ethylphenylsulfate
x-12175 [urine]pyroglutamine*
[plasma]
[plasma] glucose
x-11441 x-11522
[plasma]
[plasma]
[urine]
3-dehydrocarnitine*
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-17328
[plasma] [plasma]x-16649
[urine]
alpha-tocopherol
acetylcarnitine x-17328 [urine]
pyroglutamine*
x-18221
[plasma]
4-ethylphenylsulfate
[plasma]
[urine]
[saliva]
[plasma] [plasma]
[urine]

x-11442
[plasma]

pyruvate

trans-4-hydroxyproline
[plasma]

x-12110

x-17365
x-11787 [urine]
[urine] x-17365[plasma]
[plasma]

[urine]x-12107
pyroglutamylglutamine
[plasma] [urine]

x-11478
[plasma]

octadecanedioate
[plasma]
tetradecanedioate
[plasma]
hexadecanedioate
tryptophan
x-11838x-11838
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine] [plasma]
3-(n-acetyl-l-cystein-s-yl)
tyrosine
acetaminophen*
x-12108
[urine]
2-methoxyacetaminophen
[urine]
[urine]
4-acetaminophen
phenylalanine
sulfate*
4-acetaminophen
x-11538
[urine]
[urine] sulfate
sulfate
[plasma]
[plasma]
4-acetamidophenol
[urine] [plasma]
x-16480
x-12799
[plasma]
5-methyluridine
x-18774
[urine]
(ribothymidine)
[plasma]
[plasma]

pro-hydroxy-pro
[plasma]

x-11338
[urine]

x-12753
[urine]

x-17730 [urine]
[urine]

maltotetraose
[plasma]

x-11905
[plasma]

[urine]

glycylproline
[urine]

1-kestose
[urine]

x-15503
[plasma]

nicotinamide
[plasma]

alpha-hydroxyisovalerate
indolelactate
[plasma]
phenyllactate
2-hydroxy-3-methylvalerate
(pla) [plasma]
[plasma] [plasma]

trigonelline
lactate
(n'-methylnicotinate)
[urine]
[saliva]
trigonelline x-13844 2-hydroxybutyrate
3-hydroxyisobutyrate
(n'-methylnicotinate)
(ahb)
[urine]
[urine]
x-16946
[plasma]
[urine]
biliverdin[plasma]
[plasma]
trigonelline
3-hydroxybutyrate

x-03056
x-12688
[urine]
1-(3-aminopropyl)-2-pyrrolidone [urine]
x-12685
methionine
x-16397x-13529
[urine]
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]

x-14625
3-sialyllactose
[urine] [urine]

x-11438
[plasma]

indoleacetate
dihydrobiopterin
[saliva]
7,8-dihydroneopterin[urine]
[urine]

5-aminovalerate
isoleucine
x-12101x-13528x-03056
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [saliva]

x-17162
[plasma]

x-17453
[plasma]

ethylmalonate
[urine]

2-hydroxydecanoic
x-12814
acid
[urine]
[plasma] x-17438
x-12831
[plasma]
[urine]
x-17704
x-18913
[urine]
[plasma]
x-17765
[urine]
x-12845
[urine]

butyrylcarnitine
[plasma]

x-17453
[urine]

x-11315
[plasma]

urobilinogen
[plasma]

urobilinogen
[urine]
butyrylcarnitine
[urine]

sebacate
(decanedioate)
[plasma]

quinate
[urine]

raffinose
[urine]

x-12119
[plasma]

x-12119
kynurenate
[urine]
[plasma]
x-12128
[plasma]x-12107

1-methylimidazoleacetate
x-12708
x-14082
x-01911
x-14697
x-12328
4-hydroxyphenylacetate
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
[saliva]
[urine]
[plasma]
x-14838
x-13730
x-12832
x-13835
phenylpyruvate
[urine]
x-11593
[plasma]
x-17352[plasma]
x-01911
[plasma]
[saliva]
4-hydroxyphenylacetate
x-12715
3-methylhistidine
[urine]
[urine]
vanillate
x-12231 [urine]
[urine]x-17305 [urine]
x-11593
[urine]
erythrulose
piperine
[urine]
[plasma]
x-16125
[urine]
x-13835
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-13730
[plasma]
x-11452
[urine] 3-methylhistidine
x-11452
[plasma]
[urine]
3-methyl-2-oxovalerate
x-17701
x-12840 [plasma][urine]
threonate
x-11332
x-12715 x-13700 [urine]
[saliva]
x-12848
[urine]
x-12832
x-15502 [plasma] [urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
x-12816
1,2-propanediol
[urine]
4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate
[urine]
[plasma]
x-12837 [plasma]
x-11485
3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate
x-17361
[urine]
[saliva]
x-12231 [plasma]
[saliva]
[urine]
ascorbate[urine]
[urine]
x-15502
(vitamin
1,2-propanediol
4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate
x-11485
x-12816
glycerate
x-12849
x-12308
[urine]
c) [urine]
[plasma]
[saliva]
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
[urine] x-17353 [urine]
[urine]

x-11904
[urine]

dodecanedioate
[plasma]

l-urobilin
[plasma]

x-12010
[urine]

cinnamoylglycine
[plasma]
cinnamoylglycine
phenylpropionylglycine
[urine]
[urine]

4-hydroxyhippurate
[plasma]

x-12261
x-13848
x-11850[urine]
[saliva]
[urine]
x-11843
[urine]
x-11843
x-13848
[plasma]
x-12131x-11850
[urine]
[urine][plasma]

x-17654
[plasma]

x-17438
[urine]

laurate
(12:0)
[plasma]
myristate
(14:0)
[plasma]

l-urobilin
[urine]

x-12122
[urine]

x-16674
[urine]

indoleacetate
[urine]

x-17688
[urine]
x-12745
[urine]
indoleacetate
[plasma]
indoleacetylglutamine
indoleacetylglutamine
[urine]
[plasma]

n-acetylglycine
[plasma]

3-methylglutaconate
3-methylglutarate
[urine] [urine]

3-methylglutarylcarnitine
3-methylglutarylcarnitine
azelate
(c6)
(c6)
(nonanedioate)
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]

caprate
(10:0)
[plasma]

3-carboxy-4-methyl-5-propyl-2-furanpropanoate
(cmpf)
[urine]

3-carboxy-4-methyl-5-propyl-2-furanpropanoate
(cmpf)
[plasma]
alanine
x-11469
glycine[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-02269
[plasma]

quinate
[plasma]

x-12039
[urine]

x-12738
[plasma]

pimelate
(heptanedioate)
[urine]

x-02249
[urine]

x-13866
[urine]

serine
[urine]
asparagine
[plasma]
serine
[plasma]

x-19136
[plasma]

x-12039
[plasma]

x-11852
[plasma]
x-11852
[urine]
3-phenylpropionate
(hydrocinnamate)
[plasma]

x-12230
[urine]

x-12230
[plasma]

2,3-dihydroxyisovalerate
[urine]

hippurate
[plasma]

x-12358
[urine]

4-hydroxyhippurate
[urine]

caproate

(6:0)
heptanoate
x-15650
[plasma]
(7:0)
[plasma] pelargonate
[plasma]
(9:0)
[plasma]
caprylate
(8:0)
[plasma]

x-16087
[urine]

x-13866
[plasma]

x-16581
[urine]
x-17322
[urine]

threonine
[urine]

x-17398
[urine]

p-cresol
sulfate
p-cresol
[urine]
x-11837sulfate
[urine][plasma] phenylacetylglutamine
phenylacetylglutamine
[plasma]
[urine]

phenylacetylglutamine
[saliva]

catechol
sulfate
[urine]
x-18779
[plasma]

4-hydroxybenzoate
[urine]

x-18606
[plasma]
x-02249
[plasma]

threonine
[plasma]

x-17185 4-vinylphenol
[urine]
sulfate
[plasma]

x-13727
x-12410 [urine]
[plasma]

x-17369
x-16975
[urine]
[urine]
x-17308
x-12830x-16975
x-13255 x-12830
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
[plasma]
x-12734
x-17371
x-17370 [urine]
[urine]

x-17349
[urine]

x-12211
[urine]

x-12379
[urine]

x-13255 x-17692
[saliva] [urine]

x-17354
[plasma]
ornithine
[urine]
citrate
[urine]

x-11640
enterolactone [plasma]
[urine] x-12188
[plasma]

isocitrate
[urine]

x-11640
[urine]

x-12188
[urine]

2-arachidonoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
x-11315
[plasma]
[saliva]
2-oleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
[plasma]
1-oleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine
[plasma]
1-docosahexaenoylglycerophosphocholine*
x-12644
[plasma]1-arachidonoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
x-11315
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
2-palmitoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
[plasma]
1-palmitoylglycerophosphoethanolamine
[plasma]
1-linoleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
1,5-anhydroglucitol
[plasma]
(1,5-ag)
[plasma]

x-12602
[urine]
3-aminoisobutyrate
[urine]
beta-alanine
[urine]
taurine
[urine]

x-17685
[urine]

2-linoleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
[plasma]

x-17345
[urine]

adenosine
[urine]

n-acetylaspartate
inosine
x-12734x-17347
x-17345
(naa)
[urine]
[plasma][urine]x-16940
[saliva]x-17685
[urine] [plasma]
hypoxanthine
[plasma]
[urine]
x-138433-methyl-2-oxobutyrate
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
x-12813
xanthine
x-16940
x-17347
[urine]
[urine]
[saliva]
[plasma] x-16940
x-17673
[plasma]

[plasma]
x-17673
[urine]

gluconate
[urine]

proline

1,5-anhydroglucitol
(1,5-ag)
[saliva]

xylonate x-17695x-12824x-13836x-18278
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [saliva]
arabonate x-176933-hydroxyphenylacetate
x-12742
x-18037
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [saliva]

x-15636
pyridoxate
x-15664
2-hydroxyhippurate
x-10346
x-12092
x-13864
o-cresol
3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)lactate
x-12847
myristoylcarnitine
salicyluric
x-12511[plasma]
sulfate [plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
(salicylurate)
[plasma] x-11437 [plasma]
[urine] x-16564
sulfate
[plasma]
[plasma]thymol
salicyluric
x-17137
n-6-trimethyllysine
glucuronide*
allo-threonine chlorogenate
2-ethylphenylsulfate
mandelate
[plasma]x-12510
2-hydroxyoctanoate
x-16932
palmitoylcarnitine
[plasma]
[plasma]
[urine]
oleoylcarnitine
glucuronide*
[plasma]
x-12212
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine] [urine]
x-15636
[plasma] x-19411 tyrosine
[urine]
[urine]
quinate [saliva][plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-12847
3-ethylphenylsulfate*
[plasma][urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
salicylate
[plasma][plasma]
pyridoxate
[saliva]
thymol
pyridoxate
x-12511
[urine]
[urine]
x-16938
x-11437
x-12093
x-17367
2-methylhippurate
salicylate
[urine]
[saliva]
sulfate
[plasma]
[urine]
x-12510
gamma-glutamyltyrosine
[plasma]
[urine] x-10346 [urine] x-12092 [urine] x-17325
2-hydroxyhippurate
[urine]
[plasma]
x-18752
pantothenate
[urine]x-17690
x-12212
stearoylcarnitine
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(salicylurate)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[urine]

x-12637
n-acetylleucine
x-13709
isobutyrylcarnitine
x-17348x-16288bisphenol
bisphenol
x-15518
n-acetyltyrosine
n-acetylphenylalanine
n-acetylleucine
erythronate*
erythritol
2-hydroxyisobutyrate
propionylcarnitine
carnitine
acetylcarnitine
x-18929 bilirubin bilirubin
gamma-glutamylglutamine
glutamine cysteine-glutathione
stearidonate
eicosapentaenoate
docosapentaenoate
n-formylmethionine
n-acetylmethionine
n-acetylalanine
x-19437
pseudouridine
x-12660x-12051x-11204
x-12636
[urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
[saliva]
[urine] [urine]
a
a
[saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva][plasma][plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma][plasma]
[plasma] (z,z) (e,e)* [plasma][plasma]disulfide(18:4n3) (epa; (n3 dpa;[plasma][plasma][plasma]
[plasma]x-11429
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma][plasma]
[urine]x-13215 x-11317 x-19147
n-acetylvaline
isovalerylcarnitine
n-acetylisoleucine
x-12760 x-14596 2-methylbutyrylcarnitine
monosulfate
monosulfate
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]20:5n3) 22:5n3)
[saliva]
[plasma] [plasma]
[urine] [urine]
[urine] [urine]
(c5)
[urine] [plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
x-17327
[saliva]
[urine]

cortisol cyclo(leu-pro)
decanoylcarnitine
gamma-cehc
indolepropionateisoleucines-methylcysteine tiglyl
x-11299
x-11423
x-12822
3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetate
n-acetylphenylalanine
x-12609
[saliva]
[plasma] glucuronide* [urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
carnitine
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
(hva)
[urine]
[urine]
[saliva][plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
carnitine
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
x-18162
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
x-14696
[plasma]
[saliva]
[saliva]
cortisone
x-14473octanoylcarnitinex-17330
x-17351
valine s-methylcysteinex-12114
x-11299
x-12749
x-18948
x-12696 n-acetyltyrosine x-16083
glycylphenylalanine
sucrose
[saliva]
[saliva]
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
[plasma]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[saliva]
[urine]

1-arachidonoylglycerophosphoinositol*
x-17254
2-linoleoylglycerophosphocholine*
1-linoleoylglycerophosphocholine
2-myristoylglycerophosphocholine*
2-docosahexaenoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
1-myristoylglycerophosphocholine benzoate
2-ethylhexanoate
alpha-ketobutyrate
2-hydroxybutyrate
2-hydroxystearate
2-hydroxypalmitate
3-hydroxyoctanoate
3-hydroxydecanoate
3-hydroxypropanoate
3-hydroxypropanoate
myristoleate
5-dodecenoate
histidine
5-oxoproline
dsgegdfxaegggvr*
adsgegdfxaegggvr*
glutamate
alpha-ketoglutarate
docosapentaenoate
arachidonate
campesterol
beta-sitosterol
dimethylglycine
cholinex-15375
iminodiacetate
edta
gamma-glutamylphenylalanine
phenylalanine
glycerol glycerolx-14588 heme
homostachydrine*
homostachydrine*
hwesasxx*
hwesasllr
mannitolmannitol
scyllo-inositol
scyllo-inositol
x-16774 urate x-07765x-07765x-11334x-11334x-11550
x-11540
x-12730x-12040
x-12128
3-hydroxysebacate
x-18938
sarcosine
dimethylglycine
3-hydroxyproline
x-13668saccharin
saccharin
x-13735x-12834x-12270x-17735x-17335x-12385
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma]2-arachidonoylglycerophosphocholine*
[plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma] (ahb) [plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma][urine] [plasma](14:1n5)(12:1n7)[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma](n6 dpa;(20:4n6)[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma]cys-gly,
oxidized (ida) [plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
3-phosphate
2-phosphate
[plasma][plasma][urine] [plasma]
[plasma][plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma]
[plasma]x-11533
[plasma]
[plasma]x-11537
[plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[urine] [urine] [plasma]
(n-methylglycine)
[urine] [urine] [saliva] [saliva] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine][plasma][plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
22:5n6)[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(g3p) [plasma]
[urine]
[plasma]
[plasma]
x-12056x-12056x-12115x-12115x-12802x-12802x-12831x-12814x-17612x-12851x-18218x-13483x-15497x-13529x-15808x-13557x-14056x-13871x-15484x-15382x-15728x-15728x-16124x-16124x-13688x-16576x-17443x-17443x-17629x-17628x-18914x-18249
pivaloylcarnitine
x-19135
5-methylcytidine
3-methylcytidine
glycerol
3-phosphoglycerate
imidazole
4-imidazoleacetate
n-acetylthreonine
5,6-dihydrouracil
x-12116
malate
alpha-ketoglutarate
glutamate
aspartate
hydroxyisovaleroyl
beta-hydroxyisovalerate
cotinine cotininex-13106diglycerol
fucose fucitol
n-acetylhistidine
histidinex-11204lidocainex-12123
n-(2-furoyl)glycine
x-12398
octanoylcarnitine
quinolinateorotatex-12762
pantothenate
x-14445
pyroglutamylvaline
xylulose ribulose
triethanolamine
triethanolamine
tyramine
tryptamine
x-12714x-12024
[urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [plasma]
[plasma][plasma]
[plasma][plasma][urine] [plasma][urine] [urine]
3-phosphate
[urine] lactate [urine] [urine] [urine]5-hydroxymethyl-2-furoic
[urine] acid [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]carnitine [urine] n-oxide [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [saliva] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]
(g3p)
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
x-13847x-12109x-12680x-12187x-12855x-12465x-17699x-12819x-17342x-12906x-14473x-14465x-18603x-14839x-15484x-15382x-16567x-16563x-17359x-17339x-17763x-177072-oleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine*
xylitol
1,6-anhydroglucose
1-oleoylglycerophosphoethanolamine
alpha-hydroxyisocaproate
2-hydroxy-3-methylvalerate
2-hydroxystearate
2-hydroxypalmitate
phenyllactate
3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)lactate
phosphoenolpyruvate
3-phosphoglycerate
3-phosphoserine
pyroglutamylvaline
5-oxoproline
carnitine
acetylcarnitine
guanosine
adenosine
caprylatecaprate
fructose
n-acetylglucosamine
galactose
threonylvaline
heptanoate
isovalerate
isocaproate
sorbitol mannitolx-11607
n-acetylneuraminate
n6-carbamoylthreonyladenosine
pantothenate
x-18165
phenylalanylglycine
x-15245 sucrosex-19375thymidine
x-15808x-15461
1,11-undecanedicarboxylic
x-186721,2-dipalmitoylglycerol
1,3-dihydroxyacetone
1-arachidonoylglycerophosphocholine*
1,3-dipalmitoylglycerol
1-docosapentaenoylglycerophosphocholine*
1-eicosadienoylglycerophosphocholine*
1-methylhistidine
1-oleoylglycerol
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] (pla) [saliva] (pep) [saliva]x-12565
[saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva]arginine
[saliva]agmatine
[saliva] (8:0) (10:0) [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] (7:0) [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva]x-19572
[saliva] [saliva] acid [plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(1-monoolein)
[saliva]
[saliva]
[saliva] [saliva]tagatose
[saliva]
[plasma]
[plasma]
1-palmitoleoylglycerophosphocholine*
1-palmitoylglycerophosphocholine
1-palmitoylglycerol
1-palmitoylglycerophosphoinositol*
1-pentadecanoylglycerophosphocholine*
1-stearoylglycerophosphoethanolamine
1-stearoylglycerophosphoinositol
10-heptadecenoate
10-nonadecenoate
2-docosapentaenoylglycerophosphocholine*
13-hode
2-aminobutyrate
2-palmitoleoylglycerophosphocholine*
2-hydroxyglutarate
2-palmitoylglycerophosphocholine*
3-dehydrocarnitine*
3-hydroxy-2-ethylpropionate
3-hydroxybutyrate
3-hydroxyisobutyrate
3-methoxytyrosine
3-phosphoglycerate
4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate
4-nitrophenol
5,6-dihydrouracil
5-hydroxymethyl-2-furoic
5alpha-androstan-3beta,17alpha-diol
7-alpha-hydroxy-3-oxo-4-cholestenoate
adrenate
allantoin
arabinose
beta-hydroxyisovalerate
arabitol beta-hydroxypyruvate
beta-tocopherol
betaine
bradykinin
c-glycosyltryptophan*
cis-4-decenoyl
cis-vaccenate
citratecreatinine
cysteinecystine
deoxycarnitine
dihomo-linoleate
dihomo-linolenate
dihydroorotate
docosahexaenoate
eicosenoate
gamma-glutamylisoleucine*
fructose
gamma-glutamylleucine
gamma-glutamylvaline
glycerophosphorylcholine
glycerol
glycolate
hypoxanthine
isovalerate
kynurenine
lathosterol
laurylcarnitine
linoleate
linolenatelysine
maltose
methyl-4-hydroxybenzoate
margarate
myo-inositol
n-acetylthreonine
n-acetyltryptophan
n1-methyladenosine
n2,n2-dimethylguanosine
n6-carbamoylthreonyladenosine
oleateornithine
palmitate
palmitate,
palmitoleate
phenylalanyltryptophan
phosphate
pipecolate
proline
[plasma]
(1-monopalmitin)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(17:1n7)(19:1n9)
+ 9-hode
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma](bhba)[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma] acid disulfate(7-hoca)(22:4n6)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
carnitine
(18:1n7)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(20:2n6)(20:3n3[plasma] (dha; (20:1n9[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma] (gpc)
(hydroxyacetate)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(18:2n6)
[alpha or
[plasma]malate
[plasma]
[plasma] (17:0) [plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
(18:1n9)
[plasma] (16:0) methyl(16:1n7)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma] or n6)
22:6n3) or 11)
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]gamma;
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma] ester [plasma]
(18:3n3x-19137x-19140x-19142x-19144x-19145x-19299x-19302x-19380x-19451
[plasma]
pyrophosphate
sphingosine
stearamide
stearate
succinate
tryptophan
undecanoate
urea xanthine xylitol xylonatex-01497x-11327x-11342x-11378x-11381x-11412x-11497x-11564x-11687x-11795x-11818x-11820x-11876x-12029x-12038x-12063x-12100x-12101x-12442x-12443x-12450x-12729x-12776x-13435x-13658x-13734x-13891x-15222x-15439x-15668x-16063x-16083x-16089x-16206[plasma]
x-16578x-16869[plasma]
x-16943[plasma]
x-17130x-17138x-17269x-17375x-17425x-17626x-17682x-17765x-18140x-18241x-18602x-18739x-18886x-18901x-18922
1,5-anhydroglucitol
1,6-anhydroglucose
1-methylhistidine
2,3-butanediol
2,4,6-trihydroxybenzoate
2-aminoadipate
2-aminobutyrate
2-hydroxyglutarate
2-hydroxyisobutyrate
2-hydroxyphenylacetate
2-methylbutyrylglycine
or 6)] [plasma]
(ppi) [plasma]
[plasma] (18:0) [plasma]
[plasma] (11:0) [plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma](1,5-ag) [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[plasma]
[urine]
2-methylcitrate
2-octenedioate
2-oxindole-3-acetate
2-oxo-1-pyrrolidinepropionate
2-pyrrolidinone
3,5-dihydroxybenzoic
3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)lactate
3-hydroxy-2-ethylpropionate
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutarate
3-hydroxyanthranilate
3-hydroxyindolin-2-one
3-hydroxykynurenine
3-hydroxymandelate
3-hydroxypyridine
3-methoxytyrosine
3-ureidopropionate
4-acetylphenol
4-guanidinobutanoate
4-hydroxyisoleucine
4-hydroxymandelate
4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate
4-ureidobutyrate
5,6-dihydrothymine
5-hydroxyhexanoate
5-methylthioadenosine
5-oxoproline
6'-sialyllactose
6-sialyl-n-acetyllactosamine
abscisate
acetoacetate
adenine
adenosine
adipate alanine
alanylalanine
alpha-glutamyltryptophan
allantoin alpha-glutamylvaline
arabinose
arabitol
asparagine
benzene-1,2,3-triol
benzoate
beta-hydroxypyruvate
c-glycosyltryptophan*
cadaverine
ciliatine
cis-aconitate
citramalate
coproporphyrin
cortisone
creatinine
cytidine dimethylarginine
erythritol
erythronate*
ethanolamine
fumarate
gentisate
glucosamine
glucuronate
glycerophosphorylcholine
glycineglycolate
glycylglycine
guanidine
guanidinoacetate
gulono-1,4-lactone
hexanoylcarnitine
hexanoylglycine
homocitrate
homoserine
hydantoin-5-propionic
imidazole
indolelactate
isosorbide
itaconate
kynurenine
lactose leucine
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] acid [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] sulfate [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] (mta) [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]3',5'-cyclic[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]
(2-aminoethylphosphonate)
[urine]
[urine] [urine]iii [urine][urine] [urine]cysteine
[urine] [urine]cytosine
[urine](sdma +[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]galactitol
(dulcitol)[urine] [urine] [urine] (gpc) [urine]
(hydroxyacetate)
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] acidpropionate
[urine] (methylenesuccinate)
[urine]
[urine] [urine] [urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
monophosphate
[urine]
adma)
[urine]
[urine]
[urine]
[urine] [urine]
[urine]
(camp)
[urine] x-12100x-12104x-12112x-12124x-12125x-12127
n-acetyl-aspartyl-glutamate
mesaconaten-acetylasparagine
n-acetylcysteine
n-acetylglutamine
n-acetylneuraminate
n-acetylproline
n-acetylserine
n-formylmethionine
n1-methyladenosine
n1-methylguanosine
n2,n2-dimethylguanosine
n2-acetyllysine
n2-methylguanosine
n6-carbamoylthreonyladenosine
n4-acetylcytidine orotidine
palatinitol
phosphate
picolinatepinitolpipecolate
prolylglycine
pseudouridine
putrescine
pyroglutamine*
ribitolriboflavinribose sorbitol
suberylglycine
succinate
succinylcarnitine
tartarate
tetrahydrocortisone
threonate
trans-urocanate
tricarballylate
udp-glucuronate
urate urea
vanillylmandelate
xanthosinexylitol x-10445x-10457x-10458x-10593x-11333
x-12014x-12028
x-12191x-12193
x-12214x-12221x-12225x-12252x-12259
x-12329
x-12682x-12686
x-12690x-12695
(methylfumarate)
(naag) [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] (vitamin [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] (vma) [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-11429
[urine]x-11616
[urine]x-11687
[urine]x-11945
[urine]x-12001
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-12161
[urine] [urine] [urine]x-12199
[urine]x-12206
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-12267
[urine]x-12306
[urine] [urine]x-12360
[urine]x-12364
[urine]x-12408
[urine] [urine] [urine]x-12689
[urine] [urine] [urine]
[urine] [urine]
b2)
[urine]
[urine] x-14588x-14808x-14815x-14955
x-12730x-12733x-12738x-12739x-12748x-12828x-12833x-12860x-13046x-13152x-13230x-13249x-13365x-13462x-13483x-13693x-13695x-13698x-13733x-13737x-13772x-13840x-13841
x-14062x-14302x-14314x-14331
x-15477x-15503x-15572x-15594x-15634x-15646x-15678x-15812x-15863
x-17010
x-17310x-17314x-17320x-17323x-17343x-17366x-17447x-17674x-17675x-17676x-17686
x-18482x-18539
x-18750x-18929x-18965
1,11-undecanedicarboxylate
1,2-propanediol
1,3-diaminopropane
1,3-dihydroxyacetone
1,4-butanediol
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-13846
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-15375
[urine]x-15415
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-16669
[urine]x-16803
[urine] [urine]x-17299
[urine]x-17300
[urine]x-17302
[urine]x-17303
[urine]x-17306
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-17705
[urine]x-17715
[urine]x-17723
[urine]x-17736
[urine]x-17761
[urine]x-18376
[urine]x-18475
[urine] [urine] [urine]x-18650
[urine] [urine] [urine] [urine]x-19146
[urine]x-19437
[urine]x-19574
[urine] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva] [saliva]
1,7-dimethylurate
12-hete13-hode
2,3-butanediol
2,3-dihydroxyisovalerate
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First, the interfluid metabolite correlations between each two bodyfluids were determined
by concatenating their concentration subsets,
which subsequently, served as input for the
GGMcalculator. Utilizing GeneNet, this
script calculated the partial correlation matrix
and the corresponding p-values for all pairwise
bodyfluids yielding I-GGMpu , I-GGMps and IGGMus (I for I nterfluid). To remove nonsignificant correlations, the matrices are processed by Significator, which compared the
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Figure 4.19:
Interfluid network calculation. The fluid-specific datasets extracted for
the single-fluid GGM calculation in section 4.1
are pairwise concatenated to estimate the interfluid metabolite correlations. Significator removed non-significant partial correlations by comparing their p-values as well as the p-values of the
Pearson correlations with the significance threshold. Subsequently, the relevant parts of the interfluid matrix as well as the previously calculated
M-GGMsf were reassembled, yielding the overall
interfluid GGM (I-GGMs ) containing only significant intra- and interfluid correlations.
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p-values of the partial and Pearson correlation with the newly calculated fluid-specific
significance thresholds. For instance, the Bonferroni corrected significance cutoff for I0.05
GGMpu is calculated as spu = 626+819
. The next step is performed by GGMconcatenator
using both the just calculated I-GGMsf f 0 (with f, f 0 ∈ p, u, s), and M-GGMsf estimated
in section 4.1. For the input argument interfluid, GGMconcatenator concatenated the
relevant matrix parts and created the overall I-GGMs containing significant intra- and
interfluid correlations.
An alternative way to estimate the associations of interfluid metabolites would be to calculate the partial correlations upon the corrected QMDiab dataset as a whole in one step,
instead of separating the correlation calculation in several steps, each upon fluid-specific
input data. This easier network inference process was not performed in this study, because the dimensions of the calculated GGMs should be kept as similar as possible. For
each GGM the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold is calculated upon the given
number of metabolites (that is, the dimension of the corresponding GGM). The number
of metabolites for intrafluid analyses range from 447 to 819 (since this is fluid-specific, see
Eq. 3 ff.), whereas there are 1892 metabolites in the entire interfluid dataset. Though the
p-values of the partial correlations are corrected for multiple testing, the network connectivity is still strongly dependent on the number of variables in the input dataset. For this
reason, the differences in GGM dimensions should be kept minimal for a more consistent
definition of significance. The splitting in intrafluid and pairwise interfluid datasets yields
a smaller variable set for each significance threshold, while keeping relevant association
information. However, in terms of biological sense both approaches can be justified.
Finally, NWvisualizator defined the network
features such as node and edge attributes.
Since the same metabolites detected in different
bodyfluids were not mapped as it is the case for
the intersection network, there are three types
of nodes: plasma metabolites are represented as
red, urine as green and saliva as blue nodes. This
partition of previous “pie charts” in its single
components enables the illustration of interfluid
associations, which are not only indicated by
correlation of nodes with different colors, but by
B
violet edges as well. Solid violet edges represent
significant partial correlations of two different
metabolites that were measured in two bodyfluids, while dotted violet links imply an association
of the same metabolite, for which two molecules
were detected in different bodyfluids (note, that
in contrast to the intersection network, dotted
edges here represent significant partial correlations as well). Significant intrafluid correlations
(sf r) are depicted as gray edges.

Figure 4.20: Interfluid network description.
The final interfluid network consists of nodes in
three different colors representing the bodyfluid,
in which the corresponding metabolite was detected. Moreover, different types of edges indicate
different type of correlations. While gray links are
correlations between intrafluid metabolites, violet
edges represent interfluid interactions. The edge
line style shows, whether the two molecules are
different (solid) or the same metabolite (dotted).

B
B
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4.2.2 Interfluid network in the overview
497 out of ≈ 1.3 × 106 possible interfluid edges were identified as significant. Combining
with the intrafluid 435 plasma, 531 urine and 87 saliva correlations, the final interfluid network composes of 1892 nodes and 1554 edges. Note, that the interfluid network only contains significant associations (in contrast to the intersection network where non-significant
correlations are represented by dotted edges), since the network visibility should not be
too complex.
I-GGMs is analyzed by NWanalysor, which calculated the number and fraction of significant associations between each two bodyfluids. The number of correlations between
two bodyfluids is defined as the number of metabolite pairs, of which one is measured in
the first, and the other in the second fluid, having a partial correlation p-value below the
significant threshold, which is the Bonferroni corrected 0.05 (Table 2a). The fraction is
calculated as the number of significant correlations between two given fluids divided by
the total number of all interfluid associations that were determined as significant (Table
2b). For instance, the number and fraction of significant edges between plasma and urine
were calculated as
B

#P U s = |r > 0|, r ∈ I-GGMsp,u
#P U s
%P U s =
#P U s + #P S s + #U S s

(7)

i
The total number of interfluid edges between plasma and urine metabolites is 446, which
make up 89.7% of all interfluid correlations in the inferred network. In contrast, plasma
and saliva as well as urine and saliva share less links (7.1% and 3.2%). This was expectable due to two reasons: the total number of metabolites that could be detected in
each bodyfluid vary greatly. Consequently, the number of metabolites that were measured
in two bodyfluids also differ considerably (see section 4.1). For this reason, the fraction
of significant interfluid correlations of two bodyfuids was also examined with respect to
the number of possible partial correlations to remove the bias towards varying detection
numbers, aiming for a better comparability (Table 2c). The above example is recalculated
with
B

%P U s =

#P U s
rpu × cpu

(8)

i
where rpu and cpu are the dimensions of I-GGMspu . The number of possible metabolite
pairings between plasma and urine is 626 × 819 ≈ 5.2e05, with 0.087% having significant
partial correlations. In contrast, the number of potential associations between plasma
and saliva metabolites is much lower (626 × 447 ≈ 2.9e04), since the overall number of
metabolites that were quantified in saliva is considerable less. After correcting for this bias
factor, the fraction of significant correlations is 0.013%. The lowest number of correlations
is observed for urine and saliva (0.0043%). The estimated values imply a daunting difference between urine and saliva, while urine and plasma share more common metabolites
and have a higher number of correlated ones. Plasma and saliva metabolite compositions
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are not as different as urine and saliva, however, the fraction of metabolite correlations is
considerably low as well.

P
U
S

P
435
-

U
446
531
-

S
35
16
87

P
U
S

(a) number of signif.
correlations

P
0.413
-

U
0.897
0.504
-

S
0.071
0.032
0.0.083

P
U
S

(b) fraction of signif. correlations
of all signif. interfluid correlations

P
2.2e-03
-

U
8.7e-04
1.6e-03
-

S
1.3e-04
4.3e-05
8.7e-04

(c) fraction of signif. correlations of
possible interfluid correlations

Table 2: Number and fraction of significant pairwise interfluid correlations. (a) shows the absolute number of
pairwise correlations (and intrafluid correlations in gray). While plasma and urine metabolites share 446 edges, there are
only 35 and 16 plasma-saliva and urine-saliva pairs. The numbers in (b) display the fraction of significant correlations for
two bodyfluids of all significant interfluid edges in the network, also indicating an exceeding difference between plasma and
urine to saliva. However, since these values are biased towards varying fluid sizes (total number of detected metabolites in
this bodyfluid), the fraction was recalculated with respect to possible interactions between two fluids (c). Of all metabolite
pairings that are possible for plasma and urine, 0.087% were determined as significant. In the case of plasma or urine and
saliva, 0.013% and 0.0043% node pairs share a significant link. The differences indicated in (a) and (b) are still present
after correcting for the fluid sizes. (a) and (c) are visualized in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Number and fraction of significant interfluid correlations. (A) and (B) are visualizations of the Tables
2a and 2c, respectively. Furthermore, interfluid correlations can be divided into associations between either different or the
same metabolites as indicated by green and yellow stacks. Edges between different metabolites appear to be more frequent
for all interfluid pairs, however, this is due to the fact that the number of possible pairings of the same metabolites is
much lower. In fact, the fraction of significant partial correlations between the same metabolites are far higher (fraction is
calculated as the absolute number divided by all possible pairings).

These results are compatible with the biological findings concerning the formation of
urine and saliva (as described in section 2). Since urine consists of about 20% plasma
compounds, their composition similarity and high correlation fraction is well explainable.
Likewise, saliva is produced by the salivary glands as a mirror of blood [26], but at much
lower concentration. Therefore, the majority of metabolites that were measured in blood
could not be detected in saliva, because they were, most probably, below the detection
threshold. Urine and saliva do not share any contact points, however, they both have a
connection to blood.
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Significant correlations between interfluid metabolites represented by violet links in the
interfluid network (see Fig. 4.20) can be further divided into solid and dashed edges, illustrating whether the correlating compounds are different or the same metabolites (in the
following referred to as “same”- and “different”-links). The numbers of dashed and solid
edges with a p-value below the significance threshold are visualized in Figure 4.21A, where
yellow stacks correspond to “same”-links, while green stacks show the number of “different”-links. At a first glance, the latter appears to be more frequent for plasma-urine correlations, whereas the numbers are relatively similar for plasma-saliva and urine-saliva pairs.
However, again attention must be paid to the number of possible correlations: for instance,
314 metabolites were detected in both plasma and urine, hence, there are 314 possible
edges for interfluid associations between the same compounds. In contrast, the number of
possibilities for correlations between different metabolites is 626 × 819 − 314 = 512 380.
This results in a fraction of ∼58% against ∼0.0052% for “same”- and “different”-links, respectively. The same applies to interfluid links between plasma or urine and saliva. With
these values in mind, “same”-links can be concluded to appear at much higher probability,
supported by the biological thinking that the contact of these bodyfluids mainly consists
in the exchange of various chemical compounds.

4.2.3 Interfluid partial correlation analysis
The partial correlations of all interfluid pairs are depicted in Figure 4.22. All interfluid
metabolite pairs are laid on the x-axis, while their absolute partial correlation is represented as a circle that is proportioned on the y-axis. Only significant interfluid associations
can be seen as colored circles in all three cases, since non-significant partial correlations
were previously set to zero by Significator. As already mentioned in the above subsection, the number of significant plasma-urine correlations exceeds plasma-saliva and
urine-saliva associations (plot in Fig. 4.22A is more dense than B and C). The majority
of edges determined as significant can be observed for node pairs representing the same
metabolite detected in different bodyfluids. Furthermore, the highest absolute partial
correlation values are labeled by the name of their interacting partners, except for pairs,
which consists of only unknowns.
In the case of plasma-urine correlations the highest partial correlation (between metabolites that are not unknown) can be observed for 4-vinylphenol sulfate. 4-vinylphenol (also
known as 4-hydroxystyrene) is a metabolite occurring in the styrene degradation pathway
after oxidation of styrene’s aromatic ring. Styrene, one of the most important chemicals
used in the plastic industry, is first transformed into its reactive intermediate styrene3,4-oxide, from which 4-vinylphenol is formed by spontaneous rearrangement, and finally
excreted as 4-vinylphenol sulfate [77]. Styrene was found to be a genotoxin [78], a substance that is harmful to the genetic information of an organism. According to Manini et
al. [77], levels of 4-vinylphenol in urine could be an indicator of styrene genotoxicity. However, 4-vinylphenol also occurs frequently in different wines, ciders and fruits [79], where
it is produced by decarboxylation of coumaric acid catalyzed by phenol acrylic acid decarboxylase. This metabolite is responsible for the hospital or plaster smell of certain wines
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[80]. In the intersection network both urinary and plasma 4-vinylphenol sulfate can be
found in a cluster of unknowns, while none could be detected in saliva. The plasma-urine
interfluid association may reflect the transport of cellular formed 4-vinylphenol sulfate in
plasma and the subsequent filtration in the nephrons for excretion.
Urinary and plasma 1,2-propanediol are also highly correlated . 1,2-Propanediol is a 3carbon diol that is oxidative esterificated to form lactate, acetate and pyruvate in the
liver [81]. It is manufactured as a part of commonly used drugs such as lorazepam [82],
which is used for treatment of anxiety, insomnia and acute seizures. Other correlated
plasma-urine pairs include homostachydine* and bisphenol a monosulfate.

B

Figure 4.22: Significant interfluid partial correlations. Absolute partial correlations of interfluid
metabolites are shown in (A) for plasma-urine, (B) for
plasma-saliva and (C) for urine-saliva pairs. Each circle represents an partial correlation value between two
metabolites measured in different bodyfluids. The density in (A) implies more significant interfluid associations between plasma and urine compounds than plasma/urine and saliva metabolites. The four highest partial correlation values, which were not calculated for two
unknowns, were labeled with their metabolite names.

In case of plasma-saliva edges, the highest partial correlation can be observed for phenol
sulfate. Phenol is the simplest organic compound in the class of phenols, characterized by
an aromatic ring with at least one hydroxyl group. This toxic metabolite can be produced
by certain oral microorganisms as a byproduct of the pyruvate formation from tyrosine,
catalyzed by the tyrosine phenol-lase [83]. Despite of its toxicity, phenol is commonly
used as an antiseptic and disinfectant, since at certain concentrations it has a significant
antibacterial effect by injuring the bacterial membranes. But this metabolite can also be
found in cosmetics and drugs, or at high levels in the traffic area. Wiwanitkit et al. [84]
described urinary phenol levels as a potential marker for traffic phenol vapor exposure
of people living in urban areas of big cities. In this study, phenol sulfate was measured
in all three bodyfluids and shows strong associations between the plasma and the salivary compound, while plasma-urine and urine-saliva partial correlations were determined
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as significant as well, but display a lower partial correlation value. Significant links between all three phenol sulfate molecules imply a stable concentration correlation of these
metabolites in the three bodyfluids.
The second highest partial correlation can be observed for metformin, a drug used as
oral anti-diabetic medication for treatment of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Since plasma,
urine and saliva samples were collected from T2D patients and controls, the presence of
metformin was expected (for detailed discussion see section 5.1).
“Same”-links between urinary and salivary saccharin and triethanolamine display a slightly
higher partial correlation than the remaining 13 significant edges. The highest value can
be observed for the “same”-link between X-13848 metabolites, an unknown that was not
detected in plasma, but is linked to plasma mannitol. Also saccharin, an artificial sweetener in the family of aromatic homomonocyclic compounds could not be measured in
plasma. It is used as a no-calorie sweetener in foods and baverages, since it is not metabolized in the human body. After ingestion this metabolite is rapidly excreted unchanged
by the kidneys [85], for which reason it is extensively used as a beneficial alternative for
people suffering from obesity or diabetes [86]. Therefore, it is conceivable that saccharin
is found in saliva and urine samples of many participants in the QMDiab. Since this
metabolite is not metabolized, the strong correlation between salivary and urinary saccharin is reasonable. However, the fact that no molecules were found in plasma was not
expected.
4.2.4 Interfluid subnetworks
1,5-anhydroglucitol interfluid correlation. 1,5-anhydroglucitol (1,5-AG) is a naturally occurring monosaccharide, which can be found in various foods. Moreover, it is a
non-metabolizeable analogue of glucose with declining plasma levels during hyperglycemia
(for detailed discussion see section 5), for which reason it is used as a biomarker of shortterm glycemia [87, 88]. In this study, 1,5-AG could be detected in all three bodyfluids,
but only plasma and salivary metabolites show a significant partial correlation of 0.13
(Fig. 4.23A). Note, that the partial correlation value itself is strongly dependent on the
number of input variables, for which reason partial correlations calculated upon input
datasets with different sizes can not be compared. For the calculation of plasma-saliva
interfluid associations, the input set contains 1073 metabolites, which is nearly twice as
big as the input sets for intrafluid calculations. However, the p- value of 1.02e-14 of the
1,5-AG “same”-link was determined to be significant (≤ sps = 8.7e − 08). This plasmasaliva interfluid link has immense impact on 1,5-AG’s role as a clinical marker as the edge
indicates a very stable correlation of plasma and salivary concentration levels, implying
that the characteristics and effects of plasma 1,5-AG can be also assumed for the same
metabolite found in saliva. Consequently, since plasma 1,5-AG can be used as a biomarker
for glycemia, this also applies for the salivary compound. This offers the possibility of
systematic diabetes screenings by using easier accessible saliva specimen, for instance,
during dental visits [43].
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Figure 4.23: Interfulid partial correlations. (A) 1,5-Anhydroglucitol (1,5-AG) was measured in all three bodyfluids,
however, it only shows a significant partial correlation between plasma and salivary concentration levels. This correlation
has noteworthy clinical impacts on the role of 1,5-AG as a biomarker, for instance, for hyperglycemia, which is associated
with T2D. (B) Hippurate and catechol sulfate were detected in all bodyfluids as well. Moreover, they are interfluidly
correlated in all fluids and intrafluidly associated in plasma and saliva. The correlation between urinary hippurate and
catechol sulfate has lost its significance after additional inclusion of metabolites detected in one bodyfuid. (C) Stachydrine
(proline betaine) shows significant same-links not only between plasma and urine or saliva, but also displays a rarely observed
significant interfluid correlation between urine and saliva metabolites. For chiro-inositol the usual pattern urine-plasmasaliva connection can be observed. Interestingly, plasma chiro-inositol is not only correlated with plasma stachydrine, but
also with salivary stachydrine, though chiro-inositol was measured in saliva as well. (D) Cortisol could only be detected
in plasma, while its inactive metabolite, cortisone was measured in all three bodyfluids. However, only plasma and saliva
metabolites show intra- and interfluid correlations. (E) The uremic syndrom toxin p-cresol was measured in plasma, urine
and saliva and shows interfluid correlations between all three bodyfluids. The rarely observed association between urine
and saliva metabolites imply little differences in concentration levels of the bodyfluids.

B
Hippurate and catechol sulfate. Hippurate and catechol sulfate are two of four
metabolites found in the intersection network, which are significantly correlated in all
three bodyfluids (section 4.1). Furthermore, the metabolites are also interfluidly correlated, as depicted in Figure 4.23B. Interestingly, the correlation between urinary hippurate
and catechol sulfate found to be significant in the intersection network has lost its significance status when metabolites detected in only one bodyfluid were also included. The
plasma edge was determined to be significant, however, the partial correlation is markedly
weaker than the association calculated for salivary concentrations (reason for difference
most likely beyond variation in input dataset sizes). In case of interfluid correlations,
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plasma hippurate and catechol sulfate have a same-link to both their urinary and salivary
metabolites (Fig. 4.23B).
As previously mentioned, hippurate is an uremic syndrom toxin, formed by acetylation
of glycine with benzoyl chloride. It has been used as a biomarker in the biological monitoring of toluene exposure [89]. However, hippurate concentrations can be altered by
various other variables. Kim et al. suggested hippurate as a potential urinary marker
for gastric cancer [90], and according to Dzurik et al., hippurate also participates in the
correction of metabolic acidosis, which is a consequence of reduced kidney function [91].
Other functions of this metabolite include plasma protein binding [92] and the inhibition
of tumor growth [93].
Since plasma and urinary/salivary hippurate are statistically linked, their concentration
levels must be correlated in a stable way, such that hippurate characteristics in plasma
can be also transferred to urine and saliva. Due to its interference with various physiological and metabolic reactions, hippurate is assumed to be a potential biomarker for a
number of malfunctions in the human body. The stable correlation of plasma and salivary
concentrations as well as the easier accessibility of saliva can give rise to simplified clinical
use of this metabolite.
Inositol and stachydrine. Another interesting interfluid cluster depicted in Figure
4.23C consists mainly of chiro-inositol and stachydrine, which were measured in all three
bodyfluids. Inositol is a six-carbon polyol, from which up to nine stereoisomers can be
formed by epimerization of the six hydroxyl groups. Chiro-, myo- and scyllo-inositol
are three members of this stereoisometric family, which are very chemically stable and
have important functions as second messengers in a cell. While myo-inositol, which is
synthesized from glucose, is the most widely distributed form in nature, chiro-inositol
can be formed by epimerization of the hydroxyl group at the first position (see Figure
4.24). Moreover, myo-inositol can also be converted to scyllo-inosose, which is further
transformed into scyllo-inositol, a naturally occurring plant sugar alcohol mainly found
in the coconut palm. Besides Alzheimer’s disease, different stereoisomers of inositol were
also found to be associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus [94] as discussed in section 5.1.5.
Plasma chiro-inositol is significantly correlated to the same metabolite in urine and saliva,
but no interfluid association can be found between urinary and salivary metabolites. In
addition, chiro-inositol is also significantly associated with myo-inositol in urine, but not
in plasma or saliva.
Stachydrine (proline betaine), found in many citrus fruits [95], is an analogue of glycine
betaine (Fig. 4.25), which is a plant natural product and a metabolite of choline in
mammals. Both betaines are found to be osmoprotectants, compounds that help certain
organisms to survive extreme osmotic stress. In particular, they have been assumed to
function as osmolytes for bacterial growth in human urine [96]. Since betaines are common
constituents of plant tissues, they are components of normal human diet and therefore,
can be detected in human bodyfluids. Glycine betaine is suggested to be more important
in human and other mammalian biochemistry. In the Metabolon measurements, this
metabolite could only be detected in plasma, while it was measured in urine by Chenomx
and has strong associations with type 2 diabetes mellitus.
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Plasma, urinary and salivary stachydrine
are interconnected implying very stable
concentration correlations,
particularly,
since the concentration levels in saliva and
urine are correlated, although these fluids
do not have direct contact points. This
observation suggests, that proline betaine is
not metabolized in the human body, but is
excreted unchanged in urine after ingestion.
Chiro-inositol is intrafluidly correlated to
stachydrine in both plasma and urine, but
not in saliva.
These correlations could
already be observed for the intersection
network (see Fig. 4.26). The significant
edges (plasma and urinary link between
chiro-inositol and stachydrine as well as
the urinary link between myo- and chiroinositol) remain significant in the interfluid
network. However, though chiro-inositol was
also detected in saliva, there is neither an
intrafluid significant correlation to salivary
B
stachydrine in the intersection nor in the
interfluid network. Interestingly, the statistical calculations show instead an interfluid
significant association between salivary
stachydrine and plasma chiro-inositol.
Like stachydrine, chiro-inositol has been
shown to act as an osmoprotectant in plants,
where its concentration increases as a response to salinity stress [97, 98]. However, in
the human body, this metabolite also serves
as an important second messenger in the
insulin signal transduction. Stachydrine and
chiro-inositol’s function as osmoprotectants
remains the only common feature possibly
explaining their statistical correlation in
the interfluid and intersection network.
However, these stable correlations in both
networks suggest interesting underlying
mechanisms, if further investigations would
be performed.
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Figure 4.24: Inositol epimerization. Inositol is a sixcarbon polyol, from which nine stereoisomers can be
formed by epimerization of the six hydroxyl groups.
Chiro-inositol is formed from myo-inositol by epimerization of the hydroxyl group at the first position.
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Figure 4.25: Stachydrine and glycine betaine. The
figure depicts the structure of stachydrine (left) and its
analogue glycine betaine (right).
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Figure 4.26: Inositol and stachydrine in the intersection network. The correlation between chiroinositol and stachydrine could be observed in the intersection network as well. The metabolites display significant associations in urine and plasma, but not in
saliva. Additionally, chiro-inositol is linked to myoinsotiol solely in urine, which is on the other hand linked
to scyllo-inositol solely in saliva.
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Cortisol and cortisone. Cortisol (hydrocortisone) is a steroid hormone and is the main
glucocorticoid secreted by the middle layer of the adrenal complex controlled by the hypothalamus. All steroid hormones (glucocorticoids, mineralocorticoids, sex hormones) are
synthesized from cholesterol in the adrenal cortex. Cortisol is transported via blood flow
to its target organs by forming a complex with cortico-steroid-binding globulin (CBG) and
albumin due to its hydrophobicity [99]. It is essential for the maintenance of homeostasis
and is also referred to as the “stress hormone” as it plays an important role in the human
body stress response by its effects on intermediary metabolism. One of its main function
is the increase of blood glucose by stimulating gluconeogenesis [100]. But cortisol also
interferes in other metabolic pathways such as fat, protein and carbohydrate metabolism,
and regulates the immune response, blood pressure and the central nervous system activation [101]. In this study, cortisol could only be measured in plasma. This observation
can be explained by the fact that steroid hormones are generally first converted into their
inactive metabolic forms in the liver for secretion into the bile and subsequently excreted
in the feces. A small fraction of the inactive glucocorticoids can be also transported to the
kidneys, where they are passed into the urine. Therefore, instead of cortisol, its inactive
metabolite cortisone is found in urine. It is formed by dehydration of the hydroxyl group
at the 11. carbon atom of the sterane ring catalyzed by the hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
type 1 and 2 (11βHSD1/2) [102].
The interfluid statistical correlation of cortisol and cortisone is depicted in Figure 4.23D, in
which plasma cortisol is significantly correlated to plasma and salivary cortisone. Moreover, there is a strong correlation between cortisone metabolites in plasma and saliva.
Though cortisone was measured in urine as well, it does not show any significant associations. Since only a small fraction of inactive glucocorticoids is excreted in urine, the
statistical methods may not find significantly correlated concentration levels. Salivary
cortisol, which has been used as a surrogate for free serum cortisol [99], was found to be
a useful biomarker for Cushing’s syndrom [103], in stress research [104] and for adrenal
function, especially for hypoadrenalism [105]. However, the cortisol concentration in saliva
is not only determined by serum free cortisol, but also by its oxidation rate to cortisone
catalyzed by 11βHSD2, which is also expressed by the salivary glands. Cortisone has been
shown to be much more abundant in saliva than its active form cortisol [106, 107]. Saliva
cortisol was not measured by Metabolon, possibly due to very low levels that did not pass
the detection threshold.

Figure 4.27: Conversion of cortisol to cortisone and vice versa. Corsitol is transformed into its inactive form corsitone
by dehydration of an hydroxyl group catalyzed by 11βHSD1/2. The back reaction is catalyzed by 11βHSD1. Figure reprinted
from [102].
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Since plasma cortisol is significantly associated with plasma cortisone and salivary cortisone, a stable and noteworthy correlation of these metabolite concentrations can be
assumed, implying transferable effects and metabolic features between plasma and saliva
as well as between cortisol and cortisone. These observations support suggestions of Perogamvros et al. to use salivary cortisone as a surrogate marker instead of cortisol [99].
P -cresol interfluid correlation. The toxic para-cresol is a volatile phenol, which is
mainly produced by decarboxylation activities of the intestinal flora [108]. It is also an
end-product of protein breakdown, where it is metabolized from tyrosine and phenylalanine. Moreover, p-cresol can also be metabolized from toluene by the liver cytochrome
P450 and from menthofuran (commonly known as pennyroyal oil), which is found in various plants [109]. Wile in healthy humans, unconjugated p-cresol is removed by the kidneys
via the urine, the p-cresol concentration increases in uremic syndrom patients together
with several other phenols [110, 109], for which reason it is considered as a protein-bound
uremic syndrom toxin [111]. Its toxicity is a consequence of its multiple biochemical, biological and physiological functions, including the increase of free active drug concentration
of warfarin and diazepam and the alteration of cell membrane permeability [109].
In general, cresol is a molecule that has a methyl group
substituted onto the phenol ring, resulting in three
different isomers (o-, m- and p-cresol). The hydroxyl
and methyl group on the benzene ring (see Figure 4.28)
makes these aromatic compounds partially hydrophilic B
and partially lipophilic leading to a high affinity for
plasma proteins. This contributes to its toxicity as it can
compete with other retention solutes for protein binding
sites.

Figure 4.28: Cresol isomer structures. Phenol with a methyl group.

B

Metabolon detected p-cresol in all available bodyfluids, while its isomers were not measured. All three metabolites show significant same-links in the interfluid network as depicted in Figure 4.23E. Plasma p-cresol is linked both to the same metabolite in urine and
saliva, which are in turn significantly partially correlated as well. As already mentioned,
interfluid associations between urinary and salivary metabolites are very rare, therefore,
this correlation implies little differences in the concentration levels in all three bodyfluids.
p-cresol is not only a marker for toluene exposure [108], but is also an important indicator
of renal failure [109]. According to the statistical findings in this study, tests on p-cresol
can be alternatively performed using saliva samples, which are far easier to collect than
plasma or urine specimens.
Caffeine and its metabolites. As discussed in the previous section (4.1), the caffeine
metabolism could be partly replicated in the intersection network. While paraxanthine
and theobromine were represented as node pie charts in the network, caffeine’s third
metabolite, theophylline was excluded, since it could be measured in only one bodyfluid
(plasma). However, for the calculation of the interfluid network, these metabolites were
taken into account, for which reason four different metabolites can be seen in Figure 4.29,
which shows an extract of the interfluid caffeine metabolism. The intrafluid correlations
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between caffeine and paraxanthine can be observed in all bodyfluids reflecting the biolological background of paraxanthine being the
main metabolite of caffeine (84% of caffeine
is transformed to paraxanthine). In contrast, the correlation between caffeine and
theobromine was statistically non-significant
in all fluids, while caffeine and theophylline
are correlated in plasma. Interestingly, the
concentration levels of plasma theophylline
are stable enough for statistical correlation
with urine caffeine and paraxanthine, but has
no link to salivary metabolites. Moreover, B
caffeine in saliva does not show any interfluid associations, whereas theobromine and
paraxanthine are same-linked to the plasma
metabolites. These observations show on
the one hand a stable correlation between
plasma, urine and salvia theobromine and
paraxanthine concentration levels, but on the
other hand, theobromine is not intrafluidly
correlated to caffeine, indicating other mechanisms affecting the theobromine levels besides the biotransformation from caffeine.
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Figure 4.29: Caffeine and its main metabolites. In
the liver, caffeine is metabolized to paraxanthine, theobromine and theophylline. The first two were measured
in all bodyfluids, while theophylline could be only measured in plasma. Plasma theobromine and paraxanthine
are significantly correlated to the same metabolites in
urine and saliva, but plasma caffeine has only a samelink to urinary caffeine. Theophylline is correlated to
both plasma and urinary caffeine and paraxanthine.
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5 Fluid-dependent metabolic network analysis of T2D
In the 21st century, when an individuals health is mainly decided by his lifestyle, the
number of people with adipositas or diabetes problems increases rapidly. For a total
world population of seven billion people in 2011 with an adult population of 4.4 billion,
the global prevalence of diabetes mellitus is 8.3% (366 million patients). Therefore, to
analyze this widespread disease is of crucial importance.
This section first describes how the association between metabolites and T2D is estimated,
and subsequently, integrates the T2D phenotype into an inferred metabolic network including information about multiple bodyfluids and measurements of multiple platforms.
Finally, chosen examples are discussed in detail.

5.1 T2D association in a bodyfluid-united network
To infer a bodyfluid-dependent network, which also consists of the type 2 diabetes mellitus
phenotype, the association between fluid-specific metabolites and T2D were estimated
using multivariate linear regression. Subsequently, the results were combined with a
network that is similarly structured to the previously described intersection network.
5.1.1 Calculation of diabetes association
To estimate the association between metabolites and the diabetes phenotype, multivariate
linear regression was performed, a procedure to test for linear effects of multiple independent explanatory variables on one dependent response variable by finding a regression
line that minimizes the residual sum of squares (least squares procedure). The regression
model that was used in this study took the metabolite concentration as response variable
and the diabetes state adjusted for HbA1c as the main explanatory variable while adjusting for the standard cofactors age, gender and BMI (Body mass index in kg/m2 ). The
association between a certain metabolite and the T2D phenotype is represented by its
regression coefficient β1 and the corresponding p-value. The regression formula for this
study is
[metabolite] ∼ β1 × diabetes + β2 × age + β3 × gender + β4 × BMI + β0 + 

(9)

where βi , i ∈ {1, .., 4} are the regression coefficients. In terms of the regression line, βi is
the slope, whereas β0 is the intercept point of the regression line and the y-axis.  is an
unobserved random variable termed error variable adding noise to the linear relationship
of the response and explanatory variables.
In this section, the focus is placed on β1 , which represents the association of a given
metabolite with type 2 diabetes mellitus. For reasons of simplicity, β1 is referred to as
β for the following analyses. A higher absolute β implies a stronger association between
diabetes and the respective metabolite, whereas the corresponding p-value becomes lower.
A negative β indicates a decrease of the logarithmized concentration value, if the variable increases. An unpublished implementation of the linear regression calculation by
Suhre et al. [112] is embedded in the Preprocessor. In contrast to previous analyses,
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the measurements of all platforms (Metabolon, Biocrates and Chenomx) were used. For
plasma and urine, the platform-specific measurements were merged, resulting in three
fluid-specific datasets containing interplatform concentration levels. For each metabolite
in each bodyfluid, the script calculated and outputted various statistical measurements,
including the mentioned regression coefficients and their p-values using log-scaled and
normalized concentration levels in 311 samples (limited to individuals, whose samples
have been measured on all platforms).

Figure 5.1: Linear regression model. A regression line minimizing the residual sum squares is estimated considering all
observed data points. The slope is termed regression coefficient βi , the intercept is usually labeled with β0 .

5.1.2 Exploration of diabetes association
The regression data was further processed by T2Danalysor, which visualized the diabetes association for each fluid as volcano plots, depicted in Figure 5.2. The regression
coefficient β of each metabolite is plotted against its logarithmized p-value to base 10.
Red data markers indicate a significant diabetes association, that is, the respective nonlogarithmized p-value is below the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold 0.05, while
blue markers represent metabolites that are statistically not associated with diabetes.
In general, the calculated values for β are highest in plasma (in a range of [-1.3; 1.2],
with a minimum p-value of 3.6e-31), while they are relatively low for salivary metabolites
(β ∈ [-0-95; 0.61] and minimal p-value of 1.9e-13). The number of metabolites significantly correlating with diabetes is highest in urine and lowest in saliva, in which only four
metabolites have a p-value below the significance threshold.
As expected, hexoses have a very high β and log-transformed p-value in plasma and urine.
Metformin is the only metabolite, for which a significant association can be observed in
all three bodyfluids (see section 5.1.4).
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Figure 5.2: Diabetes association of metabolites for each bodyfluid. (A)-(C) display volcano plots, where β for
a given metabolite is plotted against the respective logarithmized p-value. Red markers represent metabolites that are
significantly correlated to diabetes, while blue markers are statistically not associated.

For a better comparison, the p-values of the top 20 metabolites determined based on
following four criteria, were visualized as heatmaps: T2D significantly associated metabolites (i) that were detected in exactly one bodyfluid, (ii) in exactly two bodyfluids, (iii) in
all bodyfluids and (iv) are overall significant independent of where they were measured.
Metabolites fulfilling (i)-(iii) were ranked by their average ranking positions, which were
calculated as the sum of their fluid-specific positions divided by the number of bodyfluids.
For instance, a metabolite that is significantly correlated to diabetes in all three bodyfluids will have one of the top positions in the ranking list of (iii), while a metabolite having
a significant association in only one bodyfluid though measured in all three fluids will have
a low ranking position. 20 metabolites at the top of the ranking lists are depicted in the
figures below (Fig. 5.3). Note, that the aim of this ranking approach is not to analyze the
overall T2D association of metabolites, but to explore fluid-dependent associations and
their relations. Nevertheless, the first is achieved with (iv), where the ranking is simply
determined by the highest p-value (out of three) observed for each metabolite.
Many of the top metabolites measured in only one bodyfluid are unknown, as can be
seen in Figure 5.3A. The chemical identification of these molecules would go beyond
the scope of this study, but nevertheless, one must not lose sight of this aim, since the
metabolites can emerge as new potential biomarkers of the global burden named diabetes.
The third most significant diabetes association is observed for butenylcarnitine (C4:1) in
plasma with β = of 0.92 and the corresponding p-value of 1.2e-18. In general, carnitine
and acylcarnitines were found to be associated with insulin resistance [113, 114], which
will be discussed in section 5.1.5. Butenylcarnitine could only be detected in plasma
by Biocrates, which follows a targeted strategy for metabolite quantification and identification, in particular focusing on glycerophospholipids, sphinglipids and acylcarnitines.
Thefore, Biocrates’ measurement quality and accuracy of metabolites in these classes exceeds those of Metabolon. Since the Biocrates methodology was only applied for plasma
samples, many acylcarnitines and lipids present in plasma were not detected in urine and
saliva, because their concentration levels are possibly too low for Metabolon to measure.
In the case of metabolites found in two bodyfluids, the values for β seem to be marginally
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(A) Exactly one fluid

(B) Exactly two fluids

(C) All fluids

(D) At least one fluid

Figure 5.3: Heatmaps of top 20 diabetes association p-values. All four heatmaps show significant -log10-transformed
p-values of the estimated regression coefficient β for the top 20 metabolites, that were detected (A) in only one, (B) in two,
(C) and in all three bodyfluids. The colorbar ranges from dark blue to green, where the first corresponds to negative and
the latter to positive values of β. (D) An bodyfluid-independent ranking is achieved by using only the maximum p-value
value for each metabolite.

negative in most of the cases, implying slightly decreasing metabolite concentration levels in T2D patients. Attention is required by X-11315, an unknown that is negatively
correlated to diabetes in plasma and saliva. Interestingly, this molecule is also linked to
1,5-anhydroglucitol, as depicted in Figure 5.14, for which the exact biological function
is still unknown. The second significant metabolite is urinary betaine with β = 1.1 and
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p-value = 5.3e-24, which was also detected in plasma, but shows first, a much smaller
and second, a negative T2D association in this bodyfluid. The findings of Lever et al.
and Dellow et al., who discovered the association of betaine with diabetes mellitus in the
nineties [115, 116], are confirmed in this study (cf. section 5.1.5).
When considering only metabolites measured in all three bodyfluids, metformin, as a
T2D drug, is positively associated in all fluids, while mannose, glucose, malate AHB and
BHBA are positively associated in plasma and urine, but negatively associated in saliva.
In general, metabolites with negative β values dominate in saliva. 5-Oxoproline, also
known as pyroglutamic acid, is an uncommon amino acid derivative, apparently having a
strong negative diabetes association in urine (β = -0.75, p-value = 5.6e-10).
The T2D phenotype is integrated into an bodyfluid-dependent network referred to as the
union network, consolidating information about multiple fluids, multiple platforms and
diabetes association. Moreover, the top hits depicted in Figure 5.2 and 5.3 are discussed
below based on subnetworks, in which these metabolites are embedded.
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The corrected QMDiab dataset that was outputted by Preprocessor was further processed by DataExtractor similarly to previous calculations for the intersection and
interfluid networks. The major difference
however, was the inclusion of Biocrates
and Chenomx measurements for plasma and B
urine, respectively. Metabolites with more
than 80% missing values as well as outliers
were removed from the extracted datasets
by MVO-Handler. Furthermore, metabolites occurring as duplicates due to measurements on two platforms were analyzed
by DUPeliminator, which determined the
“better” measurement, that is, the metabolite with the higher p-value, and eliminated
the remaining one. The final A-intrafluid
datasets contain concentration levels of 745,
832 and 447 metabolites measured in plasma,
urine and saliva, respectively. These datasets
served as input for GGMcalculator, which
calculated the respective GGMs by applying GeneNet. Subsequently, non- significant metabolite correlations were removed,
depending on the fluid-specific significance
thresholds, creating A-GGMsf . The overlap
was determined by GGMoverlapper, which
outputted three A-GGMUf (for Union) of size
1455×1455, consisting of unique metabolites.
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The inferred union network is a consolidation of three categories of information:
the first type of information that can be
extracted is the pure statistical correlation
between metabolites of the human body.
The assignment of metabolites to different
bodyfluids enables the direct visual comparison of plasma, urine and saliva - the
second type of information. Finally, the
diabetes phenotype is integrated in the
form of diabetes association of metabolites
estimated by linear regression accounting for
the third information category.
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5.1.3 Union network calculation
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Figure 5.4:
Union
network
calculation.
DataExtractor selected metabolites from the
corrected QMDiab dataset dependent on in which
bodyfluid they were measured, and generated three
fluid-specific subsets containing metabolite concentration levels of 311 samples. Measurements of Biocrates
and Chenomx were included, for which reason the Aintrafluid datasets for plasma and urine are bigger than
M-intrafluid datasets. After removing metabolites with
missing values and levels determined as outliers, the
GGMcalculator estimated the intrafluid correlations,
which were filtered by Significator. The resulting
A-GGMsf were overlapped, resulting in three A-GGMU
f
of size 1455×1455, since this is the number of unique
metabolites. These matrices were combined with the
previously calculated T2D association to create the
union network.

5 Fluid-dependent metabolic network analysis of T2D
To integrate the diabetes phenotype,
previously estimated T2D regression coefficients and the corresponding p-values
of each metabolite were taken into account. NWvisualizator did not only
created input files for Cytoscape, specifying
a metabolite’s bodyfluid and intrafluid
correlations, but also generated attribute
files describing the T2D association. The
final network is termed union network as
it contains the metabolite set union. It
is similar to the intersection network in
B
terms of colors, node pie charts and the
type of edges. While plasma, urine and
saliva are represented by red, green and blue
node or edge colors, respectively, solid and
dotted lines distinguish between significant
and non-significant correlations. Moreover,
the strength of the partial correlation is
indicated by the line width.
Node pie
charts show in which bodyfluid the given
metabolite was detected (cf. intersection
network, Figure 4.4).
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Figure 5.5: Union network legend. The union network shows the same colors for plasma (red), urine
(green) and saliva (blue) as the intersection network.
Moreover, the line width and type again correspond
to partial correlation strength and significance. Node
pie charts not only show in which bodyfluid a certain
metabolite was detected, but also the T2D association
ratio. The general strength of diabetes association is
represented by the node size.

However, pie charts in the union network contain more information, since the pie chart
areas are not equal, as it is the case for the intersection network. Pie chart areas are of
different size, typifying the T2D association ratio of the bodyfluids. The larger the area
for a certain fluid, the stronger is the diabetes association calculated for the metabolite in
a given bodyfluid in comparison to the metabolites detected in the other two bodyfluids.
For instance, a metabolite metA detected in plasma (in Figure 5.5) shows a much higher β
(or log10-transformed p-value) than urinary metA, while the T2D association of salivary
metA is lowest. In contrast metB shows much stronger association in urine than plasma
and salivary metB, which have similar β values. Nevertheless, the pie charts only show
the ratio of the fluid-specific diabetes association. The overall strength is represented by
the node size based on the maximum ( fluid-dependent) p-value observed for a metabolite, with increasing sizes implying increasing T2D associations. In terms of the example
provided in Fig. 5.5, metA is in general stronger associated with type 2 diabetes than
metB, sine the respective node is larger.

5.1.4 Metformin
Metformin is a synthetic biguanide used as oral medication for treatment of type 2 diabetes
mellitus [117]. After intake it is accumulated in the mitochondria where it activates the
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) either by alteration of energy balance by reducing
adenosine triphosphate production or by direct interaction with AMPK [118]. The down-
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stream effect of this activation consists of a
limited gluconeogenesis in the liver, leading
to reduced hepatic glucose production
and upregulation of glucose transporter
4 (GLUT4) in the skeletal muscle. This
results in an increased glucose uptake while
blood glucose levels are reduced (see Figure
5.6). As a drug for diabetes patients, it
improves the insulin sensitivity and glycemic
control, though its exact mechanisms remain
unknown. Metformin is not metabolized in
the human body and is therefore, secreted
unchanged in urine.
A fatal, but rare
complication of this drug is lactic acidosis,
the accumulation of lactic acid in the bloodstream. More frequent side effects include
nausea, vomiting and diarrhea [119].
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Figure 5.6: Metformin actions. Mechanisms of metformin actions in mitochondria include the activation
of AMPK, which leads to a reduced gluconeogenesis
in the liver and upregulated GLUT4. The first results in a reduced hepatic glucose production, while
the latter causes an increased glucose uptake and an
decreased blood glucose level.Thus, metformin reduces
hyperglycemia in treated diabetes patients. Figure
reprinted from [120].

B
arginine

From a biological point of view, metformin
concentration levels in samples of control
subjects should be zero. For a positive
control, a χ2 -test was applied to test for
the null hypothesis that metformin and
B
type 2 diabetes mellitus are independent.
The calculations yielded χ2 = 100.2 with a
p-value of 1.35e-23  0.05, thus, the null
hypothesis can be rejected.
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A subnetwork consisting of metformin and its
correlation partners, extracted from the large
union network, is depicted in Figure 5.7. The
diabetes association discussed above is reflected by the size of the metformin node.
Moreover, the regression coefficient is slightly
higher in urine than in plasma, while the salivary metformin-diabetes association is lower,
but still significant (cf. Figure 5.2C). Metformin has a strong significant link to citrulline in plasma, which is also statistically
associated with diabetes (β = -0.59, p-value
= 1.1e-06), possibly precisely due to the intrafluid correlation with metformin. The latter has been reported to stimulate the synthesis of nitric oxide (NO), a key mediator of the immune response and neurological
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
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Figure 5.7: Metformin citrulline diabetes association. Metformin is highly correlated to diabetes in all
three bodyfluids, while citrulline only shows significant
values in plasma, giving rise to a red solid link between
the two nodes. Citrulline is also correlated to arginine.

B

Figure 5.8: Formation of citrulline. Arginine is converted to nitric oxide and citrulline by nitric oxide synthase. Figure reprinted from[121].
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functions [122], by enhancing the activity of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)
[123, 124]. The fact that citrulline is a byproduct of this reaction (see Fig. 5.8), biologically
justifies both the statistical correlation found between metformin and citrulline and the
type 2 diabetes association of the latter. Citrulline is an amino acid that is part of several
proteins (citrullinated proteins), which induce the production of anti-citrullinated protein
antibodies in people suffering from rheumatoid arthritis. Therefore, these antibodies play
an important role in the diagnosis of this disease [125]. Both arginine and citrulline have
been suggested as promising factors in therapies for obesity and diabetes as they have
been found to lower the blood glucose level [126, 127]. In this study, regression coefficients
of both metabolites are negative, implying a negative association with diabetes, however,
only citrulline’s p-value passes the significance threshold.
5.1.5 Union subnetworks
Monosaccharides. As expected for a type 2 diabetes mellitus study, glucose shows a
very high association value in plasma and urine (cf. Fig. 5.2A and B), since hyperglycemia
and glucosuria are two main factors characterizing T2D as described in section 2.3. It was
measured in all three bodyfluids, but shows no significant diabetes association in saliva,
for which reason it is ranked third, after metformin and mannose (Fig. 5.3C). The latter
is an epimer of glucose, for which an extremely high β can be observed in plasma as well.
Though the T2D association of mannose was also determined as significant in urine, it
is much weaker than in plasma. The main source of mannose is the transformation from
glucose, but it can also be found in various fruits including peaches, apples and oranges
as free sugar. Fructose, a naturally occurring monosaccharide in honey, fruits and various
plants, is a third hexose with very high diabetes association. However, it does not appear
in the top 20 metabolites though being detected in all three bodyfluids. Kawasaki et al.
[128] showed that fructose levels were significantly increased in blood and urine of diabetes
patients. But in this study, only plasma fructose shows a significant positive T2D association, while the p-values of urinary and salivary fructose do not surpass the significance
threshold. The three hexoses, besides several other metabolites, can be seen in Figure 5.9.
The base-catalyzed interconversion of glucose (aldose) and fructose (ketose) as well as
fructose and mannose (aldose) by epimerization while forming an enediol is also referred
to as the Lobry de Bruyn–van Ekenstein transformation [129] (Fig. 5.10A). This interconversion is well reflected in the monosaccharide subnetwork, where fructose is directly
linked to mannose in urine and saliva, while glucose is linked to fructose via X-18221
only in plasma, giving rise to the possibility of the mentioned enediol being the chemical
identity of X-18221.
The fourth big node seen in Fig. 5.9 represents gluconate, the salt of gluconic acid, occurring naturally in several fruits, honey and wine [130]. In mammalian organisms it is
an intermediate of the carbohydrate metabolism and is produced by oxidation of glucose
catalyzed by glucose oxidase, as can be seen in Figure 5.10B. Today, gluconate is also
used as a food additive (acidity regulator), of which a significant portion is excreted unchanged in urine [131]. The plasma metabolite is highly associated with T2D (β = 0.92,
p-value = 1.67e-17), while no significant association can be observed for the urinary and
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Figure 5.9: Monosaccharides union subnetwork. Glucose, mannose, fructose, gluconate and X-18221 are highly associated with diabetes in plasma. Furthermore, glucose and mannose also show a significant association in urine. The
monosaccharides are mainly linked in plasma, except for mannose and fructose, for which not the plasma, but the urinary
and salivary levels are associated.

salivary concentration levels. Gluconate is intrafluidly linked in all three bodyfluids to
both glucose and mannose, but is not correlated to fructose in any fluid.
In general, the five big nodes are mainly associated with diabetes in plasma, but glucose
and mannose also show a significant association in urine. Since the reabsorption rate of
monosaccharides in the kidneys is deviating and in addition, the compounds are metabolized in several tissues (for instance, to glucose), the T2D association of urinary concentration levels is missing. Solid partial correlations were calculated mainly for plasma
concentration levels, except for the edges between mannose and fructose, which are linked
in urine and saliva. This observation is unexpected, since both metabolites show significant associations to diabetes in plasma, but only mannose displays a large urine pie chart
area, while the T2D association in saliva is not significant for both metabolites. Since
glucose is a key factor in type 2 diabetes mellitus, it is not surprising that its epimers
and derivatives are significantly associated as well. However, the underlying mechanisms
remain to be further investigated.
In the past, fructose was considered as beneficial in the dietary management of diabetes mellitus and insulin resistance, because it was believed to be metabolized with less
glycemia and insulinemia than glucose and its derivatives [132]. But this position has been
much debated and the ability of fructose to induce insulin secretion has been a subject of
conflicting reports for many years. In 2002, Elliott et al. claimed that increased fructose
consumption does not contribute to insulin secretion, but can lead to decreased production
of insulin and leptin, likely resulting in increased energy intake, weight gain and obesity
[133]. In animal models, fructose has been implicated to associate with insulin resistance,
IGT, hyperinsulinemia and hyperlipidemia, however, the data in humans are less clear.
Other studies suggested that glucose, mannose and fructose are capable of stimulating
insulin release in vitro [134, 135]. Kyriazis textitet al. [135] argued that fructose does in
fact play a role in insulin release, but only a potentiating one still depending on glucose
levels, suggesting a synergistic interaction of both monosaccharides in insulin release in
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mice. These findings on potential affects of monosaccharides on insulin release possibly
provide an explanation on their association with type 2 diabetes, but more research is
needed to determine the true underlying mechanisms.

(A)

(B)

Figure 5.10: Lobry-de-Bruyn von Ekenstein mechanism and gluconic acid formation. (A) The aldose glucose
can be converted to its ketose fructose forming an intermediate enediol and vice versa. Fructose can be also transformed
into the aldose mannose, an epimer of glucose. (B) Gluconate is the salt of gluconic acid, which is formed by oxidation of
glucose with gluconolactone as an intermediate product. Figures reprinted from [129] and [136].

B
Inositol.
Myo-inositol is a six-carbon
polyol synthesized from glucose, while
chiro- and scyllo-inositol are stereoisomers
formed by epimerization of one of six hydroxyl groups (cf. section 4.1). A union
subnetwork consisting of inositols and an
unknown metabolite is depicted in Figure
5.11, where myo-inositol shows a very high
diabetes association (β = 0.89, p-value =
2.8e-16) in urine, while plasma and saliva
B
levels are not significantly associated. The
chiro-inositol node displays nearly the same
T2D association relations, but is much
smaller (β = 0.23 and p-value = 0.047 in
urine) compared to myo-inositol. Though
the scyllo-inositol node is slightly bigger
with likewise dominating urine T2D associations, the p-value of 6.4e-4 is still above the
significance threshold of 5.4e-5.
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Figure 5.11: Inositol union subnetwork. Though
the diabetes association of the inositol stereoisomers are
dominating in urine, only urinary myo-inositol reaches
statistical significance. The partial correlation between
myo- and chiro-inositol gained significance compared to
the subnetwork observed in the intersection network (cf.
Fig. 4.26).

Already in 1858, Vohl found inositol to be accumulated in urine samples of diabetes patients [137], which is also referred to as inosituria. These findings and other reports on
an increased urinary excretion of inositol in human diabetes mellitus were confirmed by
Daughaday and Larner in 1954, who observed a much greater amount of myo-inositol in
the urine of untreated diabetic subjects with glucosuria compared to controls. The diabetic myo-inositol levels fell into normal range upon insulin treatment [138]. In healthy
humans, the filtered inositol is almost completely reabsorbed, if plasma levels are accordingly low. With elevated plasma concentrations, the inositol clearance approaches
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the rate of filtration. However, in diabetes patients, myo-inositol is excreted into urine
even at normal plasma levels. The authors presented glucose as the cause of inosituria
by inhibiting the inositol reabsorption by the renal tubule, possibly due to a common
transport mechanism, which was identified in 2002 by Coady et al. as sodium/glucose
cotransporter 6 [139]. Another considerable mechanism is the defect in converting myoinositol to chiro-inositol phospholipid [140]. The strong positive association of urinary
myo-inositol with type 2 diabetes mellitus can also be observed in this study.
In contrast to myo-inositol, its rather rare epimer chiro-inositol shows no significant diabetes association in this study, differing from previous findings which reported decreased
concentrations in type 2 diabets mellitus [94, 141, 142]. In contrast, Ostlund et al. claimed
in their published work that diabetes patients show large urinary losses of chiro-inositol
[143]. Because decline in urinary chiro-inositol levels is assumed to be more strictly related to insulin resistance per se rather than to T2D [144], Larner and Graig suggested
the possibility that the population of obese subjects used in Ostlunds et al. study may
not be free of insulin resistance though being non-diabetic [140]. However, chiro-inositol
levels measured in the QMDiab data are not associated with T2D for unknown reasons,
but partially correlated to myo-inositol in urine and saliva.
While myo- and chiro-inositol were exhaustively explored with respect to insulin resistance and diabetes mellitus, scyllo-inositol was mainly investigated as a useful compound
in the therapy of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), since it can decrease the development of amyloid plaques characterizing AD [145, 146]. In this work, scyllo-inositol displays no T2D
association, but intrafluid correlations to salivary myo-inositol and interfluid same-links
between urinary and plasma scyllo-inositol.

Betaine. Betaine (glycine betaine) is a plant natural product and therefore, a component
of normal human diet [147]. It can also be found as an endogeneous compound in the
mitochondria oxidated from choline. Like its analogue stachydrine, which was previously
described, betaine is a methyl donor and a major osmolyte regulating the cell volume [96].
Methyl groups are transferred from betaine to homocysteine by the betaine-homocysteine
methyltransferase, yielding dimethylglycine and methionine. Urinary excretion is usually
very low, because more than 95% is reabsorbed in the kidneys [115]. Already in the
nineties, Lever and Dellow found betaine to be abnormally secreted in diabetic subjects,
while no significant differences in plasma betaine concentrations between diabetic patients
and controls could be observed [115, 116]. The results of this study agree completely with
Lever and Dellow’s findings: as mentioned in the previous section, urinary betaine shows
an extremely high diabetes association with β = 1.1 (p-value = 5.3e-24) and can be seen
in the top three of T2D associated metabolites in urine (Fig. 5.2B).
Though also being detected in plasma, the concentration levels tend to decrease in diabetes patients, but the values do not reach statistical significance. Lever et al. confirmed
that plasma betaine levels are well regulated even in diabetes patients and dot not reflect
variations in diet, possibly due to the fact, that a major part of glycine betaine concen-
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tration is derived from the inner medulla tissue of the kidneys [148]. The mechanisms
underlying the high urinary betaine loss is still unknown, but researchers speculate that
the source may be a leakage from the renal medulla [115, 149].
This loss may persist for years, possibly
resulting in betaine insufficiency and therefore, in serious health risk [149].
3- and 4-hydroxyproline are metabolites,
which were first isolated and identified
in 1961 by Ogle et al. [150, 151]. They
were found to be part of various collagen types, but each have an independent
catabolic pathway [151]. In this study,
3-hydroxyproline was only measured in
urine, for which reason the corresponding
node in Fig. 5.12 is entirely green, while
4-hydroxyproline could not be detected
at all. Though the T2D association of B
3-hydroxyproline is not as high as of betaine,
the 3-hydroxyproline node size suggests a
significance below the threshold (β = 0.77,
p-value = 5.9e-11). To the best of our
knowledge, 3-hydroxyproline has never
been observed to associate with type 2
diabetes mellitus before. However, further
investigations are needed to determine the
underlying mechanisms, and explorations of
plasma and salivary metabolites (and their
interfluid correlations) could provide more
information about a potential new marker
for type 2 diabetes.
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Figure 5.12: Betaine union subnetwork. In T2D patients, urinary betaine is highly increased, in contrast
to plasma concentration levels, which tend to decrease,
but do not reach statistical significance. Betaine and 3hydroxyproline are significantly linked in urine, in which
the latter is also significantly, but weaker associated
with diabetes. Dimethylcholine and choline are not T2D
associated, but are partially correlated to betaine, reflecting the fact that betaine is oxidized from choline.

B
Carnitine, acylcarnitines and free fatty acids. Carnitine is an endogeneous compound that is either synthesized from lysine and methionine in the liver and kidneys, or
can be obtained from food [52]. It is transported to various tissues where it plays an important role in the transport of fatty acids into the mitochondria. Other functions include
the removal of toxic metabolites from the body and regulating the mitochondrial ratio
of acyl-coA and free coA [53]. The transport of fatty acids into the mitochondria matrix
yields acylcarnitines of different sizes as acyl groups are transferred from fatty acids to
carnitine (cf. section 4.1.2).
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Figure 5.13: Free carnitine and acylcarnitines in the union network. The figure depicts free carnitine and its
derivatives in correlation with each other, with other metabolites and with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Free urinary carnitine
shows decreased concentrations in diabetes patients, while a positive regression coefficient was estimated for butenylcarnitine,
implying increased levels in plasma of T2D subjects. In addition, α-hydroxisovalerate and pipecolate are T2D associated
in urine, and the latter also in plasma.

In the union network, embedded carnitine, its acylated forms and the corresponding free
fatty acids can be seen in Figure 5.13. Carnitine is intrafluidly linked to short acylcarnitines (C2, C3, C4, etc.) mainly in plasma and saliva. With a β of -0.62 and a
corresponding p-value of 4.13e-7 (urine significant threshold: 5.4e-05), carnitine was determined as significantly T2D associated in urine, but not in plasma and saliva, implying
a decrease of free carnitine concentrations in diabetes patients. In contrast, short chain
acylcarnitines are not T2D associated in any bodyfluid, except for butenylcarnitine (C4.1),
which is not linked to free carnitine, but is embedded in a cluster of unknowns and fatty
acids. Butenylcarnitine was only detected in plasma, because it was measured on the
Biocrates platform, for which only the plasma samples were used. With β = 0.92 and
p-value = 1.6e-15, this plasma acylcarnitine is higher diabetes associated than urinary
free carnitine, statistically showing increased levels in diabetic cases. It is linked to two
unknown metabolites, which were measured in all bodyfluids, but only show high T2D
associations in plasma.
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As carnitine and acylcarnitines play a key role in fatty acid oxidation (FAO), their profiles have a long history in the diagnosis and screening of FAO defects [114]. Moreover,
acylcarnitines have been suggested to be associated with insulin resistance. Muoio et al.
[152] has stated that chronic overnutrition leads to increased lipid contents in the cytosol
of insulin sensitive tissues (liver, skeletal muscle, etc.), causing decreased insulin sensitivity by inhibiting insulin signaling via intermediates such as ceramide or diacylglycerol
[152, 153]. Lipid accumulation can be also a consequence of mitochondrial dysfunction
and decreased FAO rate [154], which again interferes with insulin sensitivity. A third
theory claims insulin resistance as a consequence of persistent mitochondrial lipid stress,
resulting in high rates of β-oxidation outpacing the TCA cycle. Mitochondrial long-chain
fatty acid delivery, catabolism and TCA cycle rates become increasingly mismatched
(referred to as “metabolic overload”) and lead to accumulation of incompletely oxidized
acylcarnitine intermediates, which activate stress kinases and other signals, interfering
with insulin action [152, 155]. In terms of T2D, Mihalik et al. [156] showed, that plasma
long-chain acylcarnitine levels are increased, suggesting that more fatty acids can enter
mitochondria. Many short acylcarnitines were accumulated as well, indicating a more
generalized complex oxidation defect.
In this study, only two long-chain acylcarnitines were measured (C16 and C18), but none
of them is significantly associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Only free urinary carnitine and plasma butenylcarnitine (C4.1) show very high regression values.
The subcluster containing butenylcarnitine is connected to a second subcluster consisting
of diabetes uncorrelated fatty acids, which are mainly intrafluidly correlated in plasma and
saliva. α-Hydroxyisovalerate, the salt of a α-hydroxycarboxylic acid, originates mainly
from ketogenesis and from the metabolism of valine, leucine and isoleucine. This metabolite has been found to be associated with several diseases, including Phenylketonuria [157],
Maple Syrup Urine Disease [158] and ketoacidosis [159]. Though ketoacidosis is not a consequence of type 2 diabetes due to high insulin levels that restrains hepatic ketogenesis,
α-hydroxisovalerate is found to be slightly increased in the urine of diabetes patients
(β = 0.67, p-value = 1.74e-08) in this study.

1,5-Anhydroglucitol. The strongest diabetes association of plasma metabolites can
be observed for 1,5-AG (previously described in section 4.2.4), with β = −1.29 and
−log10(p) =30.4. Furthermore, it is also in the top position of the T2D association ranking of salivary metabolites (β = −0.93, p-value = 1.9e-13), for which reason 1,5-AG is
represented as a big node with large red and blue areas, while green is barely visible.
Plasma 1,5-AG is highly partially correlated to X-11315, an unknown metabolite negatively associating with T2D in plasma and saliva as well. However, the salivary intrafluid
edge did not surpass the significance threshold.
1,5-AG is a non-metabolizable dietary monosaccharide with a similar structure to glucose
(see Fig. 5.15). It is reabsorbed in the renal tubule by the kidneys and competitively inhi-
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bited by glucose. During normoglycemia, its
concentration is maintained constantly at
steady-state levels as it is metabolically inert
and the dietary intake is relatively small
compared to the total body pool. However,
in diabetes patients during hyperglycemia,
the blood glucose level exceeds the renal
threshold and sweeps into urine causing
glucosuria. 1,5-AG is excreted into urine,
but not reabsorbed into the blood due B
to the elevated level of glucose blocking
the transporter proteins, resulting in an
rapid decrease of 1,5-AG blood levels.
Thus, glucosuria is associated with declined
blood levels of 1,5-AG, for which reason,
this metabolite has been approved as a
biomarker for short-term glycemic control in
2003 [87].
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Figure 5.14: 1,5-AG and X-11315 in the union
network. Both metabolites are significantly associated
with diabetes in plasma and saliva as indicated by
their node size and pie chart areas. In contrast to the
salivary intrafluid edge, the plasma link was determined
as significant.

Not only plasma, but also salivary 1,5-AG is ranked top in terms of diabetes association
(compare Fig. 5.2A and C). Though β and p-values calculated for saliva are not as high as
for plasma metabolites, the significance of salivary 1,5-AG is unequivocal, offering entirely
new possibilities in the clinical use of this metabolite, since saliva samples are much easier
to access (cf. section 7). The usage of salivary 1,5-AG is not only supported by the high
diabetes association, but also by interfluid correlations of plasma and saliva concentration
levels as discussed in the previous section.

Figure 5.15: Glucose and 1,5-AG. The structural similarity
of glucose and its analogue 1,5-AG (left panel) is responsible
for the competitive renal absorption by the kidneys. During
normoglycemia, 1,5-AG is reabsorbed nearly completely. In
contrast, during hyperglycemia the blood glucose levels surpasses the renal threshold and spills over into the urine (glucosuria). The transporters responsible for the reabsorption are
blocked by elevated levels of glucose, for which reason 1,5-AG
remains in urine causing a rapid decrease of blood levels.

B
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Other diabetes associated metabolites. There are various other metabolites in the
union network, that were determined as T2D associated. For α-hydroxybutyrate (AHB)
the estimated regression coefficients range from 0.7 to 0.9 (with corresponding p-values of
1e-09 to 1e-13) in urine and plasma, indicating increased concentrations in these bodyfluids in diabetes subjects. This observation supports previous suggestions, that AHB is
an early marker for diabetes mellitus, possibly involving increased lipid oxidation and
oxidative stress [160, 161, 162]. In contrast, β-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA), one of the main
keton bodies, is only T2D associated in urine with β = 0.88 and p-value = 9.9e-14. It has
long been known, that BHBA levels are increased in diabetic ketoacidosis [163]. However,
ketoacidosis is believed to be blunted in T2D, for which reason significantly elevated levels
of β-hydroxybutyrate were not expected. This observation suggests, that the keton body
may not be only associated with ketoacidosis, but also with other mechanisms present in
type 2 diabetes mellitus. Nevertheless, this observation agrees with findings of Suhre et
al., who also found increased concentrations of BHBA in type 2 diabetes patients [164].
Furthermore, Suhre and colleagues as well as other research groups [162, 164, 165] observed
elevated levels of branched-chain amino acids (previously discussed in section 4.1), which
are supported by calculations of this study. Urinary isoleucine and valine have a T2D
association below the significance threshold, however, leucine correlations in all bodyfluids do not reach statistical significance. In contrast, its γ-glutamyl derivative shows a
high urinary β of 0.55 with a significant p-value of 4.6e-06, while γ-glutamylvaline and
-isoleucine lie above the significance cutoff.
In the case of 5-oxoproline (pyroglutamic acid), findings are contradicting. While Forrester
et al. [166] observed excessive excretion of 5-oxoproline in type 2 diabetes subjects, Xu
and his colleagues found significantly reduced urinary pyroglutamic acids [162]. The latter
is supported in this project, as 5-oxoproline shows an estimated regression coefficient of
β = −0.75 and p-value = 5.6e-10.
gamma-glutamylvaline gamma-glutamylisoleucine*

Legend
5-oxoproline

pyroglutamylvaline

¬signif.
plasma
urine

gamma-glutamylleucine

saliva

3-hydroxyisobutyrate

signif.

leucine

node pie charts: ratio of T2D correlation
node size:
strength of T2D correlation

acetone

solid vs. dotted:
line width:

valine

isoleucine

3-hydroxybutyrate
(bhba)

signiﬁcant vs. non-signiﬁcant
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Figure 5.16: BCAA and derivatives, keton bodies and pyroglutamic acid. Only valine and isoleucine were increased
in the urine of diabetes subjects, while the third BCAA, leucine does not reach statistical significance. In contrast, its
γ-glutamyl derivative is positively T2D associated in urine, while the derivatives of valine and isoleucine are not correlated.
In terms of keton bodies, both α- and β-hydroxybutyrate are found to be increased in urine, and the first also in plasma.
5-Oxoproline shows significantly reduced urinary concentrations.
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5.2 Pathway analysis
Until now, the metabolites have been analyzed individually in terms of intra- and interfluid metabolite correlations as well as in relation to type 2 diabetes mellitus. However,
metabolites do not act on their own, but can be compared to as a single component of
a big complex “puzzle”, organized in interacting modules - the pathways. Enrichment
analyses were performed using pathway annotations of KEGG and Metabolon.
5.2.1 KEGG pathway analysis
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) is a publicly available database of
genomes, enzymatic pathways and biological and chemical compounds [54]. The following steps for the enrichment analysis were implemented in Matlab and combined in the
ERanalysor. Fluid-specific metabolites with available KEGG ID were first queried by
the KEGG Mapper [167] to extract the corresponding pathways. Subsequently, contingency tables for each pathway and each bodyfluid were calculated and Fisher’s Exact Test
was applied upon each contingency table to determine if there are nonrandom associations
between certain pathways and diabetes. Each table consists of the number of metabolites, which are (not) type 2 diabetes mellitus associated and (not) in a given pathway
(see model contingency table 3). The estimated p-values indicate whether a pathway is
significantly (< 0.05) associated with T2D by answering the question: If there is no association between the two variables, what is the chance that random sampling would result
in an association at least as strong as observed in this case? The association strength is
shown as line width in Figure 5.17, while nodes represent pathways.

T2D
¬ T2D

In pathway
associated ∧ in pathway
¬ associated ∧ in pathway

¬ In pathway
associated ∧ ¬ in pathway
¬ associated ∧ ¬ in pathway

Table 3: Contingency table. The table consists of the number of metabolites (not) in a certain pathway and (not)
associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus.

However, the p-value alone is not sufficient for a correct interpretation, but pathway coverage has to be taken into account. The coverage of a pathway was defined as the fraction of
its metabolites present in the available data, that is, how much the pathway is covered in
the dataset. For instance, a pathway P1 consists of 100 metabolites, of which only 10 were
measured (10% pathway coverage), while pathway P2 has a total size of 10 metabolites,
which were all detected in the samples (100% pathway coverage). If we assume that in
both pathways nine metabolites are associated with diabetes, then the contingency table
of both pathways would be identical, resulting in the same p-value, which states that both
pathways are equally significantly associated with diabetes. However, this interpretation
is wrong, since nine out of 100 metabolites in P1 , and nine out of ten metabolites in P2
are T2D associated. Due to great variations in pathway coverage, the enrichment visualization was extended by the node size displaying the pathway coverage in each bodyfluid.
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Figure 5.17: Type 2 diabetes association of pathways. The red, green and blue circles show the T2D association of
pathways in plasma, urine and saliva, respectively. The association strength is represented by line width (-log10 transformed
p-value), while the pathway coverage is shown as node size. In contrast to saliva, plasma and urine display many associations
of different strength. The highest p-values can be observed for pathways, which are not strongly represented in the data.
The saliva circle only shows two links, of which one is very strong (Bile secretion), but the corresponding pathway is poorly
covered.

B
In the case of plasma metabolites, the lowest p-value of 4.7e-4 can be observed for the
Amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism, however, the node is very small implying a low
pathway coverage (≈3%). Only three of its metabolites (glucose, mannose and xylose) were measured, which are all significantly associated with diabetes in plasma. Other strongly associated,
but poorly covered pathways include but are not limited to Pentose phosphat pathway, Galactose
metabolism, Insulin secretion and Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis, agreeing with results obtained to
date. Interestingly, KEGG has also a Type 2 diabetes mellitus pathway, for which the estimated
p-value is naturally highly significant. Moreover, approximately 33% of this pathway is covered
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in the data represented by the bigger node in the red circle, serving as a positive control. Several well covered pathways, such as the Biosynthesis of amino acids or the 2-Oxocarboxylic acid
metabolism do not reach statistical significance.
Urinary metabolites show a different pattern of T2D association. Pathways, which display a
highly significant p-value in plasma such as Pentose phosphate pathway or Amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism, are not T2D associated, if urinary metabolites are considered. Even
Glycolysis/Gluconeogenesis (p-value = 0.07) or Type 2 diabetes mellitus (p-value = 0.3) do
not reach statistical significance. In contrast, Mineral absorption, Propanoate metabolism and
BCAA degradation display significant T2D association. The first is well covered (≈50%), consisting of glucose and various amino acids, while the second is less, but still well covered (≈22%),
comprising of succinate, lactate, AHB and several other metabolites. The three branched-chain
amino acids valine, leucine and isoleucine, as well as their α-ketoacids were captured in the
BCAA degradation pathway. However, many other compounds such as the γ-glutamyl derivates
are missing due to non-available KEGG IDs or are not present in the data at all, leading to a
pathway coverage of 14.6%.
The number of Bile secretion metabolites present in the data varies for each bodyfluid. While
22 were found in plasma and 16 in urine, only 7 salivary compounds are part of this pathway.
However, it is the only pathway, which shows significant T2D association in the blue (saliva)
circle with a p-value of 0.037.

5.2.2 Metabolon annotation analysis
The same analysis was repeated for annotations from Metabolon, which do not only consist
of pathways, but also of metabolite classes. ERanalysor again calculated the contingency
tables for each Metabolon pathway or class and performed Fisher’s Exact Test to determine the
diabetes association in form of the p-value. In contrast to KEGG pathways, for which the total
number of metabolites is known, the estimation of the total number of compounds for several
Metabolon classes is not possible. Therefore, only the class- and bodyfluid-dependent p-values
of Fisher’s Exact Test are available for interpretation, visualized as a heatmap in Figure 5.18.
For plasma, Glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, pyruvate metabolism has a significant p-value of 5.5e-03
(−log10(5.5e − 03) = 2.26) agreeing with the KEGG enrichment analysis and previous observations. Also Medium-chain fatty acid (C6-C10) shows a significant p-value of 0.01, followed by
Fructose, mannose, galactose, starch, and sucrose metabolism.
However, as already observed for KEGG pathways, the diabetes association pattern for
Metabolon annotations of urinary metabolites is substantially different. While Glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, pyruvate metabolism is not T2D associated, the lowest p-value can be observed
for Urea cycle; arginine and proline metabolism, closely followed by Drug and Ketone bodies.
Interestingly, the latter is not diabetes associated at all for plasma metabolites. A closer look into
the data shows that only three metabolites were annotated as ketone bodies: 3-hydroxybutyrate,
acetoacetate and 1,2-propanediol. Though BHBA and 1,2-propanediol were also detected in
plasma, they show no significant diabetes association.
P-values of nearly all pathways/classes of salivary metabolites tend towards one, with exception
for Glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, pyruvate metabolism and Drug, which nevertheless, do not reach
statistical significance.
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Figure 5.18: Diabetes enrichment in Metabolon annotations. The -log10 transformed p-values from Fisher’s Exact
Test are visualized as heatmap for each bodyfluid and each Metabolon annotation. T2D associated plasma metabolites are
enriched in the Glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, pyruvate metabolism, while in urine, the highest logarithmized p-value can be
observed for Urea cycle; arginine-, proline metabolism. Diabetes associations of annotations for salivary metabolites do not
reach statistical significance.

5.2.3 Interpretation pitfalls
The results of the enrichment analyses should be interpreted with caution due to two reasons.
First, pathways are different represented in the data making the p-values of Fisher’s Exact Test
difficult to interpret. As mentioned earlier, Fisher’s Exact Test of two pathways with greatly
varying coverage can yield similar p-values for type 2 diabetes association, if they have similar
numbers of T2D associating metabolites present in the data. Not knowing their coverages, an
interpreter would wrongly assume a similar T2D association for both pathways. For this reason,
the coverage of KEGG pathways is integrated as node size in Figure 5.17. Unfortunately, this
information is lacking for Metabolon annotations.
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The second drawback is the number of annotated metabolites. Though the results of the KEGG
enrichment analysis tend towards the biologically expected outcome, they lack in representative
power, since a KEGG ID could be found for only ≈27% (427 out of 1568) of the metabolites,
which is required for the pathway mapping. In contrast, Metabolon annotated nearly all of their
metabolites, but makes an interpretation difficult due to lacking coverage information.
Enrichment results of both KEGG and Metabolon annotations should be interpreted with
caution, and further steps could be performed for a more comprehensive analysis. But due to
time constraints, these additional steps are postponed until the next project.
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6 Addressing missing values and metabolite duplicates
During this thesis, two aspects concerning the data availability needed further attention, since
according to the “garbage in, garbage out” principle, the input data can influence the results
markedly. Missing values and double metabolite concentrations of one sample due to measurements on multiple platforms, as well as initial approaches performed in this study to resolve
these problems are described below.

6.1 Missing values
As already described in section 3.2.2, the existence of missing values (abbreviated MV) is an
inevitable feature of high-throughput data due to either random or selective loss of data. For
the inference of metabolic networks representing statistical correlations of metabolites within
and between bodyfluids, missing values were dealt with by MVO-Handler, which excluded all
metabolites with more than 80% MV (empirical value). However, to illustrate the remarkable
effect of MVs on partial correlation calculations, the union network was reinferred with inclusion
of those metabolites previously excluded by MVO-Handler. A striking example is biliverdin,
which was measured in plasma and saliva and is embedded in a cluster of salivary and plasma
metabolites (see Figure 6.1A).
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(A) Biliverdin subnetwork
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(B) Biliverdin concentration in saliva

Figure 6.1: Effect of missing values on network inference illustrated by biliverdin. (A) Biliverdin conspicuously
connects a saliva and a plasma cluster, indicating interesting biological features. (B) However, the boxplot of salivary
biliverdin concentrations show that the samples of both diabetic and non-diabetic participants mainly consist of missing
values, questioning the biological interpretability of the inferred subnetwork.

At a first glance, biliverdin seems to be a central metabolite connecting a large cluster of
salivary metabolites with a cluster of plasma metabolites. This conspicuous subnetwork would
mislead interpreters to ascribe biological importance to this network arrangement. However,
a closer look into the data shows that biliverdin concentrations are mainly missing for both
diabetes and non-diabetes patients, as it is also the case for the majority of metabolites in this
cluster. The boxplot of original biliverdin concentrations in saliva can be seen in Figure 6.1B.
All samples of non-diabetes participants consists of missing values, and only nine specimens
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of diabetes patients contain non-missing biliverdin levels. Being aware of this, the biological interpretatability of the calculated subnetwork is questionable as it may be severely restricted.
Likewise, the estimation of associations between metabolites and type 2 diabetes could be biased
markedly, as multivariate linear regression, which was used is this thesis, assumes data completeness. Instead of linear regression, the idea of applying censored regression emerged, as this
model is applied in cases where the dependent variable of interest is not observeable in its entire
range (censored variable), for which reason it is a promising approach for MV handling as well.

6.1.1 Censored regression and Tobit model
For a dependent normal variable y, a latent (unobserved) variable y ∗ and a constant c, left- and
right-censored variables are defined as follows:
(
cBBifBy ∗ ≤ c
left-censored y =
y ∗ iielse
B
B
(10)
(
cBBifBy ∗ ≥ c
right-censored y =
y ∗ iielse
In the case of censored regression, the dependent variable can be either left-censored (below),
right-censored (above) or both. The equation in the censored regression model is

B

right − censoredy ∗ = α + βx + 

∗

cl BB if By ≥ cl
right − censoredyo = y ∗ ii
if cl ≤ y ∗ < cr


cr
if By ∗ ≥ cr

(11)

where α is the intercept, β is a vector of regression coefficients on the explanatory variables x
and  is the error term, which is assumed to be normally distributed. Examples of censored
variables can be found in any research field, including but are not limited to econometrics (e.g.
extramarital affairs) and biomedicine or epidemiology (e.g. time to death) [168].
In the standard Tobit model [169], a special case of the general censored regression model, the
dependent variable y is left-censored with c = 0:
(
0BB if By ∗ ≤ 0
B
right − censoredyo =
(12)
y ∗ ii if By ∗ > 0
The Tobit model (and many other censored regression models) are usually estimated by the
Maximum Likelihood method. This model was used to address the problem of missing values
in this study, but the censoring limit (c) was not set to zero, as it is the case for the standard
Tobit model. Metabolite levels could only be measured until they reach a concentration, that is
below the detection threshold.
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In this study, the censoring limit cm for each metabolite m was defined as
BBBBBBBBBBBBBcm = min{[m]1 , ..., [m]311 } − 0

(13)

where [m]i is the measured level of metabolite m in sample i and 0 is the machine epsilon. That
is, the limit is defined as a number, which is slightly below the lowest measured concentration.

6.1.2 Censored regression vs. linear regression
The R implementation for the estimation of the Tobit model [170] was applied on the data, which
was already used as input for the linear regression. Subsequently, the regression coefficients
and the corresponding log-transformed p-values of both censored and linear regressions were
visualized as scatterplots depicted in Figure 6.2. Note, that the regression coefficients and
p-values of some metabolites depicted here can not be compared with values of Figure 5.2, since
Biocrates and Chenomx measurements were not included for this analysis. For instance, this
is the case for glucose (see below in Figure 6.3). In the following, coefficients (and p-values)
calculated by censored and linear regression are referred to as βc and βl (and pc and pl ).
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Figure 6.2: Scatterplots of β and −log10(p) obtained from linear and censored regression. For each bodyfluid, the
Tobit model was used to estimate T2D association. The resulting regression coefficients and p-values were plotted against
the results obtained from linear regression. p-Values for plasma and salivary metabolites show similar values, while the
regression coefficients differ greatly, particularly for saliva. Values for T2D association in urine are markedly different.

The p-values calculated for both plasma and salivary metabolites are in most of the cases
very similar. In contrast, many regression coefficients differ greatly (particularly for salivary
metabolites) and coefficients calculated by censored regression tend to have higher absolute
values. For many metabolites, βc is higher than βl , but pc is lower than pl . The greatest
divergence for both β and p-values can be observed for urinary metabolites. For instance, for
metformin βc is 2.4, while βl is notably lower.
In conclusion, the coefficients calculated by censored regression tend to be higher than those
estimated by linear regression, however, significant T2D associated metabolites were identified
by both approaches. Censored regression might be slightly more sensitive as it can deal with
missing values, but further investigations are needed, particularly for urine samples, to make clear
statements and to exploit this higher sensitivity. Moreover, the question about an appropriate
significance threshold has to be addressed and whether the same cutoff can be used for p-values
obtained from linear and censored regression.

6.2 Metabolite duplicates
Besides metabolites with missing values, there are
also plasma and urinary metabolites, for which the
concentration measurement is doubly present (metabolite duplicates), since the specimens were measured
i
on two platforms. Plasma samples were sent to both
Metabolon and Biocrates, and urine samples were sent
to Metabolon and Chenomx.

metabolite duplicates
Duplicates are metabolites, for which
two concentration measurements per
sample exist. In this study, duplicates
are a consequence of measurements on
multiple platforms.

B

The question of how to treat these metabolite duplicates arose, which is dependent on the effects
duplicates have on, first, the type 2 diabetes mellitus association and second, on the metabolic
network inference.
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6.2.1 T2D association of metabolite duplicates
For the calculation of the previously described union network, linear regression was first
performed on all metabolites. Subsequently, metabolite duplicates were compared and the one
with the lower p-value was selected. In the following, pM , pB and pC are the p-values of the
Metabolon, Biocrates and Chenomx metabolites.
The mentioned p-values of the association between type 2 diabetes and plasma and urinary
metabolites are depicted in Figure 6.3. P-values of plasma duplicates show great differences,
in particular for lipids and carnitines. This was expected, since Biocrates focuses on (lyso-)
phosphotidylcholines, sphingomyelins and carnitines. Urine duplicates display an even greater
divergence mainly for amino acids. Both Metabolon and Chenomx glucose is highly associated
with type 2 diabetes, but pC = 6.1e-24 is remarkably lower than pM = 1.9e-14.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of metabolite duplicates. For plasma and urine duplicates the -log10-transformed p-values
from the linear regression are plotted against each other. Metabolon and Biocrates show great differences, in particular for
phosphotidylcholines. Metabolon and Chenomx also show remarkable differences, but the p-values for glucose are differing
beyond expectation.

6.2.2 Effects of metabolite duplicates on GGM calculation
Metabolite duplicates do not only show great differences in the association with type 2 diabetes
mellitus, but can also have effects on the calculation of partial correlations. Simulations were
already performed by Krumsiek et al. [171], who tested the effect of a duplicate on the GGM
calculation. Three variables X1, X2 and X3 were generated such that X1 is highly correlated to
X2 and X3, but there is no correlation between X2 and X3 (see Fig. 6.4A). X1 is duplicated
multiple times with a different noise level yielding X4, respectively. Subsequently, the correlation
(similarity) of X1 and X4 (corr(1, 4)) is plotted against the partial correlation between X1 and
X2 (parcorr(1, 2)), depicted in Figure 6.4B.
A correlation of zero between X1 and X4 means that X4 was generated with a very high level of
noise such that it has no similarity to X1. Thus, X4 has no effect on the partial correlation of X1
and X2. The further to the left on the x-axis, the more similar are X1 and X4, but the correlation
between X1 and X2 only change slightly, indicating a still negligible effect of X4 on the simulated
network until the corr(1, 4) reaches 0.8. From this point on, parcorr(1, 2) decreases drastically.
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The simulation was also repeated with different noise levels on X1 and X2/X3. In all cases
the same process could be observed: the partial correlation between X1 and X2 decreases only
slightly until the similarity of X1 and X4 reaches a certain Pearson correlation (mostly between
0.80 and 0.99). From this point on, the decline of parcorr(1, 2) proceeds remarkably.
This effect can be explained by the nature of partial correlations, which is the association of
two variables with elimination of the effect of all remaining variables. If two variables are very
similar, the effects of one variable will be adjusted by the second variable.

(A) Simualted network

(B) Effects of a duplicate

Figure 6.4: Simulated effects of a metabolite duplicate on GGM calculation. (A) Variable X1, which is highly
partially correlated to X2 and X3, is duplicated with different noise levels yielding X4, respectively. (B) shows the correlation
of X1 and X4 plotted against the partial correlation of X1 and X2. This plot shows how the similarity between X1 and X4
affects the partial correlation calculation. Figure reprinted from [171].

Since the elimination or maintenance of duplicates can be crucial for a reasonable biological
interpretation, we aimed to verify the previously described simulation results on real data.
A plasma and an urine network were inferred multiple times from the data of the QMDiab
study, based on different scenarios of metabolite duplicate elimination, whereupon the partial
correlations of duplicates for each scenario were analyzed in this study.
Exemplarily for the comparison of Metabolon and Biocrates metabolites, the scenarios are:
1. Elimination of Biocrates duplicate ⇒ examination of Metabolon duplicate
2. Elimination of Metabolon duplicate ⇒ examination of Biocrates duplicate
3. No Elimination
3.1. examination of Metabolon duplicate
3.2. examination of Biocrates duplicate
B
Inferring three networks upon each different elimination or maintenance scenario yielded four
partial correlations for each metabolite pair, if one metabolite is a duplicate, and six partial
correlations, if both metabolites are duplicates.
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The comparison of Metabolon and Biocrates showed that for several metabolite duplicates, the
partial correlations to all corresponding association partners are significantly higher in scenario
2, as can be seen exemplarily in Figure 6.5 for laurylcarnitine. Likewise, there are a number of
metabolites, which correlate stronger in scenario 1 (e.g. tyrosine in Figure 6.5). But for nearly
all duplicates, the elimination of one metabolite yielded stronger associations than keeping both,
agreeing with the observations made for simulated variables, though the differences are not as
great.

Elimination: Metabolon
Elimination: Biocrates

No Elimination: Metabolon
No Elimination: Biocrate
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Figure 6.5: Tyrosine and laurylcarnitine in different elimination scenarios. Tyrosine and laurylcarnitine were
measured by both Metabolon and Biocrates, for which reason they were determined as metabolite duplicates. While
tyrosine shows the highest partial correlation with its association partners for scenario 1, laurylcarnitine associates most
strongly in scenario 2. For both metabolites, scenario 3 yields the lowest partial correlation.

Observations of simulated and real duplicates show that for the inference of metabolic networks
based on GGMs, the elimination of one duplicate is reasonable. However, the “better” one is
yet to be defined, though there are several possibilities including the decision on the basis of the
mean partial correlation or its p-value.
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7 Conclusion and Future Perspective
In the 21st century, humanity is plagued by many widespread diseases, such as type 2 diabetes
mellitus. As the overall physiological status of an organism is represented by its metabolic state,
metabolite profiles can provide valuable insights into disease underlying mechanisms disrupting
the metabolism. To get an enhanced view of metabolite compositions and associations, plasma,
urine and saliva samples were analyzed based on Gaussian Graphical Models. For 2174
metabolites in plasma, urine and saliva samples from 188 type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D)
patients and 181 controls of Arab and Asian ethnicity of the Qatar Metabolomics Study of
Diabetes, which were quantified on three different platforms, metabolic networks were inferred
based on partial correlations.
With regards to the single fluid-specific networks, great differences in the number of detected
metabolites as well as in the fraction of significant metabolite correlations can be observed.
The highest node degree of seven can be seen for plasma metabolites, closely followed by
urinary compounds, which display a maximum node degree of six. In contrast, the degree of
salivary nodes range from zero to three, implying a lower connectivity of the saliva network than
observed for the plasma and urine graphs. While 910 metabolites were detected in urine, less
were measured in plasma (879) and only 602 could be quantified in saliva. However, urine shows
a lower fraction of significant metabolite correlations than plasma, despite having more nodes.
For a comprehensive comparison of these bodyfluids, the intersection network was created. It
consists of metabolites from plasma, urine and saliva measured by Metabolon, and their intrafluid correlations, which are correlations between metabolites detected in the same bodyfluid.
Moreover, only the intersections of the metabolite contents of each pairwise bodyfluids were
considered (metabolites detected in only one bodyfluid were excluded). Many known pathways
could be reconstructed, such as for the purine and caffeine metabolism. The interplay of
concentration levels could be shown for amino acids as well, whose metabolism is a part of the
central pathways of energy metabolism. Bodyfluid-specific differences were observed amongst
others for acylcarnitines, which were only present in plasma and urine, and free fatty acids,
which in contrast, were not detected in urine. Great differences of partial correlations in different
fluids were observed for many metabolite pairs. For instance, the correlations of γ-glutamyl
amino acids differ remarkably between plasma and urine, or partial correlations of caffeine and
paraxanthine between plasma and saliva, as well as urine and saliva. In general, the latter
bodyfluids show the greatest differences in their metabolic correlations.
The second main network is referred to as the interfluid network, since it comprises of partial
correlations between metabolites, which were measured in different bodyfluids. One expected
finding here is that the same metabolites from different fluids tend to have a higher probability
of correlation than different metabolites from different bodyfluids. Significant interfluid
correlations can be observed for instance, for 1,5-anhydroglucitol, hippurate, inositol, cortisone
and metabolites from the purine and caffeine metabolism.
This thesis does not only cover the comparison of multiple bodyfluids, but also the investigation
of cross-fluid correlations. Plasma serves primarily as a transport medium for the cellular
components as well as proteins and components, and is likely to contain a small fraction of
every cell types, tissues and organs of the human body. Urine samples are of great importance
as well, since this fluid consists of protein and metabolic waste products from all parts of the
body, for which reason it can grant us a glimpse into the cell and tissue contents. Saliva samples
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are very easy and non-invasively to collect, enabling immense clinical advantages, if indicators
for certain diseases could be identified in this bodyfluid. Because of the stress-free sampling, the
US National Institutes of Health (NIH) supports research in diagnostic technologies using saliva
to look for markers of certain health conditions, since they believe that various compounds
present in blood are filtered into the mouth, in particular, in abnormal health conditions. The
exploration of multiple bodyfluids is of great scientific and economic interest. There are great
differences in the fluid-specific metabolite composition and correlation, which will need further
investigations. Moreover, the analysis of interfluid metabolite correlations indicates whether
the features based on the concentration level in a certain bodyfluid can be transferred to the
metabolite of a second bodyfluid.
Based on the fluid-dependent correlations of metabolites, the exploration of type 2 diabetes
associated compounds and enriched pathways was performed. The union network was reconstructed by integrating the T2D phenotype into a network consisting of all measured metabolites
and their intrafluid correlations. Multivariate linear regression was performed to estimate the
association of metabolites with T2D, where glucose, 1,5-anhydroglucitol, betaine and metformin
are amongst the top associated compounds. Several interesting subnetworks consisting of
metabolites significantly associated with type 2 diabetes were selected manually and discussed.
Many metabolites, including a bunch of unknowns, reached statistical significance, of which
many are known diabetes markers. But a few metabolites such as urinary 3-hydroxyproline
and plasma butenylcarnitine are, to the best of our knowledge, observed for the first time to
be T2D associated. A remarkable T2D association was also observed for both plasma and
salivary 1,5-anhydroglucitol, which in addition, are interfluidly correlated with each other. We
also performed a pathway enrichment analysis upon the pathway assignment of KEGG and
Metabolon for each metabolite. For both KEGG and Metabolon annotations, the diabetes
association patterns of plasma and urinary metabolites are substantially different. Pathways
consisting of salivary metabolites do not reach statistical significance for KEGG and Metabolon.
Until now, the exploration of type 2 diabetes was explored by integrating the T2D association
of each metabolite into a intrafluid correlation network. In contrast, pathway enrichment was
performed upon the KEGG and Metabolon assigned pathway for each metabolite. A motivation
for following studies could be the combination of network structure and pathway enrichment
by calculating and investigating enriched subnetworks, such that significant subclusters can be
isolated automatically.
During this thesis, some difficulties needed consideration. One commonly known problem is the
choice of a significance threshold for the partial correlations, which is influenced by the number
of variables and the available samples. Since the number of metabolites detected in plasma,
urine and saliva varies greatly, the significance cutoff has to be redefined for each network based
on the number of its nodes. However, one drawback for the comparison of different bodyfluids
remains: consider a metabolite pair in a certain bodyfluid, for which the p-value of the partial
correlation is slightly below the significance threshold, while the same pair displays a p-value
slightly above the threshold in a second bodyfluid. An interpreter would assume an essential
difference between those two metabolite pairs, which is in fact not true, because the difference of
the partial correlations or their p-values is rather small. For this reason, we decided to include
also non-significant metabolite correlations in the visualization of the GGMs. Nevertheless, the
problem is still present in statistical analyses.
A second difficulty concerns the existence of missing values, which is an inevitable feature of
high-throughput data. For the inference of metabolic networks, metabolites with more than
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80% missing values (empirical value) were excluded. Furthermore, the performance of censored
regression instead of linear regression for the estimation of T2D association was tested, which
tended to output higher regression coefficients for significantly diabetes associated metabolites
than linear regression in all bodyfluids. However, the p-values of plasma and saliva metabolites
were similar, while urinary compounds showed greater differences. In this thesis, only the
initial steps were taken to solve the problem of missing values, but deeper investigations will be
necessary to prove whether censored regression is more useful than linear regression.
As the plasma and urine samples were measured on two different platforms, many metabolites
exist, for which two measurements are available, referred to as metabolite duplicates. For the
calculation of the union network, the duplicate with the lower diabetes association was excluded.
Nevertheless, we analyzed different possibilities of duplicate elimination and concluded that the
elimination of one duplicate is more reasonable than the maintenance of both. However, which
one to be excluded is yet to be investigated.
Finally, we also present a novel mode of visualization by combining metabolic network inference of
multiple bodyfluids and the exploration of disease associations with linear regression, embodied
by the union network. This type of visualization offers a better overview to recognize interrelationships between bodyfluid dependent metabolite correlations and a given phenotype and
therefore, an enhanced basis for interpretation. Nevertheless, this is only an exploratory study
and deeper investigations will be needed to make clear statements that are clinically useful.
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Glossary

IGT | impaired glucose tolerance, a prediabetic state of hyperglycemia, is a condiabetic nephropathy | kidney disease associdition in which fasting glucose levels are
ated with type II diabetes mellitus, which
higher than normal, but lower than in diis characterized by an increased excretion
abetes patients [173]. 9, 63
of proteins in urine, decline of serum albumin and abnormally elevated levels of inosituria | condition of accumulated inositol
in urine [138]. 64
lipids in the blood (nephrotic syndroms)
[27]. 10
insulin secretagogues | compounds that affect
insulin secretion [32]. 11
diabetic retinopathy | systemic disease, which
is characterized by damage to the retina
interfluid | correlation between two metaboand is associated with type II diabetes
lites, which were measured in different
mellitus [27]. 10
bodyfluids. 41
glucogenic amino acid | amino acids, whose intersection | network consisting of metabometabolism yields pyruvate or one of the
lites detected in at least two bodyfluids
intermediates of the citric acid cycle [27].
by Metabolon. 25
30
intrafluid | correlation between two metaboglucosuria | unphysiological high excretion of
lites, which were measured in the same
glucose into urine [27]. 9, 62, 64, 69, 96
bodyfluid. 41
HbA1c | glycated hemoglobin level which is rec- isotonic | referring to a solution having the
same tonicity (osmotic pressure gradient)
ommended to be below 7% (American
as an other solution [172]. 8
Diabetes Association) [28]. 10, 54
hyperglycemia | condition of elevated blood ketoacidosis | diabetic ketoacidosis is a condiglucose level, which is per definition >110
tion of elevated ketones as a consequence
mg/dl [27]. 9, 10, 47, 61, 62, 69, 95
of fat breakdown as an alternative energy
resource [163]. 9, 70
hyperinsulinemia | condition of excess insulin
levels circulating in the blood [27]. 9, 63
lactic acidosis | condition when lactic acid
builds up in the bloodstream faster than
hyperlipidemia | condition of elevated lipids in
its removal. It is characterized by low
plasma [27]. 63
pH in tissues and blood and the accumuhypertriacylglycerolemia | condition of elelation of lactate [174]. 61
vated plasma levels of triacylglycerol [27].
Langerhans islets | clusters of cells located in
9
the pancreas and composed of several
hypoadrenalism | decreased activity of the
types of endocrine cells. The α- and β
adrenal glands resulting in the lack of
cells are most abundant and secrete the
steroid hormones, in particular, cortisol
hormones glucagon and insulin [33]. 10,
[105]. 51
11, 89
hypotonic | referring to a solution having a
metabolic acidosis | condition, in which there
lower tonicity (osmotic pressure gradiis too much acid in the bodyfluids due to
ent) than an other solution [172]. 8
acid overproduction or impaired removal
of acids by the kidneys [82]. 49

Glossary
metabolic overload | condition, in which
the mitochondrial fatty acid delivery,
catabolism and TCA cycle rates become
mismatched [152]. 68
metabolite duplicates | metabolites, for which
two concentration measurements per
sample exists. 19, 79
normoglycemia | condition of normal concentration of glucose in blood [87]. 69, 96
osmolality | direct measure of the concentration of solute partices in a bodyfluid [49].
16
partial correlation | association of two random
variables, while the effects of the other
variables are removed. 12, 13
pathway coverage | fraction of metabolites
present in data, which are part of the
given pathway. 71
union network | network consisting of metabolites from all bodyfluids and from all
measurements as well as the type 2 diabetes association. 59
unknown | metabolites, which were repeatedly
quantified, but for which the chemical
identities are unknown [70]. 37, 57, 67,
68
uremic syndrom | consequence of the retention of solutes usually cleared by the
healthy kidneys [89]. 48, 49, 52, 94
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Metabolomics as the endpoint of complex “omic” and environmental events.
DNA is transcribed to RNA, which is further translated to proteins, which consist of various
metabolites, including sugars, nucleotides, amino acids and lipids. Figure produced using
[8] as model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Figure reprinted from [13]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Urinary system and urine formation. The left panel shows the urinary system: the
kidneys perform the blood filtration and various biochemical processes, resulting in urine
formation. Urine is forwarded to the bladder via ureters, where it is stored and its output
is regulated. Finally, the waste products are excreted via urethra. The right panel depicts
the urine formation: in the kidneys, the glomerular filtration takes place to form the fluid
termed filtrate, which moves along the tubules, where it is reabsorped. The remaining
molecules are then collected in urine. Figures reprinted from [17] and [18]. . . . . . . . . .
Urine Wheel by Ulrich Pinder. The urine wheel, published in 1506 by Ulrich Pinder
describes the colors, smells and tastes of urine, which belong to people in various disease
states, pinpointing that already in the Middle Ages people knew about the importance of
urine samples. Figure reprinted from [19]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Saliva production. Molecules from the blood enter the salivary glands by passive diffusion, via osmotic gradient or from the carotid artery. Figure reprinted from [23]. . . . . .
Typical progression of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Extrinsic and intrinsic factors
cause insulin resistance, resulting in hyperinsulinemia and an impaired glucose tolerance.
In combination with β cells dysfunctionality, the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus
is inevitable, causing longterm micro- and macrovascular complications. Figure reprinted
from [27]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diabetes prevalence worldwide. Diabetes mellitus is referred to as “the global burden”
as nearly every country is affected. The IDF assumes that there are nearly 400 million
cases worldwide with rising tendency. The countries around the Persian Gulf can be found
in the top twelve of the world rank list, as also shown by the dark green coloring of the
Middle East countries in (A). (B) illustrates the prevalence ranking of the IDF regions,
with the Middle East and North Africa showing the highest prevalence. Figure reprinted
from [1]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insulin production, secretion and effects. (A)Langerhans islets are located in the
human endocrine pancreas and are clusters of β cells, which are responsible for the insulin
production and secretion. (B) Upon glucose uptake, the β cells depolarize due to elevated
levels of potassium ions, triggering the calcium channels to open. Calcium ions accumulate
within the cell, activating the exocytosis of granules containing insulin. (C) The released
insulin diffuses to nearby blood vessels and is transported to tissues containing insulin
receptors. Active receptors activate a signal cascade, which ends in the uptake of glucose
into the cell, where it is used for energy production (skeletal muscle) or triglyceride storage
(fat tissue). Figures reprinted from [33] and [34]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Direct vs. Indirect and CN vs. GGM. Indirect interactions appear if, for instance,
two nodes (A, C) are both associated with a third node (B). Correlation networks can
not distinguish between direct and indirect, whereas GGMs display this ability by using
partial correlations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.3

4.1

Venn Diagram illustrating the number of metabolites (A) common to multiple bodyfluids, and (B), (C) common to different platforms. Venn diagram (A)
shows the comparison of bodyfluids within the Metabolon measurement, including 758
from plasma, 891 from urine and 602 metabolites from saliva, resulting in a total of 2251
metabolites, of which 1022 were detected in only one, 394 in two and 147 in all three
bodyfluids. In contrast, (B) and (C) show platform comparisons within one bodyfluid,
respectively. 163 plasma metabolites were measured by Biocrates with 42 being also detected by Metabolon, whereas only 60 metabolites were found in urine by Chenomx with 41
being also present in the Metabolon urine dataset. The QMDiab dataset was analyzed by
Suhre and Mook-Kanamori et al. [4, 43], but in this thesis, the exploration was extended
to the analyses of metabolic networks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Effects of missing values on a simulated network. The first network (A) consisting of six nodes was generated by applying existing implementations for computer-based
simulation of steady state levels [37], followed by partial correlation calculation (GGM)
with GeneNet. (B) Subsequently, missingness was introduced artificially to one of the
nodes - D - by replacing 80% of the steady states with na and imputing the newly created
“missing values” to minimum. Since the major part of D was constant (minimum) from this
moment on, the recalculation of the partial correlation was impaired, resulting in wrong
correlations, as highlighted in red. Solid, green edges were still identified correctly, whereas
correlations marked as dashed green lines could not be recalculated. (C) By removing node
D from the simulated dataset, naturally all interactions with D also disappear. However,
all other edges were identified correctly and no wrong correlations were calculated. . . . .
Study workflow. The study can be divided into three main parts: bodyfluid metabolic
network analysis (left, light grey), bodyfluid-dependent analysis of type 2 diabetes mellitus
(center, darker gray) and further analyses (right, black). The first consists of the intrafluid
(A) and interfluid (B) network calculation and exploration, while the second part covers
the estimation of T2D association of single metabolites (C) and pathways (D). Additionally, the T2D phenotype was integrated into a bodyfluid-united network (E). Effects
of duplicates on network inference and the missing values handling by censored regression were roughly explored in (F). Blue hexagons represent scripts that were implemented
(Matlab, Perl and R) for this study, while rectangles illustrate datasets, GGMs or networks.
The rectangle color correspond to the “level” of the respective data, that is, rectangles of
the same color, but in different sub-analyses contain the same type of information, are
similarly constructed and in most cases output of the same script. Orange rectangles are
the end points of the calculations and need biological interpretation. While solid edges
show the essential dataflow between the scripts, dashed edges illustrate additional inputs
used by a given implementation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Calculating bodyfluid-specific M-GGMsf . After preprocessing, the corrected QMDiab
data was further processed by the DataExtractor, which only selected metabolites measured by Metabolon for each bodyfluid, creating three subsets containing metabolite levels
for 311 samples. Subsequently, the MVO-Handler eliminated metabolites with more than
80% missing values and handled outliers as described in section 3.2.3. For the resulting
M-Intrafluid datasets, GGMcalculator estimated all pairwise partial correlations and
thereby calculated the three M-GGMs, which were filtered by Significator by deleting
all non-significant metabolite interactions. The remaining M-GGMsf consists of intrafluid
significant metabolic associations for each bodyfluid, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.8

Simple graph statistics for M-GGMsf . For all subplots of this figure, the colors red,
green and blue correspond to calculations in plasma, urine and saliva, respectively. The
node degree distribution can be seen in the upper-left: the highest node degrees (six and
seven) are observed in urine and plasma, whereas saliva node degrees only range from
zero to three. The saliva graph is less connected for the significance cutoff sf , while the
distributions of plasma and urine are similar. However, the green curve is slightly higher
than the blue curve, indicating that more urine nodes have a respective degree than plasma
nodes due to the simple fact that urine has more metabolites than plasma. To prevent this
from also affecting the number of edges, the fraction of significant interactions is calculated,
which is considerably lower in urine than in plasma for the cutoffs s and s0 . . . . . . . . .
Intersection network calculation. The three corrected subsets containing fluidspecific concentration levels previously processed by MVO-Handler were handed back
to the DataExtracter, which removed all metabolites that were detected in only one
bodyfluid. The shrunken new datasets were used as input for the GGMcalculator
and Significator to calculate the corresponding fluid-specific M-GGMM,s
containing
f
only significant partial correlations. Subsequently, these GGMs were superimposed by
GGMoverlapper, which stored (i) all significant interactions into the M-GGMIf and also
(ii) all non-significant correlations between metabolites having a significant partial correlation in at least one bodyfluid. Finally, the matrices were overlapped and visualized as
intersection network. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intersection network legend. The intersection network consists of different types of
edges depicting the statistically calculated correlation of metabolites. Solid edges represent partial correlations, which were determined as significant (p-value below Bonferronicorrected significance threshold), while dotted lines typify not significant correlations. The
edge line width illustrates the strength of the partial correlation by showing the absolute correlation value. Moreover, the three colors red, green and blue correspond the
the bodyfluids plasma, urine and saliva. The network also consists of node pie charts,
which reveal in which fluid the respective metabolite was measured (colors are the same
as for edges). For instance, nodes with two pie chart areas indicate that the corresponding
metabolites were measured in only two bodyfluids. The node size is of no importance, as
all nodes are equally large. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All-fluid significant associations. Carnitine and acylcarnitine as well as catechol sulfate
and hippurate are the only pairs with significant partial correlations in all three bodyfliuds.
Amino acid intersection subnetwork. This cluster of the intersection network consists
of the three branched-chain amino acids valine, leucine and isoleucine as well as six other
amino acids interacting mainly in blood and urine. In contrast, metabolic associations
in saliva are present, but not significant. As the metabolism of these metabolites are all
part of the central pathways of energy metabolism [27], they are all correlated. Therefore,
correlations between amino acids can be found throughout different “omics” studies. . . .
Amino acid metabolism as a part of the central pathways of energy metabolism.
Amino acids that play an important role in the energy metabolism can also be found in the
amino acid intersection subnetwork. The correlated alanine, glycine, serine and threonine
form pyruvate, while the latter is also a precursor metabolite of succinyl CoA, which is
additionally formed by methionine, valine and isoleucine. Another TCA cycle intermediate, oxaloacetate, is formed by aspartate, which is liberated upon the hydrolazytion of
asparagine. Figure reprinted from [27]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Branched-chain amino acids and their derivatives. Valine, leucine, and isoleucine,
as well as their respective derivatives 3-methyl-2-oxobutyrate, 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate,
and 3-methyl-2-oxovalerate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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BCKA subnetwork. Valine, leucine and isoleucine are degraded to 3-methyl-2oxobutyrate, 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate and 3-methyl-oxovalerate by the branched-chain
aminotransferase. If the branched-chain α-ketoacid dehydrogenase complex fails in the
oxidative decarboxylation of the BCAA metabolism, humans suffer from the Maple Syrup
Urine Disease, indicated by an elevated level of BCKAs in urine. Green edges can not be
observed in this small subnetwork, as there are no MSUD cases in the QMDiab dataset.
All three α-ketoacids are associated in plasma and saliva, except for the valine and leucine
analogues, for which the p-value of the partial correlation exceeds ss . . . . . . . . . . . .
Purine intersection subnetwork. The purine subnetwork consists of seven metabolites,
which were all detected in saliva and urine (except for AMP), but are mainly missing in
the plasma measurement. This network consists of exclusively green solid edges, while
interactions in saliva did not fall below the significance cutoff. Plasma edges are not
existent, because the molecules were not measured in this bodyfluid. All interactions
were calculated correctly (compare Figure4.11), while the associations between AMP and
adenosine as well as xanthine and urate could not be replicated as indicated by the gray
dotted lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Formation of uric acid. The formation of uric acid is the final part of the purine
metabolism and takes place in the liver, where first, inosine is formed by 5’ nucleotidase
from IMP (inosine monophosphate) or by adenosine deaminase from adenosine. This
purine is further converted to hypoxanthine by purine nucleotidase phosphorylase and
subsequently oxidized to xanthine. Xanthine is also formed by guanase from guanine after
its production from guanosine. Finally, xanthine is again oxidized in order to form uric
acid, the end product of purine metabolism, which is then mainly secreted in urine. . . . .
Acylcarnitine formation. The acyl group at the sulphur atom of coenzyme A is transesterificated to the hyroxyl group of carnitine, catalyzed by carnitine palmitoyl transferase
I. This reaction results in the formation of acylcarnitines with different chain lengths (dependent on the R group) and free coA. The acyl group and hydroxyl group are shown in
green and red, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acylcarnitines and fatty acids intersection subnetwork. Nodes representing free
fatty acids are located on the left, indicating that fatty acids were only measured in plasma
and saliva, but not in urine. This was expectable, since fatty acids are not excreted in
urine due to their insolubility in water. In contrast, their corresponding acylcarnitines
were detected in plasma and urine, but not in saliva. This can be explained by carnitines
detoxification function by removal of toxic acyl groups. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dehydroisoandrosterone sulfate intersection subnetwork. All nodes were only detected in plasma and urine, except for DHEAS, which was measured in all three bodyfluids.
This cluster is interconnected in both plasma and urine, implying stable correlations in
both bodyfluids. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Absolute partial correlation differences. The three scatterplots depict the absolute partial correlation differences of each metabolite association between each pairwise
bodyfluids. (A) shows the comparison of plasma and urine, (B) displays plasma vs. saliva
and (C) compares the partial correlations of urinary and salivary pairs. Each point in a
scatterplot corresponds to the partial correlation of a metabolite pair, that was measured
in both respective bodyfluids. Significant differences with considerably high partial correlations are labeled by the names of the corresponding metabolites. Finally (D) shows the
distribution of differences of (A)-(C). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.16 Intersection subnetworks with significant correlation differences between
bodyfluids. (A) Acetylcarnitine (C2:0) has the shortest chain length, followed by propionylcarnitine (C3:0). All four metabolites were measured in all bodyfluids in contrast to
medium-/long-chain acylcarnitines, which were not detected in saliva. The molecules are
mainly correlated in urine, while only two significant edges can be observed for plasma and
saliva. (B) Creatine and pyroglutamine* were detected in all three bodyfluids, however,
they only correlate in plasma. (C) This cluster consists of unknown metabolites, which
were mainly measured in blood and urine and therefore, have only red and green edges. A
remarkable exception is the association between salivary X-12734 and X-16940, which have
a partial correlation of 0.79 - the highest observed partial correlation in all bodyfluids. (D)
The γ-glutamyl derivatives displayed in this subnetwork are formed by transpeptidation
between glutathione and the corresponding amino acid (E) The metabolites in this network display parts of the caffeine metabolism (Fig. 4.18). Although many red and green
edges can be observed, caffeine and paraxanthine are very highly correlated in saliva. . .
4.17 Formation of γ-glutamylvaline. γ-glutamyl amino acids are formed by the transfer of
a γ-glutamyl moiety to an amino acid. A simple example is depicted in this figure, where
the moiety is transferred to the acceptor valine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.18 Kegg caffeine metabolism. This figure shows the caffeine metabolism extracted from
KEGG. Red circles label metabolites, which can be found in the caffeine subnetwork depicted in Fig. 4.16E. Caffeine is broken down to paraxanthine by the cytochrome P450
1A2 (CYP1A2) enzyme, which subsequently, forms 1,7-dimethyluric acid with the help of
xanthine dehydrogenase. A second product of caffeine is 1,3,7-trimethyluric acid formed
by caffeine:ubiquinone oxidoreductase. Finally, caffeine can also be the precursor of threobromine, which is metabolized to 1- and 7-methylxanthine. Figure reprinted from [54].
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.19 Interfluid network calculation. The fluid-specific datasets extracted for the singlefluid GGM calculation in section 4.1 are pairwise concatenated to estimate the interfluid
metabolite correlations. Significator removed non-significant partial correlations by
comparing their p-values as well as the p-values of the Pearson correlations with the significance threshold. Subsequently, the relevant parts of the interfluid matrix as well as
the previously calculated M-GGMsf were reassembled, yielding the overall interfluid GGM
(I-GGMs ) containing only significant intra- and interfluid correlations. . . . . . . . . . .
4.20 Interfluid network description. The final interfluid network consists of nodes in three
different colors representing the bodyfluid, in which the corresponding metabolite was
detected. Moreover, different types of edges indicate different type of correlations. While
gray links are correlations between intrafluid metabolites, violet edges represent interfluid
interactions. The edge line style shows, whether the two molecules are different (solid) or
the same metabolite (dotted). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.21 Number and fraction of significant interfluid correlations. (A) and (B) are visualizations of the Tables 2a and 2c, respectively. Furthermore, interfluid correlations can be
divided into associations between either different or the same metabolites as indicated by
green and yellow stacks. Edges between different metabolites appear to be more frequent
for all interfluid pairs, however, this is due to the fact that the number of possible pairings
of the same metabolites is much lower. In fact, the fraction of significant partial correlations between the same metabolites are far higher (fraction is calculated as the absolute
number divided by all possible pairings). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.22 Significant interfluid partial correlations. Absolute partial correlations of interfluid
metabolites are shown in (A) for plasma-urine, (B) for plasma-saliva and (C) for urinesaliva pairs. Each circle represents an partial correlation value between two metabolites
measured in different bodyfluids. The density in (A) implies more significant interfluid associations between plasma and urine compounds than plasma/urine and saliva metabolites.
The four highest partial correlation values, which were not calculated for two unknowns,
were labeled with their metabolite names. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.23 Interfulid partial correlations. (A) 1,5-Anhydroglucitol (1,5-AG) was measured in all
three bodyfluids, however, it only shows a significant partial correlation between plasma
and salivary concentration levels. This correlation has noteworthy clinical impacts on the
role of 1,5-AG as a biomarker, for instance, for hyperglycemia, which is associated with
T2D. (B) Hippurate and catechol sulfate were detected in all bodyfluids as well. Moreover,
they are interfluidly correlated in all fluids and intrafluidly associated in plasma and saliva.
The correlation between urinary hippurate and catechol sulfate has lost its significance after additional inclusion of metabolites detected in one bodyfuid. (C) Stachydrine (proline
betaine) shows significant same-links not only between plasma and urine or saliva, but
also displays a rarely observed significant interfluid correlation between urine and saliva
metabolites. For chiro-inositol the usual pattern urine-plasma-saliva connection can be observed. Interestingly, plasma chiro-inositol is not only correlated with plasma stachydrine,
but also with salivary stachydrine, though chiro-inositol was measured in saliva as well.
(D) Cortisol could only be detected in plasma, while its inactive metabolite, cortisone
was measured in all three bodyfluids. However, only plasma and saliva metabolites show
intra- and interfluid correlations. (E) The uremic syndrom toxin p-cresol was measured in
plasma, urine and saliva and shows interfluid correlations between all three bodyfluids. The
rarely observed association between urine and saliva metabolites imply little differences in
concentration levels of the bodyfluids. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.24 Inositol epimerization. Inositol is a six-carbon polyol, from which nine stereoisomers
can be formed by epimerization of the six hydroxyl groups. Chiro-inositol is formed from
myo-inositol by epimerization of the hydroxyl group at the first position. . . . . . . . . . .
4.25 Stachydrine and glycine betaine. The figure depicts the structure of stachydrine (left)
and its analogue glycine betaine (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.26 Inositol and stachydrine in the intersection network. The correlation between
chiro-inositol and stachydrine could be observed in the intersection network as well. The
metabolites display significant associations in urine and plasma, but not in saliva. Additionally, chiro-inositol is linked to myo-insotiol solely in urine, which is on the other hand
linked to scyllo-inositol solely in saliva. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.27 Conversion of cortisol to cortisone and vice versa. Corsitol is transformed into its
inactive form corsitone by dehydration of an hydroxyl group catalyzed by 11βHSD1/2.
The back reaction is catalyzed by 11βHSD1. Figure reprinted from [102]. . . . . . . . . .
4.28 Cresol isomer structures. Phenol with a methyl group. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.29 Caffeine and its main metabolites. In the liver, caffeine is metabolized to paraxanthine, theobromine and theophylline. The first two were measured in all bodyfluids, while
theophylline could be only measured in plasma. Plasma theobromine and paraxanthine
are significantly correlated to the same metabolites in urine and saliva, but plasma caffeine
has only a same-link to urinary caffeine. Theophylline is correlated to both plasma and
urinary caffeine and paraxanthine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.1 Linear regression model. A regression line minimizing the residual sum squares is
estimated considering all observed data points. The slope is termed regression coefficient
βi , the intercept is usually labeled with β0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.2 Diabetes association of metabolites for each bodyfluid. (A)-(C) display volcano
plots, where β for a given metabolite is plotted against the respective logarithmized pvalue. Red markers represent metabolites that are significantly correlated to diabetes,
while blue markers are statistically not associated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.3 Heatmaps of top 20 diabetes association p-values. All four heatmaps show significant -log10-transformed p-values of the estimated regression coefficient β for the top 20
metabolites, that were detected (A) in only one, (B) in two, (C) and in all three bodyfluids. The colorbar ranges from dark blue to green, where the first corresponds to negative
and the latter to positive values of β. (D) An bodyfluid-independent ranking is achieved
by using only the maximum p-value value for each metabolite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8
5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12

5.13

Union network calculation. DataExtractor selected metabolites from the corrected
QMDiab dataset dependent on in which bodyfluid they were measured, and generated three
fluid-specific subsets containing metabolite concentration levels of 311 samples. Measurements of Biocrates and Chenomx were included, for which reason the A-intrafluid datasets
for plasma and urine are bigger than M-intrafluid datasets. After removing metabolites
with missing values and levels determined as outliers, the GGMcalculator estimated the
intrafluid correlations, which were filtered by Significator. The resulting A-GGMsf
were overlapped, resulting in three A-GGMU
f of size 1455×1455, since this is the number
of unique metabolites. These matrices were combined with the previously calculated T2D
association to create the union network. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Union network legend. The union network shows the same colors for plasma (red),
urine (green) and saliva (blue) as the intersection network. Moreover, the line width and
type again correspond to partial correlation strength and significance. Node pie charts
not only show in which bodyfluid a certain metabolite was detected, but also the T2D
association ratio. The general strength of diabetes association is represented by the node
size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Metformin actions. Mechanisms of metformin actions in mitochondria include the activation of AMPK, which leads to a reduced gluconeogenesis in the liver and upregulated
GLUT4. The first results in a reduced hepatic glucose production, while the latter causes
an increased glucose uptake and an decreased blood glucose level.Thus, metformin reduces
hyperglycemia in treated diabetes patients. Figure reprinted from [120]. . . . . . . . . . .
Metformin citrulline diabetes association. Metformin is highly correlated to diabetes
in all three bodyfluids, while citrulline only shows significant values in plasma, giving rise
to a red solid link between the two nodes. Citrulline is also correlated to arginine. . . . .
Formation of citrulline. Arginine is converted to nitric oxide and citrulline by nitric
oxide synthase. Figure reprinted from[121]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monosaccharides union subnetwork. Glucose, mannose, fructose, gluconate and X18221 are highly associated with diabetes in plasma. Furthermore, glucose and mannose
also show a significant association in urine. The monosaccharides are mainly linked in
plasma, except for mannose and fructose, for which not the plasma, but the urinary and
salivary levels are associated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lobry-de-Bruyn von Ekenstein mechanism and gluconic acid formation. (A)
The aldose glucose can be converted to its ketose fructose forming an intermediate enediol
and vice versa. Fructose can be also transformed into the aldose mannose, an epimer of
glucose. (B) Gluconate is the salt of gluconic acid, which is formed by oxidation of glucose
with gluconolactone as an intermediate product. Figures reprinted from [129] and [136]. .
Inositol union subnetwork. Though the diabetes association of the inositol stereoisomers are dominating in urine, only urinary myo-inositol reaches statistical significance.
The partial correlation between myo- and chiro-inositol gained significance compared to
the subnetwork observed in the intersection network (cf. Fig. 4.26). . . . . . . . . . . . .
Betaine union subnetwork. In T2D patients, urinary betaine is highly increased, in
contrast to plasma concentration levels, which tend to decrease, but do not reach statistical significance. Betaine and 3-hydroxyproline are significantly linked in urine, in which
the latter is also significantly, but weaker associated with diabetes. Dimethylcholine and
choline are not T2D associated, but are partially correlated to betaine, reflecting the fact
that betaine is oxidized from choline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Free carnitine and acylcarnitines in the union network. The figure depicts free
carnitine and its derivatives in correlation with each other, with other metabolites and
with type 2 diabetes mellitus. Free urinary carnitine shows decreased concentrations in
diabetes patients, while a positive regression coefficient was estimated for butenylcarnitine,
implying increased levels in plasma of T2D subjects. In addition, α-hydroxisovalerate and
pipecolate are T2D associated in urine, and the latter also in plasma. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.14 1,5-AG and X-11315 in the union network. Both metabolites are significantly associated with diabetes in plasma and saliva as indicated by their node size and pie chart areas.
In contrast to the salivary intrafluid edge, the plasma link was determined as significant.
5.15 Glucose and 1,5-AG. The structural similarity of glucose and its analogue 1,5-AG (left
panel) is responsible for the competitive renal absorption by the kidneys. During normoglycemia, 1,5-AG is reabsorbed nearly completely. In contrast, during hyperglycemia the
blood glucose levels surpasses the renal threshold and spills over into the urine (glucosuria).
The transporters responsible for the reabsorption are blocked by elevated levels of glucose,
for which reason 1,5-AG remains in urine causing a rapid decrease of blood levels. . . . .
5.16 BCAA and derivatives, keton bodies and pyroglutamic acid. Only valine and
isoleucine were increased in the urine of diabetes subjects, while the third BCAA, leucine
does not reach statistical significance. In contrast, its γ-glutamyl derivative is positively
T2D associated in urine, while the derivatives of valine and isoleucine are not correlated. In
terms of keton bodies, both α- and β-hydroxybutyrate are found to be increased in urine,
and the first also in plasma. 5-Oxoproline shows significantly reduced urinary concentrations.
5.17 Type 2 diabetes association of pathways. The red, green and blue circles show the
T2D association of pathways in plasma, urine and saliva, respectively. The association
strength is represented by line width (-log10 transformed p-value), while the pathway
coverage is shown as node size. In contrast to saliva, plasma and urine display many
associations of different strength. The highest p-values can be observed for pathways,
which are not strongly represented in the data. The saliva circle only shows two links, of
which one is very strong (Bile secretion), but the corresponding pathway is poorly covered.
5.18 Diabetes enrichment in Metabolon annotations. The -log10 transformed p-values
from Fisher’s Exact Test are visualized as heatmap for each bodyfluid and each Metabolon
annotation. T2D associated plasma metabolites are enriched in the Glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, pyruvate metabolism, while in urine, the highest logarithmized p-value can be
observed for Urea cycle; arginine-, proline metabolism. Diabetes associations of annotations for salivary metabolites do not reach statistical significance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.1 Effect of missing values on network inference illustrated by biliverdin. (A)
Biliverdin conspicuously connects a saliva and a plasma cluster, indicating interesting
biological features. (B) However, the boxplot of salivary biliverdin concentrations show
that the samples of both diabetic and non-diabetic participants mainly consist of missing
values, questioning the biological interpretability of the inferred subnetwork. . . . . . . . .
6.2 Scatterplots of β and −log10(p) obtained from linear and censored regression.
For each bodyfluid, the Tobit model was used to estimate T2D association. The resulting
regression coefficients and p-values were plotted against the results obtained from linear
regression. p-Values for plasma and salivary metabolites show similar values, while the
regression coefficients differ greatly, particularly for saliva. Values for T2D association in
urine are markedly different. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.3 Comparison of metabolite duplicates. For plasma and urine duplicates the -log10transformed p-values from the linear regression are plotted against each other. Metabolon
and Biocrates show great differences, in particular for phosphotidylcholines. Metabolon
and Chenomx also show remarkable differences, but the p-values for glucose are differing
beyond expectation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.4 Simulated effects of a metabolite duplicate on GGM calculation. (A) Variable
X1, which is highly partially correlated to X2 and X3, is duplicated with different noise
levels yielding X4, respectively. (B) shows the correlation of X1 and X4 plotted against
the partial correlation of X1 and X2. This plot shows how the similarity between X1 and
X4 affects the partial correlation calculation. Figure reprinted from [171]. . . . . . . . . .
6.5 Tyrosine and laurylcarnitine in different elimination scenarios. Tyrosine and laurylcarnitine were measured by both Metabolon and Biocrates, for which reason they were
determined as metabolite duplicates. While tyrosine shows the highest partial correlation
with its association partners for scenario 1, laurylcarnitine associates most strongly in
scenario 2. For both metabolites, scenario 3 yields the lowest partial correlation. . . . . .
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Bodyfluid-specific significant partial correlations in the intersection network.
This table shows the total number of metabolite pairs in given bodyfluids (e) that have
at least one significant partial correlation. Moreover, the number (ns ) and fraction (fs )
of significant correlations in exactly these fluids are displayed. The highest total number
e =276 is observed for plasma, of which only 37,3% are also single-plasma significant.
Saliva has a fraction of 16%, which is the lowest percentage of single-fluid significant
partial correlations. For pairs with two-fluid significance, urine-plasma has the highest
value of 40.6%, whereas plasma-saliva as well as urine-saliva show lower fractions. Finally,
there are only 3.9% metabolite pairs having significant correlations in all three bodyfluids.
Number and fraction of significant pairwise interfluid correlations. (a) shows
the absolute number of pairwise correlations (and intrafluid correlations in gray). While
plasma and urine metabolites share 446 edges, there are only 35 and 16 plasma-saliva
and urine-saliva pairs. The numbers in (b) display the fraction of significant correlations
for two bodyfluids of all significant interfluid edges in the network, also indicating an
exceeding difference between plasma and urine to saliva. However, since these values are
biased towards varying fluid sizes (total number of detected metabolites in this bodyfluid),
the fraction was recalculated with respect to possible interactions between two fluids (c).
Of all metabolite pairings that are possible for plasma and urine, 0.087% were determined
as significant. In the case of plasma or urine and saliva, 0.013% and 0.0043% node pairs
share a significant link. The differences indicated in (a) and (b) are still present after
correcting for the fluid sizes. (a) and (c) are visualized in Figure 4.21. . . . . . . . . . . .
Contingency table. The table consists of the number of metabolites (not) in a certain
pathway and (not) associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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